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ABSTRACT 
The economic efficiency of water development in Utah, including transfer systems, has 
seldom been examined, nor has the costs of public policies which result in deviations from 
efficient allocations. In order that public officials be better informed about water allocations, the 
present effort examines the efficient allocation of water in time frames up to 2020 under several 
alternative assumptions and calculates the cost of alternative policies. 
Using mathematical programming techniques, a computer model is developed to determine 
the supply (marginal cost) and demand (value of marginal product) relationships for agricultural 
water, given depletions for municipal and industrial (M&I) and wetland requirements. The model 
maximizes net profit per acre to an average agriculturalist in each of ten study areas in Utah. 
Proposed interbasin transfers and their costs are included in supply. The optimal solution 
generated is an efficient allocation, since maximization of net profits occurs only when value of 
marginal product equals marginal cost. 
The requirements for M&I water are projected into the future using trending and probable 
industrial development. An efficient allocation (optimal solution) is generated by the model for 
1965, 1980, 1990,2000,2010, and 2020. The timing of investments in water distribution systems 
can be determined from these solutions. 
Using alternative assumptions about policies (minimum inflows to Great Salt Lake and water 
salvage) several alternative temporal distributions are determined. Additionally, the effect of 
restrictions on groundwater pumping (present levels of storage must be maintained) is examined. 
The costs to users in higher supply curves (marginal costs) are approximated by areas between 
supply curves. In addition, losses to agricultural users from diminished efficient new production 
can be approximated. 
The critical factors in large proposed water transfers in Utah appear to be the growth of M&I 
requirements along the Wasatch Front, particularly in the Jordan River Basin. Sufficient water is 
available in the Colorado River Basins to provide maximum transfers, full oil shale and power 
generation development, and efficient agricultural production. Restrictions on groundwater 
pumping and water salvage in the Jordan River Basin and maintenance of high inflows to Great 
Salt Lake make earlier transfer necessary. The costs of such restrictions approach 25 percent of the 
total investment by agriculture in transfer systems. If no restrictions are made, but investment in 
these systems occurs now, a loss of foregone returns to alternative investment equal to about 70 
percent of the total agricultural investment is incurred by society. 
Key Words: Marginal Cost, Value of the Marginal Product, Economic Efficiency, Agricultural 
Water, Inter-Basin Transfers, Mathematical Programming, Optimal Allocation Theory, 
Efficient Water Allocation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The population centers of the Intermountain West 
are largely in the desert areas of the region. These deserts 
are characterized by dry, warm summers and cold, wet 
winters. Often, the edaphic characteristics are suitable to 
agricultural purposes, but available water is the resource 
which limits agricultural development (Pacific Southwest 
Inter-Agency Committee, Main Report, 1971a). Water 
scarcity has resulted in the poliferation of legal instru-
ments and other institutional constraints concerning rights 
to water. Moreover, the development of water resources 
has taken on an almost religious aura to residents of the 
region, without regard to the productivity of that develop-
ment in society, either at the local or national level. 
Recently, challenges to water developments and to 
the complex institutional system of governing water 
distributions have appeared from various groups, many of 
whom use arguments which are as analytically unsound as 
the developers'. Objective investigation of the costs and 
benefits which accrue to water and water development in 
the Intermountain West is required for economically 
efficient allocation policies. 
STUDY AREA AND PROBLEM 
Utah has been divided into ten physiographic 
hydrologic study units (HSU's), each of which comprises a 
major drainage system. Within each of these units, water 
demands include all four major uses (agricultural, muni-
cipal, industrial, and wetland). The water resources of 
these units are interrelated either by common drainage 
basins or by proposed inter-basin transfers of the Central 
Utah Project. The eastern hydrographic units, Uin ta, West 
Colorado, South and East Colorado, and Lower Colorado 
units, drain into the Colorado River, and are known 
collectively as the Colorado River Basin. The Wasatch 
Front units, Bear River, Great Salt Lake Desert, Weber 
River, Jordan River, Sevier River, and Cedar-Beaver units 
are known collectively as the Great Basin, even though 
they do not all drain into the Great Salt Lake Basin. Utah 
does contain a small, sparsely populated hydrologic unit 
which drains into the Snake River of the Columbia River 
Basin, but the relative isolation of that unit is sufficient to 
ignore its effects on Utah water planning (Division of 
Water Resources, 1970). (See Figure 1.) 
The State of Utah, particularly those agencies 
charged with developing a state water management plan, is 
faced with several policy issues which involve planning for 
water use and provision for future requirements. Several 
aspects of water allocation must be examined in order 
that Utah's planners can determine impacts of various 
public policies on water use. Of particular interest in this 
study are the economic effects of limited groundwater 
pumping, potential use of the inflows into the Great Salt 
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Lake, development of water salvage practices, and the 
investment in water transfer systems such as the Central 
Utah Project. These policies are economically analyzed by 
comparing the value of water with its production cost, 
including transfer and distribution. 
For this study, the demands for water in each HSU 
have been divided into three categories: agricultural, 
municipal and industrial (M&I), and wetland. Agricultural 
demand arises from the application of water to agricul-
tural production. M&I demand is a conglomerate of the 
requirements for culinary, industrial, and other urban 
uses. Wetland demands are more elusive; recreation, 
aesthetic, waste sink, and other uses are made of wetlands 
in Utah, and much of the water is simply waste water or 
agricultural runoff which collects in marshes, lakes and 
other areas. 
The Central Utah Project has been planned by the 
Bureau of Reclamation to transfer water from the Uinta 
Basin (HSU 7) to the Wasatch Front (HSU's 3,4, and 5). 
The project will utilize new collection systems and enlarge 
existing impoundments on the eastern slopes of the 
Wasatch Front. These impounded waters would be trans-
ported to the Wasatch Front using tunnels and improved 
waterways. From the major distribution point, smaller 
canal systems would be used to transfer water into 
impoundments and distribution systems along the Wa-
satch Front to meet requirements of all these uses in 
HSU's 3, 4, and 5 now and in the future! (U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, 1964). 
1 Also see the individual project information publications by 
the Bureau of Reclamation for details on these transfers in the 
Central Utah Project. 
Figure 1. Map of hydrologic study units of Utah. 
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STUDY OBJECTIVES 
This study is undertaken to examine the economic 
efficiency of the proposed inter-basin transfers of water. 
Economic efficiency is said to exist when water cannot be 
transferred to other areas or uses and add to the total 
value of water. The decision to develop the Central Utah 
Project is only partly dependent upon economic effic-
iency criteria, however. Other goals of public officials may 
or may not be achieved concomitantly with the economic 
efficiency. In any event, the costs of deviations from 
economically efficient allocation of water should be 
included in the decision maker's information. In order to 
critically examine alternative policies, the efficient alloca-
tion of water must be determined initially. Then the 
results of alternative assumptions about policy can be 
compared to the initial efficient allocation. 
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The specific objectives of the study are: 
1. To determine the present economically effic-
ient allocation of water among HSU's in Utah, 
given the profit-generating objective function 
and physical and economic constraints of the 
specific model; 
2. To determine changes in these efficient alloca-
tions given alternative projections of demo-
graphic changes and policy in Utah; 
3. To estimate the economic costs of using 
alternative methods of producing water for 
Utah users which are economically inefficient; 
4. To estimate economic costs of mistiming 
investments in transfer facilities. 
PROCEDURE 
In order to examine the efficient allocations of 
water over a large area and among several uses which 
include variable productivities, mathematical pro-
gramming is used. 
The programming model is constructed to contain 
supply relationships and costs for water, including the 
Central Utah Project costs. Demand for water, in the form 
of value or marginal product relationships, is also in-
cluded. A maximization of net profit is developed so that 
the model solutions will be efficient (that is, that marginal 
cost will be equated with marginal value product as nearly 
as the model is able). 
Since non-linear programming is costly in terms of 
computer time, linear estimations of productivities, costs 
and places, and water provisions are used. Assumptions of 
the linearity of relationships do, however, distort the 
model somewhat, as well as make the solutions "lumpy" 
or stepped. 
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The use of mathematical programming facilitates 
examination of potential future occurrences or alternative 
assumptions in that appropriate variables and constraints 
may be automatically altered and a solution generated for 
the altered assumptions. A "time series" of such solutions 
enables an analysis of the efficient solutions. A com-
parison of solutions helps to approximate costs to users of 
various restrictions on water use. 
The steps in this analysis are: First, to define a 
general theory or model which will apply to the allocation 
of any resource as between uses and regions; second, to 
apply that theory to transfers of agricultural water in a 
mathematical programming model in order to achieve an 
approximation to the specific problem, given the time and 
monetary constraints of the research; and third, to use the 
results of the specific model to calculate the economic 
costs of some possible alternative public policies con-
cerning distribution and use of the resources. 
GENERAL ALLOCATION THEORY 
In perfectly competitive markets, assuming no 
externalities, the efficient allocation of any scarce re-
source to production of some product or group of 
products requires that the marginal cost (MC) or supply of 
that resource be equal to its value of the marginal product 
(VMP) or demand. Further, if that scarce resource is to be 
allocated optimally between competing uses, the VMP of 
the resource in production must be equal as among all 
competing uses (Gisser, 1969). If a given resource is 
utilized in two pursuits, one of which has a lower VMP 
(disequilibrium in a competitive market), then efficiency 





product is equal among the competing uses. If a resource pi t--+---1.------..::.r-------..:::.t/... 
is to be transported from one region to another, the same 
efficiency criteria apply, assuming constant and equal 
income and other prices between regions. The VMP of the 
resource must be sufficiently high in the receiving region 
to compensate for the marginal costs of production and 
transfer costs. Further, the VMP in the receiving region, 
net of transfer costs, must equal that in the supplying 
region. Otherwise, reallocations of the resource will yield 
increased returns. The demand curve is simply the VMP of 
a various level of a given input in the given use in a given 
area. The supply curve is simply the marginal costs (MC) 
of producing the resource or input, ceteris paribus. The 
development efficiency conditions are met at the intersec-
tion of the supply and total demand curves. A movement 
along the supply or demand curve toward equilibrium is 
an efficient movement. 
Figure 2 is a graphic illustration of the in-region 






the eqUilibrium price in the ith HSU; 
the demand for water from the k th 
HSU for the lh use (or the production 
of the jth bundle of commodities) in 
the ith HSU. Dfj can be used inter-
changeably with VMP~ ; 
quantity of water from the k th HS U 
purchased by the j th use in the i th 
HSU; 
supply of water from the kth HSU; Sk 
can be used interchangeably with MCk; 
indicates excess supply or demand; and 
i, k = 1, ... , 10 and represent the HSU number (see 







Demand and supply between competing uses, 
HSU 1. 
Taking the demand curves for each use, and 
summing those demands into one total demand curve for 
a given HSU (Df,TOT, when equated to the supply curve, 
will yield the price to be paid and the efficient allocations 
as between uses within the HSU of the total water 
(Q~TO'f. Note that at every price less than P 1, there exists 
, 1 1 
an excess demand for water, where D x TO T= D 1 TOT -
MC 1. Figure 3 illustrates that excess demand curve. ' 
DLTOTis the relevant demand for transferred water 
in HSU 1 and it should be added to all other demands in 
the HSU from which water is to be transferred (HSU 2). 
Any transfer costs (T) must be netted out from this 
~xcess demand to yie!d the demand for rater from HSU 2 
m HSU 1; mathematIcally, Dr,TOT= Dx,TOT" T. Figure 4 
indicates the .efficient allocation in HSU 2. The price 
established in HSU, P 2, plus the transfer cost, will be the 
equilibrium price in HSU 1, and will determine water 
allocations in HSU 1, as indicated in Figure 5. 
Pric(' 
Figure 3. Excess demand in HSU 1. 
Price 
Figure 4. Water allocation in HSU 2. 
1 p2 










Figure S. Efficient allocation in HSU 1. 
..... , 
o~, TOT 
, 1 , 
°l,TOT-1 
Quanti ty 
Q~,TOTis the water JJllocated to HSU 2 among uses 
in HSU 2 as indicated. Q1,TOT is the water transferred 
from HSU 1 to HSU 2, The total water in HSU 1, Q11,TOT 
+ Qr,TOT, is allocated among uses as indicated. The net 
VMP in HSU 1 (DtTOT - T) is equal to the VMP's in all 
uses in HSU 2, and the VMP's of each use in HSU 1 are 
greater than those of HSU 2 by exactly the transfer costs. 
The extension of N uses and N regions is graphically 
laborious, but mathematically straightforward. The iden-
tical solutions as proposed on the demand side can be 
reached by using an excess supply curve (S~ = S2 - D~,TOT 
above in the in-region equilibrium in HSU 2), summing it 
horizontally with S1, and taking the equilibrium, as Gisser 
(1969) shows in a tax analysis. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate 
the approach from the supply side. 
If complementarity of outputs results from the 
resource transfers, then the measure of costs and benefits 
to all the products of the transfers must be included in the 
analysis. The analysis of joint products applies to this 
complementarity. The benefits and costs which accrue to 
other products are netted from those of the output in 
question (Gisser, 1969, pp. 184-185). The residual cost 
(total cost net of joint costs) is considered as the relevant 
marginal cost for a given use. 

FEASIBILITY AND COSTS OF TRANSFERS 
While the allocation model describes the efficient 
utilization of agricultural water, including transfer facility 
size, it does not determine the feasibility of a given 
governmental project. Economic feasibility is achieved 
when total economic benefits are greater than or equal to 
costs. In long-lived projects, as many governmental and 
other water distribution projects are, discounted surpluses 
must be compared with discounted costs. It is not the 
purpose of this study to determine feasibility, particularly 
in view of the truncated horizon which the projections of 
water use impose (no projections are made past 2020 
A.D.). 
Deviations from efficient allocations do, however, 
impose economic costs on society. These costs may be 
calculated using the model, subject to the distortions 
inherent in the assumptions made. Further, there should 
be no implied requirement for public decision makers to 
achieve economic efficiency; it is only one goal among 
many social goals of public policy. This study, and 
economic efficiency studies in general, should delineate 
the costs of deviations from efficiency as only one 
criterion, albeit an important one, on which to judge 
public decision-making. 
The deviations from efficient allocation of water in 
Utah to be analyzed fall into two categories. First, 
investments in transfer facilities may be made earlier than 
necessary. Second, institutional constraints may restrict 
development of low-cost water supplies. These two 
categories are not unrelated since restricted use of locally 
available water may require early investment in transfer 
facilities; the two will be treated separately for conven-
ience. Assume that there are two available alternative 
sources of water yielding the marginal cost curves in 
Figure 8 of S!urface water and Skoundwater . The total 
MC curve is a horizontal summation of the curves, as in 
Figure 8 [Sl = (S~oundwater + S~urface water )]. 
Further assume a suPyly curve for transferred water from 
HSU 2 to HSU I as Sl in Figure 8. 
The total available supply curve of water in HSU I 
is the horizontal summation of all three curves, termed 
S 1 + Sf in Figure 8. Note that the upward sloping Sf 
curve is only one "shape" which might be expected. The 
curve could be downward sloping or horizontal over some 
interval of quantity. 
Given demand curves for the water in HSU 1, timing 
of the development of each phase of water provision may 
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be indicated. Theoretically, the next most expensive water 
provision would be developed at a time when the present 
value of the benefits foregone by not developing (by 
experiencing higher than the lowest potential marginal 
costs) are equal to or become greater than the costs of 
providing facilities (that is, the investment cost). Note 
that the transfers are the lowest-cost source in Figure 8 
when a demand curve intersects the S 1 + S I curve beyond 
the point where Sf enters the sum. Not developing 
facilities results in a loss of benefits equal to the area 
bounded by the demand curve, S 1 and (S 1 + S f). As 
demand shifts rightward over time, the annual losses in 
benefits increase. When the present value of these losses 
equals the investment cost, investment is indicated. 
Practically, this optimum is difficult to determine, parti-
cularly if the Sf curve shifts over time as a result of 
increased demand (scarcity of excess supply) in the 
transferring unit. An arbitrary assumption of optimal 
timing may be assumed instead to facilitate analysis, as 
long as the direction of bias is noted. By using these 
su pply and demand curves, costs of inefficient public 
policies may be examined. 
Cost of institutional constraints 
If institutional constraints impose a restriction on 
use of locally available water, then the use of alternative 
sources of water (transfers of water in this case) results in 
a higher marginal cost to users assuming the curves in 
Figure 9. There is a concomitant loss in producers' and 





Figure 8. Surface water supply. 
Price 
1 
Ql, TOT Quantity 
Figure 9. Losses due to institutional constraints. 
Figure 9 by the crosshatched area).2 The producers' 
surplus loss is the area bounded below by SI , above by S~ 
and right by D 1,ToT' As the Df TOT curve shifts rightward 
over time, the annual loss of producers' and consumers' 
surplus will increase. The crosshatched area can be 
calculated by the difference between the cost (supply) 
curves up to the Qconstrained . Theoretically, the area is 
the difference between the integrals of the two supply 
curves; these integrals would have to be taken between 
discontinuity points. 
There is a further loss of consumers' and producers' 
surplus which results from decreased output (decreased 
input use), and is equal to the doubly crosshatched area in 
Figure 9. This area is equal to the difference between the 
integral of the demand curve and that of the (S 1 + S f), or 
total, supply curve. 
Each annual loss can be estimated and discounted to 
determine the present value of foregone economic bene-
fits due to maintenance of restrictive institutions. No 
account has been taken of the losses suffered in the 
transferring HSU, whose producers must pay a higher 
price for in situ water as a result of increased demand. 
Therefore, the present values of losses as discussed is an 
underestimate of the total cost of institutional con-
straints. 
Costs of inefficient investment 
If no institutional restrictions on use exist, then the 
agricultural supply curve for HSU 1 in time period 1 is the 
sum of groundwater, surface water, and transferred water 
supply curves, as in Figure 10, with DtTOT the appro-
2See E.J. Mishan. Welfare economics: ten introductory 
essays. New York: Random House, 1964. Chapters 2 and 3, pp. 
87-114 for a discussion of consumers' and producers' surplus. 
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QConstrained QUnconstrained 
Figure 10. Efficient allocation in Time Period 1. 
priate VMP curve. Note that no transferred water is 
. purchased at the efficient price. 
Increasing M&I and wetland demands will shift the 
Dl TOT rightward. These shifts are indicated by the 
D l" I" I,TOT and DI,TOT curves for time periods two and 
three, respectively, in Figure 11. The transferred water is 
not purchased by agricultural users until after time period 
hr ( 1"· 1 t ee when DI,TOT mtersects the S curve at the point 
where S} begins to enter the S 1 sum). Any investment in 
transfer facilities prior to the time period required to 
deliver water in time period four and beyond yields no 
return, in that the facilities are idle. The annual benefit 
which might accrue to the best alternative use of the 
investment funds is the opportunity cost, or the economic 
costs, to society of early investment. 
1 l' 1 " 
Ql,TOT Ql, TOT Ql, TOT 
Quantity. 
Figure 11. Efficient allocations over time. 
SPECIFIC MODEL 
The specific model is developed to include water 
demand and supply relationships which are included in a 
mathematical programming format. In order to construct 
a model which is both feasible and usable for research on 
Utah water allocations, several assumptions and simplifica-
tions are made. Each has the effect of changing the 
general model. Whether or not these simplifications are 
warranted is an arguable matter. The assumptions and 
simplifications are presented in the folloWing sections and 
the effect on the general model is indicated. 
Programming model 
Mathematical programming is chosen as the analyti-
cal technique because it is one of the more effective 
means of manipulating large numbers of variables and 
equations to achieve the optimization of some objective 
function (Hadley, 1962).3 Mathematical programming has 
been used for modeling water resource allocations, al-
though usually with smaller models (Gisser, 1970; Hall et 
al., 1967; Howes, 1966). The solution of the mathemati-
cal programming yields a dual variable value which is the 
shadow price. This shadow price is equivalent to the 
LaGrangian multiplier and represents the marginal cost or 
value of a given variable as it derives from the objective 
function. 
Mathematical programming has some definite dis-
advantages. Non-linear constraints and objective functions 
require extensive additions to the number of variables, so 
that strictly linear programming is most desirable from 
cost and time standpoints. The degree to which given 
linear relationships approximate the real world and distort 
the general model is open to debate. The size of the model 
dictates the use of a computer, but the cost of manipula-
ting large models imposes a constraint on the scope of the 
model. Dynamic programming of a large model is difficult 
and costly so that alternative approaches, such as para-
meterizations, must be taken to introduce dynamic 
3The general statement of a mathematical program is: 
Maximize (Minimize) Z==CX, subject to AX § 
Z is the value of the objective function 
C is an (lxN) vector of returns (costs), Ci 
X is an (Nx 1) vector of variables, xi 
B is a (Mxl) vector of righthand side values, bj 
A is a (MxN) matrix of coefficients, ai of the N variables in M 
equations (N ~ M). 
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factors. The exclusion of some variables from dynamic 
analysis abstracts from reality and may cause distortions 
in the problem solutions. Finally, the coefficients and 
relationships are drawn from stochastic data, but stochas-
tic problems are ignored. The effect of the variability of 
the coefficients is not determined and might conceivably 
alter inferences drawn from problem solutions (Hadley, 
1962, pp. 483-487). 
The constraints and objective function used in this 
modeling effort are listed in Appendix l(c) (BCDOUT), 
with descriptive indexes for variables and constraints in 
Appendix lea) and (b). 
Coefficients which are applied to the variables are 
indicated in the columns section of Appendix l(c). These 
coefficients are listed by variable (column) as they appear 
in the constraints (rows). If no coefficient is listed for a 
given variable in a given row, there is an assumed 
coefficient of zero (there is no relationship). 
Coefficients in the constraint matrix fall into four 
categories: (1) technical relationships of water develop-
ment and distribution; (2) productivity relationships 
between inputs and outputs in agriculture, including 
rotation requirements; (3) input availabilities; and (4) 
prices of outputs and costs of inputs. Figure 12 is a 
diagrammatical representation of these coefficients taken 
from Anderson (1972). 
The objective function is maximized subject to 
these relationships and limitations. The righthand side 
values establish limits to each constraint (maximums or 
minimums of the given constraints) as listed in the RHS 
section of Appendix l(c). Bounds are established on many 
of the variables, as listed in the Bounds section of 
Appendix l(c). 
The objective function is the net profit for the 
entire state. The difference between sales (gross returns), 
and costs of production is determined. 
Specific demand model 
Demand for water has been separated, as indicated 
above, into M&I, wetland, and agricultural sectors. The 
development of a workable model specific to Utah 
requires some, perhaps distorting, assumptions. The infor-
mation on value of water in municipal and industrial uses 
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Figure 12. Diagrammatical representation of the program. °1 ,3 
ming model. 
is sketchy for highly aggregated sectors on a nationwide 
scale; for Utah, it is practically nonexistent. 
Assumption 1. Municipal and industrial uses will 
enter the model as alternative fixed diversions as projected 
for given years to 2020. The fixity of M&I diversions is 
equivalent to a perfectly inelastic demand curve for M&I 
water. The total demand curve retains the slope of the 
sum of the remaining demand curves, but is rightward of 
it by the amount of the M&I requirements. The effect 
may also be viewed as a shift in the vertical axis of the 
specific model rightward to the quantity of water de-
manded by M&I users. 
The value of water for production of recreation, 
including provision for habitats for various wildlife and 
other wetland uses, is also not readily obtainable or 
available. 
Assumption 2. Wetland consumption will enter the 
model at fixed alternative levels or as a perfectly inelastic 
demand curve. The effect is to shift the total demand 
curve (or alternatively, the vertical axis) further rightward. 
As a result of Assumptions 1 and 2, only the VMP 
in the agricultural sector in each HSU determines efficient 
allocations within and between sectors in the specific 
model, as in Figure 13. 
QI,I is equal to QI,TOT - (Q13 + QI,.2)' and pI is 
established by the intersections of Sl and Dt.TOT. A shift 
of axis from 0,0 to 0,(QI,3 + Q 1,2) results' in identical 
allocations of agricultural water, given M&I and wetland 
diversions. The assumption of perfectly inelastic M&I and 
wetland demands has little empirical foundation, although 
some evidence exists indicating culinary demands for 
water are relatively inelastic (Howe and Linaweaver, 
1967). Alternative levels of wetland and M&I diversions 
are used to test the effect of wetland consumption on the 





Figure 13. Allocations in HSU 1 with fixed M&I and wet .. 
land diversions. 
future requirements. Any increase in diversions will shift 
DI TOT rightward (shift the supply curve leftward); 
decreases will shift the D I TOT curve in the opposite 
direction. ' 
The productivity of agricultural water is dependent 
upon relationships with other factors of production, such 
as land quality, cropping patterns, and frost-free growing 
season, for example. The model uses per acre crop 
production by land class by county within a given HSU as 
the appropriate production unit. Managerial ability, tech-
nological change, and market conditions determine profit-
ability for any given farm. Some further simplifying 
assumptions are necessary to limit the model to a 
workable size. 
Assumption 3. An average farm manager as pro-
jected for 1980 is assumed. This implies: 
(a) Yields on a given class of land of a given crop 
in a given HSU are the HSU average for that 
class ofland as projected for 1980. 
(b) Inputs per unit of a given crop production are 
the average for the given HSU and land class, 
including labor, water, and other variables, 
and are utilized in fixed proportions projected 
for 1980. Variable and fixed input costs are 
identified, the former with amounts of crops 
grown, the latter with acreages of land in 
production. Both present and potential land 
developments are identified by class, county, 
and HSU. 
(c) Rotations of crops are the normal rotations 
for the HSU. 
As a result, unit profitability and, therefore, the VMP 
curve is the same for each crop on a given land class in a 
given county within a given HSU. Thus, each county has a 
stepped VMP curve including segments for crop rotation 
pattern by land class. Since increasing agricultural pro-
duction involves less and less productive land classes, these 
stepped VMP curves are downward sloping. The sum of 
the county curves is the HSU curve which will also be 
stepped and downward sloping. A sufficient number of 
"steps" to provide an approximation of a continuous 
VMP curve are included, since there are seven possible 
crops on five land classes for each county. 
The projection of productivity is based upon pre-
vious trending (Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Commit-
tee, Great Basin Region, Appendix II, 1971; Upper 
Colorado Region, Appendix II, 1971). Agricultural pro-
ductivity has shown increases in the past, and could well 
increase beyond 1980 as a result of technological and 
cultural improvements (Anderson, 1972). There is some 
reason to believe that some productivity may fall as a 
result of restricted cultural practices required by environ-
mental quality limitations. The model will over-or under-
estimate the value of transfers, depending upon these and 
other offsetting effects. 
Assumption 4. Prices of agricultural products and 
costs of production inputs will change at the same relative 
rate, so that profitability of each crop on each land class 
in each county will remain constant over time, given the 
productivity levels. 
Trends over time would indicate that agricultural 
product prices rise at a considerably slower rate than do 
costs of production (Tweeten, 1970, pp. 152-193). 
However, technological advancement in production has 
previously offset the relative increase in input prices. The 
model will under- or over-estimate agricultural profita-
bility, depending upon the relative changes in input prices 
and technological advancement. Note further that VMP 
curves in agriculture are assumed to be subject to 
aggregation between HSU's. Therefore, it is implicitly 
assumed that average agricultural income and all other 
prices are constant and equal among all HSU's. 
Assumption 5. Water delivery timing is irrelevant to 
its value. Often in arid regions, late season water is 
considerably more productive and, therefore, more valu-
able than early season water at the margin (Hiskey, 1972, 
pp. 71-85). However, the productivity of water in the 
model is an "average" marginal productivity over the 
growing season so that the model over-estimates the 
marginal value of spring water as well. The model may, 
therefore, over-estimate or under-estimate the value of 
water transfers, depending upon the relative differences 
between each season's water and the model's "average." 
Assumption 6. Any new land developed will contain 
the same proportions of new classes (with the exception 
of Class 5 land and above) as presently developed land. 
The demand part of the model is essentially the 
application of the theory of the firm to the agricultural 
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sector of each HSU, as if only one firm, with the specified 
constraints, were involved in production, and perfect 
competition existed in that market. Implicitly, the HS U 
demand curve represents a summation of the individual 
demand curves of all the "approximately average" agricul-
turalists. As such, it is open to all the objections to 
aggregating demand curves (Miller, 1966). The treatment 
of the production of one region as if it had no effect on 
the market prices received or paid in other regions may be 
erroneous to some degree. Other demand assumptions 
which may be made for purposes of parameterizations, 
population projections, alternative efficiencies, etc., will 
be listed as they are made. 
Specific supply model 
The supply part of the specific model is similar to 
the model developed from the on-going research program 
and the report by King et al. (1972). [See Appendix 
l(b).] King's supply model is open to many of the same 
kinds of criticisms as the proposed demand models. He 
has assumed average values for physical and economic 
variables in the various HSU's, such as costs of surface 
water storage and water transfer facilities. His cost data 
are based on those estimated by agencies involved. A 
rough estimation of the costs of complementary produc-
tion (primarily electrical power) has been deducted from 
development costs according to the data published by the 
Bureau of Reclamation and the Utah Water Conservancy 
Board. Therefore, marginal costs used are residual costs 
charged to agriculture and M&I. Included in the model are 
both surface and groundwater availabilities, return flows 
from M&I and agricultural uses, potential recharge capa-
bilities, and concomitant costs. 
The marginal cost of newly-developed water is 
assumed to be constant for a given development practice, 
even though operation and maintenance costs might 
theoretically cause the curve to be upward or downward 
sloping over given intervals of quantity. When capacity of 
one facility or practice is reached, the marginal cost of 
water increases to the next most expensive alternative of 
supply, or becomes infinite if no further water can be 
developed. Thus, the specific supply model is upward 
sloping, but "stepped," and is an approximation of a 
continuous upward sloping supply function. 
King's model contains the assumption that costs of 
development and delivery are equal as between presently 
developed and new lands. This assumption is modified in 
the present model. 
Assumption 7. All land surrounding present water 
delivery systems has been developed. Newly-developed 
land will incur costs commensurate with the development 
and delivery of new water. (Presently-developed water 
cannot be applied to new lands at the present cost.) 
Presently-developed land can, however, use newly-
developed water at costs net of new delivery costs. 
Allocative solutions 
The allocation of water, both within an HSU and 
between HSU's is dependent upon maximizing net agricul-
tural returns for the entire state. Inter-basin transfers of 
water occur when the value of the marginal productivity 
in a given HSU is sufficiently high to pay the cost of water 
transfers, and earn an equal or a higher net profit in the 
receiving HSU than in the providing HSU. As long as 
water is available for agricultural use, and a positive net 
profit is earned, water will be allocated to agriculture. If 
water availability is restricted, it will be allocated to the 
agricultural use and HSU from which the most net profit 
can be earned. 
An optimum solution to the programming model 
indicates the amount of each variable which is required to 
maximize statewide profit from agriculture, given M&I 
and wetland requirements. A solution for any given level 
of M&I or wetland requirement can be achieved by 
making the appropriate changes in coefficients, righthand 
sides, or bounds. Series of these changes can be simulated 
by parameterizations of the appropriate variables. The 
model is used to generate the efficient allocations (op-
timal solutions) for the projected changes in M&I require-
ments over time, and for alternative requiremen.ts for 
wetland requirements which represent water salvage po-
tentials. 
A simplified example of the model's construction 
and operation is presented below. Assume that two 
products, com and alfalfa, are produced in an HSU with 
one county containing two land classes. Further assume 
two sources of water;- surface and groundwater. Finally, 
assume a profit-maximizing objective function. The sim-
plified equations are: 
(1) Profit = (Returns to Alfalfa) + (Returns to 
Com) - (Average and Variable Costs of Pro-
duction)4 
(2) Alfalfa = (Tons of Alfalfa Produced from 
Each Land Class) 
4Average costs refer to those costs incurred by units ofland 
(independent of the amount of crop grown) and variable costs are 
costs associated with amounts of crop grown. Both are included in 
the marginal costs of production. 
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(3) Corn = (Tons of Corn Produced from Each 
Land Class) 
(4) Variable Costs of Production = (Variable 
Costs of Harvesting, Hauling, & Water Appli-
cation per Ton of Product) x Tons of Product 
(5) Average Costs of Production = (Costs of 
Fertilizing, Leveling, Etc., Per Acre of Crop) x 
Acres of Crop 
(6) Water Available to Agriculture = (Total 
Groundwater) - (Groundwater to M&I + 
Groundwater to Wetlands) + (Total Surface 
Water) - (Surface Water to M&I + Surface 
Water to Wetlands) 
(7) Land Available = (Land in Land Class 1 used 
for Each Crop) + (Land Available in Land 
Class 2 used for Each Crop) 
The model will determine the optimal amount of 
water used to maximize profit, given productivity of each 
crop on each land class, and given the costs of production 
and water. [Anderson (l972) contains a more complete 
example and problem and model.] If the water supply is 
restricted by M&I and wetland demands so that the water 
available for agriculture can only be obtained at high cost, 
then only the most-productive land will be used for 
agriculture. As long as applications of water are profitable 
and water is available, production will occur with the 
most profitable crop being grown, restricted by any 
rotation constraints applied. A solution will yield the 
maximum profit gained, given costs of production, costs 
and availability of water, and productivity of land by 
crop. 
Anderson's early allocation model yielded efficient 
allocations of water among crops within the agricultural 
sector using supply and demand functions for HSU 4 
(Anderson, 1972). The present study alters the demand 
functions to conform with changes in the statewide 
supply model for each HSU. It indicates optimum 
allocations of water for a given point in time within the 
agricultural sectors of each HSU given inter-basin transfer 
capabilities and costs. 
COEFFICIENT DETERMINATION AND DATA SOURCES 
Data sources and indications of the variables to 
which the coefficients apply are listed below. 
Water supply 
Economic and technical relationships in the supply 
model are as reported by King et al. (1972). King's 
modeling includes transfers, storage, and off-farm distribu-
tions of surface water, pumping and distribution of 
groundwater, and their respective costs (see Appendix 2). 
The only changes made are those which preven t the 
present model from treating previously-developed water as 
applicable to new land. 
Agricultural demand 
Information sources used to determine input re-
quirements, productivities, rotations, prices and input 
costs are enumerated by Anderson (1973) and are only 
briefly discussed herein. 
Agricultural yields are determined for each crop and 
land class in a given HSU from yields as published in the 
Utah "Greenbelt Study" (Davis et al., 1972) and the 
Census of Agriculture for Utah (U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 1964). These yields were projected to 1980 
using Framework Study trends (Pacific Southwest Inter-
Agency Committee, Great Basin, Appendix IV, V, VI, and 
X, 1971; also, Upper Colorado, Appendix IV, V, VI and 
X, 1971). [These coefficients are listed in Appendix l(c) 
as the aij of the HHMY (Q) variable in the 1111 (Q) 
constrain t.] 
Rotation constraints for given crops are determined 
from information in the 1964 Census of Agriculture of 
Utah (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1964), and from 
consultation with the Utah State University Plant Science 
Department and Extension Services personnel. The crop-
ping activities indicated earlier are distributed by the 
following rotation limits: 
1. Alfalfa acreage (full and partial) > barley 
acreage 
2. Barley acreage> nurse crop average 
3. Alfalfa acreage > 5 times nurse crop acreage 
4. Alfalfa acreage + barley acreage + nurse crop 
> 7 times sugar beet acreage 
5. Alfalfa acreage + barley acreage + nurse 
acreage> 7 times corn acreage. 
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[Rotation constraints are listed in Appendix l(c) as the aij 
of the HHMY (Q) variable of the RHHMY (Q) con-
straint.] 
This rotation insures that alfalfa will not be grown 
more than five years in succession in one planting. 
Exceptions to this rotation are: 
1. Daggett County rotation allows alfalfa to be 
grown for eight years in succession, and no 
barley is grown. 
2. If corn silage and sugar beets are grown at the 
same time in a given county and land class, 
not more than one-ninth (1/9) of the irrigated 
acreage can be allotted to each crop (or 2/9 to 
the sum of the two crops). 
Fully or partially irrigated alfalfa crops will be grown 
depending upon the available water. Sugar beets and corn 
are restricted to specific counties where length of growing 
season is favorable. Sugar beet acreage is restricted to 
present levels, since the trend indicates acreage~ in sugar 
beets are declining. Corn silage acreages are unrestricted, 
except by rotation, since the trend indicates the acreages 
are increasing. 
Physical input requirements are determined from 
farm budgets developed in the "Greenbelt Study" (Davis 
et al., 1972). These inputs are divided into two categories: 
One in which inputs are varied with the amount of 
product by crop, and one in which inputs are "fixed" for 
a given product on a given amount of land. For example, 
number of cuts of alfalfa depends upon productivity and 
water inputs, while fertilization of alfalfa is a fixed 
amount per acre regardless of number of cuts. The former 
inputs are termed variable inputs, the latter, "average" 
inputs. Both inputs are, however, components of demand 
(VMP). [These inputs are listed in Appendix l(c) as the aij 
of the HHMY (Q) variable in the 1111 (Q) constraint.] 
Consumptive use of the water inputs (WHRS and 
WATERX) is calculated using a revised Blaney-Criddle 
(1952) method, together with modifications which are 
suggested by the Utah State University Soil Science and 
Biometeorology Department. 
Prices of inputs and outputs are derived from the 
"Greenbelt Study" (Davis et aI., 1972), modified where 
appropriate, and reported by Anderson (1973). The 
output prices are considered constant for the whole state. 
Prices for both "average'. and variable input costs are 
derived for each land class, county and HSU. The cost of 
developing potentially irrigable land to full production, 
both clearing and water distribution costs, are included. 
[The output prices are listed in Appendix l(c) as part of 
the aij of the 1111 (Q) variables in the profit constraint. 
The "average" input and development costs are listed as 
part of the HHMY (Q) variable, and the variable costs are 
listed as the a ij of the VIllI (Q) variables, both in the 
profit constraint.] The unit costs of labor were considered 
to be constant at 2.00/hour for the entire state. 
The righthand side values (or bj 's) in Appendix l(c) 
(RHS Section) establish bounds for the constraints. Each 
bj is a limit of the sum of the variables in the constraint 
equations. Where no bj is listed, the implicit value is zero. 
The bj related to the ARBLHHM constraints are derived 
using the Framework Study figures for arable lands in 
Utah by land class (Pacific Inter-Agency Committee, 
Great Basin Study, Appendix IV, V, and VI, 1971; and 
Upper Colorado Study, Appendix IV, V, and VI, 1971). 
These limits are adjusted by Anderson (1973) to fit the 
HSU's from available soil survey information. 
The bounds section includes upper limits of each 
listed variable. Where no bound is listed, the variable is 
unrestrained, except that all variables must be greater than 
zero. These bounds are taken from the Framework Study 
(Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Committee, Great Basin, 
Appendix V and VI, 1971; and Upper Colorado Study, 
Appendix IV, V, and VI, 1971), and from soil surveys for 
the State of Utah (Anderson, 1973). Wheat land (dry 
farming) development is not considered in the model. 
[HHMW (Q) is upper bounded at zero.] 
Supply and demand schedules have been calculated 
separately by King et al. (1972), Anderson (1972) and 
Anderson (1973). These schedules are produced by 
holding M&I and wetland diversions constant and deter-
mining the cost or MVP of increments of water. By 
combining these supply and demand schedules, an effi-
cient allocation of water within each HSU can be 
determined. These curves are discontinuous and "lumpy" 
since both costs and MVP change with mode changes such 
as different cropping patterns or new land development. 
The intersection of these supply and demand curves is the 
efficient allocation within the given HSU. This efficient 
allocation would also result from the optimum solution of 
the present mathematical programming model if no 
interbasin transfers of water were included. Differences 
between the solutions as reported by Anderson (1973) 
and those of the present model must be the result of 
importing water, assuming no change in the parameters 
and coefficients. 
M&I Requirements 
The determination of M&I requirements for a given 
time period are based jointly on popUlation projections 
and the projected development of industry in each HSU. 
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PopUlation and water use projections for the model 
for all HSU's except 7,8, and 9 Jre taken from: (1) The 
Framework Studies (Pacific Southwest Inter-Agency Com-
mittee, Great Basin Study, Appendix XI, 1971; and Upper 
Colorado Study, Appendix XI, 1971); (2) the 1969 Office 
of Business Economics, Department of Commerce (U.S. 
Water Resources Council, 1969), and Economic Research 
Service, Department of Agriculture [1967 projections 
(commonly known as the OBERS projections)] ; (3) 1970 
Utah Division of Water Resources projections (1970); (4) 
1972 revisions of the three sets of projections; and (5) a 
median of all the above. 
Some of these projections differ from the median 
projection considerably. The 1972 revision of the OBERS 
projection utilizes a much-reduced population growth 
rate, about .5 percent per annum, as indicated for the 
national mean growth rate in recent census data. This 
projection falls about 20-30 percent below the median 
projections. The 1970 Division of Water Resources projec-
tions included a rapid increase in industrial development 
for the state and is consistently 15-20 percent above the 
median projection. The other three projections are reason-
ably close to the median. Table 1 contains various 
projections of population and diversions. The median 
projections are used in this model. 
Projections of growth and water use for HSU 7, 8, 
and 9 are complicated by potential large developments of 
the extractive oil shale industry and construction of 
high-output fossil-fueled power generation plants.S The 
oil shale industry will be confined primarily to HSU 7, the 
Uinta Basin. The Comprehensive Framework Study, 
which relies heavily on the OBERS projections, does not 
include impacts of the oil shale industry (Pacific South-
west Inter-Agency Committee, Upper Colorado Study, 
Appendix IV, 1971), while the Division of Water Re-
sources (I970, 1972) includes only a small development. 
Water use is calculated from data for the industry and 
from requirement coefficients for supporting municipal 
and industrial facilities, including once-through use and no 
in situ retorting (U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1958; U.S. Senate 
Hearings, 1965; U.S. Senate Hearings, 1970; and U.S. 
Senate Hearings, 1972). (See Table 2.) 
Slow, moderate and rapid rates of development of 
the oil shale industry have been considered. The recent 
past indicates oil shale may not be developed until other 
sources are exhausted from which petroleum can be 
obtained with less ecological disturbance. A slow rate of 
development, wherein full production of one million 
barrels of oil a day is not attained until after 2020, is most 
probable. A moderate rate of development from which 
about 1 ~ million barrels a day would be produced by 
SRecently, large oil refining plants have been contemplated 
in the Uinta Basin, but these plants are not included in the 
projections. 
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M H L 
26.3 26.3 26.0 
18.75 18.75 18.67 
83.5 88.3 83.5 
72.31 76.47 72.31 
293.5 293.5 290.1 
112.2 112.2 ] 10.82 
722.5 722.7 714.2 
447.23 447.23 442.08 
32.9 34.9 32.9 
18.85 20.20 18.85 
17.1 18.0 17.1 
13.41 14.11 13.41 
22.1 23.3 22.1 
25.61 26.66 25.61 
24.11 25.16 24.11 
23.8 25.2 23.8 
25.44 26.94 25.44 
18.0 18.9 18.0 
60.93 63.98 60.93 
26.3 27.9 26.3 
9.07 9.62 9.07 
2000 2020 
M H L M H L 
36.7 36.7 35.5 53.0 53.0 50.3 
30.75 30.75 29.75 51.73 51.73 49.09 
112.0 132.9 112.0 146.8 197.0 146.8 
]09.98 130.51 109.98 149.00 199.96 149.10 
435.7 435.7 420.5 631.4 631.4 596.6 
213.93 213.93 206.46 346.64 346.64 327.53 
1052.6 1053.4 ]017.0 1527.3 1528.9 1441.8 
676.82 677.34 653.93 1004.96 1006.02 948.80 
36.2 43.0 36.2 41.4 55.5 41.4 
18.90 22.45 18.90 20.03 26.86 20.03 
20.3 24.2 20.3 25.6 34.3 25.6 
14.74 17.57 14.74 19.02 25.48 19.02 
32.0 38.0 32.0 50.5 69.5 50.5 
68-.99 81.93 68.99 123.67 170.21 123.67 
56.19 69.73 56.19 103.27 149.80 103.27 
29.0 34.5 29.0 37.1 48.8 37.1 
43.91 52.23 43.9] 58.80 77.35 58.80 
19.9 23.7 19.9 24.8 38.6 24.8 
93.33 111.15 93.33 124.37 174.90 124.37 
34.5 41.0 34.5 44.3 59.5 44.3 
12.04 14.31 12.04 16.08 21.60 16.08 
Table 2. Projected M&I diversions (x 1000), HSU 7. 
With and Without 
Moderate Oil Shale Development 1980 2000 2020 
High Population with Oil 26.6 81.9 170.2 
Low Population with Oil 25.6 69.0 123.7 
High Population without Oil 25.2 69.1 149.8 
Low Population without Oil 25.6 56.2 103.3 
2000 is assumed. The indicated median projections which 
are used in the model include this moderate rate of 
development. 
Fossil fuel power generation plants are presently 
under construction (State Engineer, 1964) and in partial 
production in HSU 8 and 9. Even though further 
expansion may be severely slowed by environmental 
considerations, the study assumes a moderate develop-
ment rate of full power generation capabilities and 
alternative projections of population increases. Tables 3 
and 4 indicate the range of water diversions for HSU 8 
and HSU 9 respectively. The diversions of 98,800 acre 
feet/year will provide for the generation of about 5,000 
megawatts in Utah. These diversions are about 15,000 
acre feet below the projected requirements of the Pacific 
Southwest Inter-Agency Committee (Colorado Frame-
work Study, Appendix XIV, 1971), but more than those 
requirements projected by the Utah Division of Water 
Resources (1970). Potential technological improvements 
in water use by steam generation facilities before 2020 
should allow production of the full 5,800 megawatts using 
the model's diversions (Federal Power Commission, 
1971). 
Wetland requirements 
Wetland requirements are the inflows necessary to 
maintain the current water levels in the various wetlands, 
such as marshes and lakes. These requirements are equal 
to the present evaporation of water plus the evapo-
transpiration by phreatophytes and other plants. 
Some water salvage is treated in the model. Wetland 
inflows are the sources of salvageable water. The wetland 
requirement in a given HSU in the model is lowered to 
"release" water for upstream use (the wetland and total 
demand curves shift leftward for that HSU). Water salvage 
in the model does not include desalinization or other 
recycling processes. It is water which can be depleted 
from wetlands at no additional cost without seriously 
affecting the recreation on or aesthetics of those wetlands. 
Only maximum level of water salvage will be 
examined. The data for potential salvageable water in each 
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Table 3. Projected M&I diversions (x 1000), HSU 8. 
With and Without 
Moderate Power Development 1980 2000 2020 
High Population with Power 26.9 52.2 77.4 
Low Population with Power 25.4 43.9 58.8 
(Median) 
High Population without Power 12.5 37.8 63.0 
Low Population without Power 11.0 29.5 44.8 
Table 4. Projected M&I diversions (x 1000), HSU 9. 
With and Without Power 1980 2000 2020 
High Population with Power 64.0 111.2 174.9 
Low Population with Power 60.9 93.3 124.4 
(Median) 
High Population without Power 28.0 39.2 102.9 
Low Population without Power 24.9 21.3 40.4 
HSU used are based upon interviews and unpublished data 
from the Utah Division of Water Resources. Maximum 
salvageable water by HSU is listed in Table 5. 
Inflows to the Great Salt Lake, while similar in 
nature to wetland requirements, are treated separately 
since these inflows are of a large magnitude and playa 
critical role in water use along the Wasatch Front. 
Alternative inflows to the Great Salt Lake included in the 
analysis are 1,014,000 acre feet/year, the normal year 
inflow; 850,000 acre feet/year; and 500,000 acre feet/ 
year. 
Table 5. Salvageable water by HSU. 






















Table 6. Parameterizations. 
DEMAND MODEL SUPPLY MODEL 500,000 ac.ft./year 850,000 ac.ft./year 1,014,000 ac.ft./year 
Salvage No Salvage Salvage No Salvage Salvage No Salvage 
Population Growth 
High 








Moderate 4(a) 4(d) 
I 
4(b) 4(c) 4(e) 
Low 
aThese numbers indicate the Appendix in which water distributions are indicated (from solutions to the model). 
Parameterizations 
The model is parameterized by using changes in the 
M&I requirement. A linear interpolation is used to 
calculate diversion requirements for years between the 
data source projection dates (1980, 2000, and 2020). 
Then parameterization of the model is accomplished by 
systematically altering the M&I requirements in each HSU 
to approximate the water needed by projected popula-
tions and growing industrial use for given time periods in 
the future. Optimal solutions are generated for each 
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alteration in M&I requirements so that the efficient 
allocations over time can be examined. A para-
meterization of M&I requirements is done for each of the 
three alternative inflows to the Great Salt Lake when no 
water salvage is included, and for 850,000 acre feet/year 
and 1,014,000 acre feet/year inflows when salvage is 
included.6 The solutions generated are compared to 
determine the effect of public policies on allocations of 
water. Table 6 is a tabular indication of the para-
meterizations. For each block, parameterizations for 
1965, 1980, 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2020 are accom-
plished. 
6For inflows less than 500,000 acre feet/year with no 
salvage, and less than 850,000 acre feet/year with salvage, no 
change in the solutions are observable. 
RESULTS FROM THE SPECIFIC MODEL 
The optimal (efficient) solutions for alternative 
parameterizations are listed in Appendix 4, the water 
allocations, and Appendix 3, the agricultural land in 
irrigated production. The dual solution 7 to the model 
(dual activity of rows, reduced costs of columns) yields 
shadow prices for water which may be used to construct 
the supply and demand curves. The values of the dual 
variables are valid indicators of VMP and MC only if 
agricultural use is the marginal use of water (that is, if 
other uses have a higher VMP at every quantity of water, 
or perfectly inelastic demand curves). 
The model construction affects the way in which 
salvaged water is utilized. Since available groundwater 
limits (bj's) do not change, the salvaged water may be 
used only as additions to surface water. The model utilizes 
M&I waste water, originally returned to the surface water 
flows to meet outflow requirements, for groundwater 
recharging to provide the least cost water for M&I 
requirements and still utilize natural groundwater in 
profit-making agricultural production. 
Central Utah Project results 
The model's solutions indicate that the development 
of the Central Utah Project hinges upon several alternative 
policies with respect to locally available water Graphs of 
the temporal development of the Central Utah Project are 
listed in Appendix 5. The model appears to indicate that 
efficient development of the Ute Indian portion of the 
Central Utah Project requires a delay until some time after 
2020, unless use of alternative water sources is restricted. 
For this reason, discussion of the Ute Indian Unit is not 
undertaken. 
One portion of the water transfer system does, 
however, appear efficient at present and develops to its 
7The dual problem is formed by altering all the constraints 
to have the same direction of equality, transposing the rows and 
columns, changing the directions of the equalities, interchanging 
righthand-side and'the objective function coefficient, and changing 
inc sense of objective function (e.g., maximize instead of 
minimize). The solution yields the additions to profit or costs 
which are incurred by adding a unit of the resource for each 
variable. These additions are the shadow prices. 
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full 22,500 acre feet/year transfer capability.8 The trans-
fer consists of water from HSU 8 transported to HSU 5 
using slightly improved existing facilities. The transfer can 
be made at less cost than developing new locally available 
water (King et aI., 1972). 
The timing of the development of the Bonneville 
Unit depends to a great extent on the use of alternative 
locally available water sources as apparent from Figures 
14 and 15. The following implications are drawn from the 
model's results, given the assumptions discussed above. 
1. The development of the early stages of the 
Bonneville Unit is dependent upon water 
availability in HSU 5. If salvage of water and 
use of the groundwater reservoir in HSU 5 is 
allowed up to levels at which groundwater 
mining occurs, the Bonneville Unit is not 
economically efficient until 2005 to 2010 for 
inflows to Great Salt Lake of less thim 
850,000 acre feet/year. For inflows of up to 
1,014,000 acre feet/year, postponement of 
development for 20 years (to 1995) is indi-
cated. With no salvage, low levels of importa-
tion are immediately indicated. 
2. Development of the Bonneville Unit to full 
capacity is dependent upon the water avail-
ability in HSU 4. A "take off' of demand for 
Bonneville Unit water is indicated when 
groundwater pumping including groundwater 
recharge reaches a maximum. With water 
salvage and inflows to Great Salt Lake of 
850,000 acre feet/year, the "take off' occurs 
between 2015 and 2020, and maximum ca-
pacity is not reached prior to the end of the 
period of analysis (2020); without salvage, the 
"take off" occurs between 2000 and 2005. 
For inflows to Great Salt Lake of 1,014,000 
acre feet/year without salvage, the appropriate 
dates are 1975 to 1980 for "take off' and 
1995 for maximum. With salvage, "take off' 
occurs between 2005 and 2010 and the 
maximum is not reached until after 2020 with 
salvage. Also evident is a decline in allocations 
to HSU 5 near Bonneville Unit maximum. 
8This portion of the model is termed the Sevier Area (SA) 
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Figure 14. Bonneville Unit diversions with alternative INFLO GSL (no salvage). 
3. The use of Bonneville Unit water in HSU 4 
depends primarily upon the growth of urban 
demand (M&I requirements). A comparison of 
importation timing and agricultural land indi-
cates that Bonneville Unit water is sufficiently 
costly to be inefficient for new land develop-
ment. Further, for every solution only avail-
able groundwater is sufficiently cheap to 
provide for new agricultural water Low cost 
recharge is utilized for M&I demands and the 
residual (natural) groundwater storage is used 
for new agriculture. When M&I requirements 
exceed the low cost recharge potential 
(434,000 acre feet/year) allocation to new 
agricultural development is reduced by the 
amount of M&I requirements above recharge 
potential. It is conceivable that cheaper 
sources of water, such as groundwater, are 
profitable enough to payout the discounted 
annual costs of land development including 
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water distribution costs (approximately <1)25 
per acre in perpetuity) short of perpetuity, at 
which time, Bonneville Unit water could be 
efficiently applied to the new irrigated land. 
There exists two reasons for ignoring this 
problem. First, profitability in HSU 4 is such 
that the pay-out period approximates 30 
years, at which time Bonneville Unit water 
will be needed to satisfy M&I demands. 
Second, the encroachment of urban develop-
ment into agricultural land may reduce 
significantly the amount of land available for 
irrigation so that agricultural diversions may 
remain reasonably constant in HSU 4. 
4. Given inflows to Great Salt Lake of greater 
than or equal to 850,000 acre feet/year, if 
groundwater pumping in HSU 4 is limited to 
present levels by institutional constraints, that 
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Figure 15. Bonneville Unit cup diversions with alternative INFLO GSL (with salvage). 
must be maintained (56,000 acre feet9), the 
full development of the Bonneville Unit is 
efficient by 2000 (with salvage; 1990 with-
out). 
5. Agricultural practices are limited to present 
land in HSU 5. It is unprofitable to develop 
new land with any source of water. 
6. There exists a surplus of water in HSU 7 
available for transfer by 2020 given even the 
highest levels of M&I (including oil shale) and 
agricultural use and maximum Bonneville Unit 
transfers. The minimum outflow from Utah 
watersheds to downstream compact states is 
350,000 acre feet/year greater than required 
9Calculated by total available groundwater less present use 
in M&I, wetland use, and groundwater inflows. 
272,000 ac.ft. - (132,000 ac.ft. + 75,000 ac.ft. + 8,000 ac.ft.) 
As in Appendix l(c)(1), this corresponds with the FGWA VWL4 
(free groundwater available to wetlands in HSU4), minimum of 
56,000 acre feet. 
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to meet the compact minimum [see Appendix 
4(c)(6)]. The HSU 7 outflow is 455,000 acre 
feet/year. 
Other results 
The model generates water allocations for each 
HSU, as well as for the transfer systems, as can be seen in 
Appendices 3 and 4. A few of the implications of these 
solutions are listed below; a complete enumeration of 
implications would be laborious and of questionable 
value. 
HSU 1. Small amounts of new land can be irrigated 
using groundwater developments, but M&I requirements 
will use this water by 2000. Additionally, the proposed 
transfer of water from the Bear River Unit (HSU 2) is 
economically inefficient for agricultural use. The recent 
cessation of negotiations between the interested parties 
appears to confirm the model's results. 
HSU 2. Development of groundwater and surface 
water sources is able to provide economically efficient 
water for relatively large developments of irrigated land 
(185,000 acres) until early in the 21st Century. Maximum 
low cost groundwater recharge is achieved by 2000. 
HSU 3. Sufficient groundwater reservoirs exist to 
provide M&I water to 2020. Further development of large 
tracts of irrigated land is economically inefficient. Wilde 
and LeBaron (1969) point out that the Willard Bay 
Reservoir water is sufficiently expensive to be inefficient 
in agricultural use at present. The importation of more 
water from the Ute Indian Unit is, therefore, clearly not 
dependent upon water demands in HSU 3, a conclusion 
which supports the model's results. Low cost recharge is 
extensively used by 1990. 
HSU 6. Sufficient water exists, with some importa-
tion from HSU 10, to meet agricultural and M&I needs to 
2020. Even though large acreages of land are available for 
developing, including over 200,000 acres of Class Two 
land or better, and up to 47,000 acre feet of new water is 
available from transfers of water from HSU 10, no new 
irrigation is indicated by the model. Importation of 
approximately 30,000 acre feet of water from HSU 10 is 
indicated, presumably to augment irrigation of presently 
developed agricultural land. 
HSU 8. Sufficient surface water is available to 
provide for the assumed moderate rate of fossil-fuel power 
generating plants, and concomitant M&l demand in-
creases. A substantial increase in irrigated cropland is 
indicated by the model in Emery County, and develop-
ment of irrigation is limited by the availability of irrigable 
Class One and Two land in that countys. 
HSU 9. Sufficient surface water is available to 
provide for projected M&I requirements, including fossil-
fuel power generating plants and present agriculture. 
Increases in irrigated acreages are economically inefficient, 
even though some Class One and Two land is available for I 
irrigation. The preponderance of poorer quality land 
precludes development, assuming fixed percentages of 
land classes in new irrigation projects. 
HSU 10. Sufficient water is available to provide for 
projected M&I requirements, present irrigation, and trans-
fers to HSU 6. Increases in irrigated acreages are 
economically inefficient, despite a favorable growing 
season and climate. The preponderance of poorer quality 
land restricts development of irrigation. 
The excess in required outflows to meet the 
Colorado River user's compact would appear to indicate 
that full and rapid growth of oil shale and power 
generation industries would not be limited by water 
availability. Full development of the oil shale industry 
would consumptively use about twice the moderate rate 
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of development for a given time period, or about 12,000 
acre feet/year over the present model (an increase in 
diversions of about 20,000 acre feet/year). Full develop-
ment of the power generating industry would increase 
consumptive use of water by approximately 70,000 acre 
feet/year in HSU 8 and about 105,000 acre feet/year in 
HSU 9 (diversions would approximately double the 
consumptive use in both HSU's). Total increased con-
sumptive use (which includes evaporation) is 195,000 acre 
feet, or about 155,000 acre feet/year less than the 
minimum excess outflow of the alternative assumptions of 
the present study. 
Results of the work of Anderson (1973) indicate 
that if land can be developed according to land class, most 
Class One land will be irrigated. However, in the case of 
HSU 6, HSU 9, and HSU 10, so little Class One land is 
available that it is doubtful whether any Significant 
differences in water allocations in these HSU's would 
occur. 
Reducing required inflows to the Great Salt Lake 
and salvaging water have large impacts on the timing of 
development of the Bonneville Unit, and upon the 
internal allocations in the Great Basin HSU's. As discussed 
above, water salvage is assumed to have no costs, other 
than those needed to pump or divert the water. Since 
low-cost water salvage is cheaper than importation, there 
should be no significant difference in. the model's results 
relative to the timing of the Central Utah Project 
developmen ts. 
Arguments for justification of developing the 
Bonneville Unit transfers have been made based upon 
using a final demand multiplier and comparing increased 
incomes generated to project costs. Importation of water 
at a price which is subsidized sufficiently to warrant 
agricultural use might achieve an increased final demand 
which would exceed the costs of the project if the 
agricultural multiplier is about 2. 
There are two problems inherent in this kind of 
analysis, however. First, the use of final demand increases 
is only a consideration of output, not of costs. The 
appropriate measure should be the increased rents (net 
incomes) which are generated. The failure to include costs 
of increased agricultural production is theoretically incor-
rect and will strongly bias the conclusion toward develop-
ment. 
Second, market dislocations may occur which offset 
the gains in rents. For instance, if full employment exists 
in the state, a shift of water to the agricultural sector may 
result in the bidding up of wages of resources, causing 
higher-than-expected input costs. Similarly, increasing 
agricultural product (market supply) may significantly 
lower prices of outputs, lowering VMP in agriculture. Full 
multiplier effects may be unwarranted. 
If payment of the subsidy is from local sources, 
then the loss of net income to other sectors to pay the 
subsidy must be considered. If those sectors have higher 
multipliers than agriculture, a net social loss is incurred; if 
lower, then calculations to determine a net multiplier are 
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necessary. If the subsidy is paid by federal sources, then 
local interests will receive windfalls at the expense of 
national taxpayers, and the net national social gain or loss 
is dependent upon the national multipliers compared with 
the local. Regardless of the relative sizes of national and 
local multipliers, it is obvious that local economic 
interests will benefit and could be expected to strongly 
support the transfers. 
COSTS OF INEFFICIENT ALLOCATIONS 
The costs of inefficiency are calculated from either 
foregone returns to investment or the higher costs of 
supply as discussed in the section Feasibility and Costs of 
Transfers. Several problems arise in the actual calcula-
tions, however. There is a lag between investment and 
operation reSUlting from necessary construction time in 
projects of the magnitude of the Bonneville Unit. Some 
estimates of the necessary time for construction of the 
Bonneville Unit range from 10 to 15 years (U.S. Bureau of 
Reclamation, 1964). The expected lag assumed in this 
study is 15 years. The lag time should provide, in part. for 
the transfer of small amounts of water as facilities become 
available. Thus, the efficient allocations of water to HSU 
5, indicated above and in Appendices 4 and 6, are 
assumed to be achieved by timing development appro-
priately for full development of the Bonneville Unit. It 
will be further assumed that investment occurs 15 years 
prior to the time at which demands equal 75 percent of 
capacity (I02,000 acre feet/year). This assumption is an 
arbitrary assumption of optimal timing of investment and 
development. The model, using this assumption, will 
likely over-estimate the rapidity with which investment in 
the Bonneville Unit will be required. 
Cost of idle investment in 
the Bonneville Unit 
To determine the economic costs of inefficient early 
investment, it is assumed that all alternatives to trans-
ferred water are unrestricted as discussed on pages 9-10. 
These alternatives include full groundwater development, 
inflows to the Great Salt Lake of a minimum of 850,000 
acre feet/year and a maximum water salvage. The appro-
priate time frame is illustrated in Figure 15 (page 22) and 
in Appendix 5( d). Seventy-five percent of full transfer 
occurs at approximately the year 2020, and, therefore, 
the appropriate (assumed) investment date would be 
2005. The total returns foregone to idle (unneeded) 
facilities if investment occurs immediately (I972) is the 
discounted sum of the annual returns to the investment 
funds up to 2005, or for the next 32 years. Three interest 
(return) rates are used: 5 percent, the approximate 
government borrowing rate; 7 percent, the recently 
suggested discount rate for public investment; and 12 
percent, an approximation of the return to private capital. 
It is not the purpose of this study to determine which rate 
is the appropriate one. 
A conservative estimate of investment costs for the 
Bonneville Unit attributable to water use (contracted by 
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the Central Utah Water Conservancy District for distribu-
tion to M&I and agricultural users) is approximately 
~ 130,000,000. Expected annual returns in alternative 
investments of those funds are ~6,500,000 at 5 percent; 
~9,1 00,000 at 7 percent; and U 5,600,000 at 12 percent. 
Over the period of construction, it is assumed that 
importations of the indicated efficient amounts of water 
to HSU 5 can be made, that is, that full development of 
the project will not be needed to provide water imports to 
HSU 5. There will be, therefore, a return to the 
investment which will accrue from payments by water 
users in HSU 5. If ~25.00/acre foot (Anderson, 1972) is 
charged for the delivery of these flows, approximately 
40,000 acre feet/year, the ~ 1,125,000 annual income 
should be deducted from the foregone returns. The net 
annual foregone returns are ~5,375,000 at 5 percent (a 
present value of ~84,936,000); ~7,975,000 at 7 percent (a 
present value of $100,860,000); and ~14,475,000 at 12 
percent (a present value of ~ 117,407,000).1 0 
If no salvage and inflows of 850,000 acre feet/year 
to Great Salt Lake are assumed Figure 15 and Appendix 
5(b) indicate the appropriate time for investment is 1990 
(2005 less 15 years), or 18 years of foregone returns. The 
present values for the shorter period of foregone annual 
returns are $62,834,000 at 5 percent; $80,220,000 at 7 
percent; and $104.929,000 at 12 percent. It is obvious 
that if investment opportunities which pay the indicated 
returns are available for public monies, sufficient income 
is generated to payoff much of the investment cost at the 
required date. 
Cost of institutional 
constraints in HSU 4 
To determine the costs of institutional constraints, 
it is necessary to calculate the increased costs of providing 
water and the losses suffered when production is cur-
tailed. It will be assumed that institutional constraints will 
curtail any groundwater pumping which would reduce the 
groundwater storage and will eliminate water salvage. For 
inflows to the Great Salt Lake greater than or equal to 
lOPactors for 32 years are: 15.802 at 5%; 12.647 at 7%; 
8.111 for 12%. 
18 years are: 11.690 at 5%; 10.059 at 7%; 
7.249 for 12%. 
850,000 acre feet/year increased low-cost recharge is 
necessitated and full development of the Bonneville Unit 
will be required in 1995. As a result, two kinds of losses 
are incurred. First, the users of water suffer higher costs 
or losses in producers' surplus. Second, returns to new 
agricultural development are foregone. 
The annual loss of producers' and consumers' 
surplus in HSU 4 is the appropriate measure for this study 
since it is in HSU 4 that the timing of the "take off' and 
full development of the Bonneville Unit are determined. 
For the assumptions that inflows to Great Salt Lake are 
greater than or equal to 850,000 acre feet/year, no salvage 
is possible and groundwater pumping cannot reduce the 
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storage further, full annual loss of producers' surplus 
occurs by 2000; that is, the D~ TO~urve intersects the S2 
curve above the price of trans'ferred water at that time. 
Estimates of annual lo~ses of surplus are made for each 
la-year period, beginning in 1980 and ending in 2020, 
after which all annual losses are equal. Since there is no 
groundwater applied to present agricultural production in 
HSU 4, only M&I uses suffer increased costs. The supply 
curve without restrictive constraints is the S4 curve in 
Figure 16. The supply curve with restrictive constraints is 
the S4' curve. 11 The crosshatched areas define the losses 
in producers' and consumers' surplus in HSU 4 as a result 
of the higher marginal cost curve. Table 7 is a tabulation 
of the losses of producers' surplus as indicated in Figure 
4' S 
Quantity 
566,000 622,000 722,000 
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Figure 16. Losses in consumers' and producers' surplus in HSU 4. 





Marginal Cost of Transferred Water 
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Quantity of Low-Cost Recharged Water to Re-
place New Groundwater 
Quantity of High-Cost Recharge to Replace 
Low-Cost Recharge 
Quantity of Water Transferred to Replace High-
Cost Recharge 
Quantity of qroundwater Used in HSU 4 on 
M&I Require,ents 
16. The calculation of the losses of producers' surplus to 
M&I uses for a given period, therefore. is: 
(7) (MCiRECH - MC&w) (QiRECH) + 
(MCARECH - MCiRECH) (QARECH) 
+(MC4RANS-MCARECH) 
The additional loss of benefits of producers' and con-
sumers' surplus accruing to new agriculture which are 
foregone are minimally estimated by the gross returns less 
the cost of new groundwater diversions to agriculture 
multiplied by the quantity of new groundwater applied 
to new land (net returns to new agriculture). Restriction 
of salvage increases losses of returns since salvage releases 
additional groundwater for use in new agricultural produc-
tion. Mathematically: 
The annual losses of returns are also listed in Table 7. 
Table 8 indicates the present value of the losses of 
producers' surplus to institutional constraints. 13 Table 9 
indicates the losses of benefits to new irrigation. 
The present value of the losses is calculated by 
taking the discounted values of annual costs or losses over 
the appropriate periods, then discounting that sum to the 
present. Note that producers' surplus losses are increasing 
over time and that the losses are decreasing for new 
agricultural applications. Therefore, discounting pro-
13Factors are: 
Quantity of New Groundwater Used for New 
Agricultural Production (with Salvage). 
Total Revenue to New Agricultural Production 
per Acre Foot in HSU 4. 
Present value $1 per annum: 
10 Years: 7.728 at 5%; 7.023 at 7%; 5.650 at 12% 
Discount present value 1: 
8 Years: .677 at 5%; .582 at 7%; .404 at 12% 
18 Years: .416 at 5%; .296 at 7%; .130 at 12% 
28 Years: .255 at 5%; .150 at 7%; .042 at 12% 
38 Years: .157 at 5%; .076 at 7%; .013 at 12% 
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ducers' surplus losses will be done using the minimum cost 
for the period, but an average loss to new agricultural 
application per period will be used. 
Total present value of the economic costs of 
institutional constraints on groundwater pumping and 
restricted water salvage are $27,971,000 at 5 percent; 
$24,217,000 at 7 percent; and $11,659,000 at 12 percent. 
The losses are underestimates, since the 1972 to 1980 
period is not covered due to lack of solutions for that 
period. In any event, relaxing the institutional constraints 
on use of locally available water should provide benefits 
to society which are of magnitude sufficient to payoff 
significant amounts of the investment costs in the 
Bonneville Unit, particularly at lower interest rates. 
If public policy is both to limit the development of 
locally available water and to invest now so that the 
returns are zero until 1985, the economic costs are even 
higher. Both loss of returns and loss of benefits must be 
taken into account. At 5 percent, the present value of the 
annual loss is approximately $30,000,000 and the value of . 
foregone returns is approximately $60,000,000. Total 
loss approximates $90,000,000 or about 70 percent of the 
cost of the project as contracted by the Conservancy 
District. 
Implications for public policy 
The economic costs of both kinds of inefficient 
public policy are of such magnitude as to warrant serious 
consideration, even if the specific values are only gross 
~stimates. In fact, the payment contracted by the Central 
Utah Conservancy Board and used here as the investment 
cost of the Bonneville Unit is not the entire cost of 
investing for agricultural and M&I transfers. Part of the 
revenue generated by sales of power is used to subsidize 
agricultural development, although no estimate of the 
subsidy is presently available. In any case, public officials 
must be aware that the costs of public policies which 
force inefficient allocation of public funds and productive 
resources are high. 
N 
00 
Table 7. Calculations of annual economic costs of institutional constraints on uses of locally available water in HSU 4. (See Appendix 2 for costs.) 
Year Beginning 4 4 4 4 4NEW Annual Annual 4 4 QTRANS 4NEW Period MCTRANS MCLRECH MCHRECH MCGW MCGW QLRECH QHRECH QGW Loss Loss 
M&I Ag 




AG ~50~ 256,000 1..29t,900_ 
- --
- -- -- - - --
M&I 79.00 71.65 77.65 49.65 56,000 27,000 1,394,000 
1990 
AG 6.50 201,000 1,306,500 
- - - - - - - - -
- --
M&I 79.00 71.65 77.65 49.65 56,000 36,000 1,568,000 
2000 
AG 6.50 134,000 871,000 
--- - - -- - - - --
M&I 79.00 71.65 77.65 49.65 56,000 56,000 56,000 1,643,000 
2010 
AG 6.50 0 0 
aTotal revenue per acre foot of $13.00 less costs of new groundwater to agriculture which include $3.00 per acre foot groundwater distribution, $1.00 per acre foot on farm 
operation and maintenance cost, and a minimum estimate of $2.50 per acre foot land development cost (10.10 per acre';' 4 acre feet/acre water application). 
, '; 
) : ) 
Table 8. Present value of producers' surplus losses. 
Interest Period Pre~ent Value Present Value 
Rate Beginning at Period Discounted 
Beginning to 1972 
1980 9,521,000 6446,000 
5% 1990 10,773,000 4,482,000 
2000 12,118,000 3,090,000 
2010 12,702,000 1,994,000 
TOTAL 16,012,000 
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -
1980 8652,000 5,035,000 
1990 9,790,000 2,898,000 
7% 2000 11,012,000 1,652,000 
2010 11,543,000 877,000 
TOTAL 10,462,000 
- -- - - - - - - - -
- - -- - - - - - - - - --
1980 6,961,000 2,812,000 
1990 7876,000 1,024,000 
12% 2000 8,859,000 372,000 
2010 9,286,000 121,000 
TOTAL 4,329,000 
Table 9. Present value of losses to new irrigation. 
Interest Period Present Value Present Value 
Rate Beginning at Period Discounted 
Beginning to 1972 
1980 11,227,000 7,601,000 
5% 1990 8,414,000 3,500,000 2000 3,366,000 858,000 
2010 0 0 
TOTAL 11,959,000 
- -- -- - - - -- - - - -
1980 10,203,000 5,938,000 
7% 1990 7,646,000 2,263,000 
2000 3,059,000 459,000 
2010 
° ° TOTAL 8,660,000 
-- -- - - - - -- - - --
1980 8,208,000 3,160,000 
12% 1990 6,151,000 800,000 2000 2,461,000 103,000 
2010 0 0 
TOTAL 4,063,000 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
-- Study objectives 
The study is made to determine the efficient 
allocations of agricultural water in Utah, with particular 
reference to the Central Utah Project, by using the 
demand (VMP) and supply (MC) curves for agricultural 
uses. Once the efficient allocation is determined for the 
present, alternative projections fpr future requirements 
for water in M&I and wetland uses are developed in order 
to examine changes in water allocations over time. 
Finally, the economic costs of inefficient public policies 
are estimated. 
A general model (applicable to all resource alloca-
tions as well as to water) is developed in the theoretical 
treatment and modified to suit the purposes of this study. 
Specific models using mathematical programming tech-
niques are then used to determine optimal solutions which 
are the efficient allocations. Using solutions from the 
mathematical programming model, costs of deviations 
from efficient allocations are determined. 
Allocation theory 
Since more than one use of water is relevant to the 
general allocation question, the VMP curve for each use is 
included in a total demand curve for water within a given 
region or HSU. Assuming no externalities and a perfectly 
competitive market, and using the total VMP curve and 
marginal cost curve for water within the HSU, the 
efficient allocation can be determined. 
The efficiency of interbasin transfers can be deter-
mined by using an excess demand curve for one HSU, 
adjusted for transfer costs, as an additional demand curve 
in the HSU from which water will be transferred. The 
amount of water allocated among uses and the transfers is 
determined, as are prices, for both HSU's. The price in the 
donating HSU plus the transfer costs is the relevant price 
in the receiving HSU assuming there exists an efficient 
transfer. These allocations can be determined as well by 
using excess supply (marginal cost) curves for the donat-
ing HSU. 
Deviations from the efficient allocations cause 
economic losses to society in the form of higher costs and 
foregone benefits. Differences in costs to users, both from 
the loss of producers' surpluses and restricted efficient 
quantities of water used can be estimated. Institutional 
constraints upon water use and development must be 
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charged with the costs of inefficiency which they 
generate. If, on the other hand, public investments are 
made to provide water transfers which are inefficient, 
then those facilities lie idle and the return to alternative 
investment opportunities is foregone. 
Specific model 
Mathematical programming models for annual costs 
of provision and value of productivity have been 
developed in previous research and reported by King et al. 
(1972), Anderson (1973), and Anderson (1972). Co-
efficients and constraint equations in the programming 
model are modified to include the interbasin transfers of 
water. Since data on the values of M&I and wetland uses 
are unavailable, the model is constructed using agricultural 
productivity as the variable demand, and M&I and 
wetland diversions as fixed requirements at alternative 
levels. Net profitability is maximized, which can only 
occur when the efficiency conditions are met (or closely 
approached since the constraints are "lumpy"). 
Parameterization is carried out to determine the 
effects on allocations of popUlation changes for 1980, 
1990, 2000, and 2020 (see Table 1). Introduction and 
growth of the oil shale and fossil-fuel power electrical 
generating plants anticipated in Utah are also included in 
parameterization of M&I requirements (see Tables 2, 3, 
and 4). Alternative levels of wetland diversions are used to 
simulate potential low-cost water salvage. In addition, 
inflows to the Great Salt Lake are treated separately and 
parameterized to determine the effect of maintaining 
various levels of the lake and using the water upstream. 
Results 
Solutions to the model indicate that investments in 
the Bonneville Unit of the Central Utah Project will 
become efficient only about the year 2000 in order to 
provide necessary water by 2015, depending on the 
assumptions of the model (see Appendices 3, 4, and 5). 
Full development of the Bonneville Unit is dependent 
almost entirely upon growth in water requirements in 
HSU 4, the Jordan River Unit. The Ute Indian Unit could 
not be efficiently fully developed until after the end of 
the study's time horizon (2020). 
The use of water salvaging practices and the 
reduction of assumed inflows to Great Salt Lake have 
important impacts upon the allocations of water and 
timing of the development of transfer facilities. Lowering 
the Great Salt Lake inflows alone postpones Bonneville 
Unit development by about 15 years for each assumed 
reduction in inflow. Water salvage has approximately the 
same effect. Taken together at maximum water usage, the 
full development of the Bonneville Unit is postponed until 
after 2020. If, however, present institutional restrictions 
on the use of available local water sources, particularly on 
groundwater pumping, continue to be enforced, full 
groundwater recharge is hastened, as is the efficient 
development of the Bonneville Unit. 
The model indicates that there is sufficient water 
available in HSU 7, the Upper Colorado Unit, to provide 
water for maximum Bonneville Unit transfers, M&I and 
wetland demands in HSU 7 including full oil shale 
development, and all efficient allocations for local agricul-
ture. Other HSU's also have sufficient water to meet 
increasing M&I requirements, efficient levels of agricul-
tural demand including all present irrigation requirements, 
and outflow requirements for the state greater than the 
minimum for the Colorado River Compact. In fact, excess 
state outflows are sufficient to provide full rapid develop-
ment of the power generation industry in HSU 8 and 9. 
Economic costs of two inefficient public policies are 
examined. First, the costs of investing public funds in 
transfer facilities of the Bonneville Unit prior to an 
assumed appropriate time are determined. Insofar as 
agricultural water transfers are concerned, it is assumed 
that these facilities will lie idle and returns which might 
have accrued to alternative public investments will be 
foregone. The present value of the foregone returns to 
alternative investment in public funds is over half the total 
investment cost for water uses in the Bonneville Unit. At 
5 percent, almost 85 million are foregone (Table 5). 
Second, the economic costs of institutionally con-
straining groundwater pumping and water salvage is 
determined. The differences between user costs for 
recharged, transferred water and locally available ground-
water (the loss in producers' and consumers' surplus) for 
the appropriate amounts of water use are calculated. The 
foregone benefits to users which results from higher costs 
and, therefore, less water use, is approximated. The two 
costs are summed and discounted to the present. At 5 
percent, the present value of the loss in benefits to users, 
over $20 million, is sufficient to offset a significant part 
of the public investment in the Bonneville Unit. 
Conclusions 
(1) The timing of Bonneville Unit development to 
its full capacity is dependent upon the water 
demands and requirements in HSU 4. The use 
of alternative water sources, such as water 
salvage and interception of inflows to the 
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Great Salt Lake, have a delaying effect on the 
efficient use of the transfer systems. 
(2) Quantity of locally available water is not a 
limiting factor for economic growth in most 
HSU's, although some importation is efficient 
for HSU 5, the Sevier River Unit. However, 
development of subsidized or otherwise pub-
lically-encouraged irrigation projects in HSU's 
1,5,6,7,9 and 10 might alter the availability 
of water. In any event, M&I increases, includ-
ing full oil shale and full fossil-fuel powered 
generation development, will not be limited 
by quantity of water available. 
(3) The cost of inefficient allocation decisions on 
the part of public resource managers is of a 
magnitude sufficient to warrant careful and 
explicit consideration before decisions are 
reached as to the timing of the development 
of the Bonneville Unit. If goals other than 
efficiency are cited as the reasons for in-
efficient allocation decisions, then the 
achievement of those goals must share in the 
cost of inefficiency. Direct transfers of public 
money may be a less-costly way to achieve 
some of the other goals, such as income 
distribution or altered migration patterns. 
(4) An appropriately-constructed mathematical 
programming model based on economic 
efficiency criteria can be used to determine 
costs for inefficient allocation decisions of 
resource manager. 
Recommendations for further research 
There are at least three important areas in which the 
model can be improved with further research. 
First, while quantity of water available is, of course, 
critical, quality of water may effectively limit water 
availability, and, therefore, efficient allocations. For 
example, if quality standards are established by the 
Colorado River Compact for the outtlow of water from 
Utah, industrial and agricultural treatment of return flows 
may be required, adding to costs and/or lessening de-
mands. Quality standards for return flows in the Great 
Basin HSU's may similarly be reflected in allocations. The 
addition of quality constraints and alternative standards 
should be a prime goal of further research. 
Second, the inclusion of VMP curves for M&I uses 
would make the model more truly allocative. Until 
demand for M&I water is known, the effect of the 
increased costs of M&I and agricultural transfers and 
quality requirements cannot be accurately judged. Further 
research is definitely required if the model is to indicate 
efficient allocations. 
Finally, the coefficients used in the model are taken 
as constants, even though they are drawn from stochastic 
distributions. The effect of the variability of the co-
efficients is not known. Stochastically programming at 
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least portions of the model in which large variability 
occurs is a desirable goal for further research, and should 
provide a better knowledge of the model's applicability to 
problems in resource allocation. 
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Table I-A. Continued. 
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S San Juan 
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L HSU 10 Lower Colorado 
K Kane 
W Washington 
APPENDIX 1 (b ) VARIABLE AND CONSTRAINT DESCRIPTIONS 
The following are general descriptions of the vari-
ables and constraints as listed in the BCDOUT in 
Appendix I{c). 
Supply variables 
The following treatment of supply variables is taken 
directly from King et al. (1972, pp. 62-9). 
Provisions have been made in the model for the 
transfer of additional Colorado River water into the Great 
Basin. This water is supplied by two units of the Central 
Utah Project, the Bonneville Unit, and the Ute Indian 
Unit; and by an additional small amount from HSU 8 
designated as the Sevier Area. The water transferred by 
the Ute Indian Unit can be used in HSU 3, 4, and 5 while 
that from the Bonneville Unit and Sevier Area is trans-
ferred to HSU 4 and 5. The transferred water is assumed 
to be released into the local surface water pool and is not 
specified to fIll any particular demand-this decision being 
left to the model. 








Y = 3,4,5 (as applicable) 
in which 
Q indicates this is a quantity of water in acre 
feet/year, 
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BU indicates water supplied by the Bonneville 
Unit, 
lTl indicates water supplied by the Ute Indian 
Unit, 
SA indicates water supplied by the Sevier Area, 
LSW indicates the water is supplied to the local 
surface water pool, 
Y indicates the HSU receiving the water, and 
MPT indicates the total water accumulated by the 
particular transfer for all destinations. 
As an example, QUILSW3 is the quantity of water 
transferred by the Ute Indian Unit to the local surface 
water pool in HSU 3 (Weber River Basin). 
Local surface water 
The variables representing the quantity of local 
surface water allocated to meet the various demands 








x = 1, ... ,9,0 
(The symbol "0" is used in the 
computer to represent HSU 10 
for convenience.) 
in which 




indicates new development for AG and MI but 
total allocation for WL, 
indicates present plus new development, 
LSW indicates that local surface water is the source 
X indicates the HSU, 
AG indicates the water is being allocated to satisfy 
agricultural demand, 
MI indicates municipal and industrial demand, 
and 
WL indicates wetlands demand. 
In addition to the in-basin diversions discussed in 
the preceding paragraph, the model also allows for 
inter-basin transfer of local surface water. The variables 
representing these transfers are: 
PLSWXSWY J X= 1,2, ... , 9, 0 
QLSWXSWY Y = 1,3,4, 5,6 (as applicable) 
RLSWXSWY 
in which 
SW indicates the water is supplied to the local 
surface water pool, and 
P,Q,R.LSW,X,Y are defined as above. Listed below 
are the transfers considered in the model. 
X Transferred 
to Y (HSU) 
2 to 1 
2 to 3 
3 to 4 
4 to 5 
5 to 6 
7 to 4 








P, Q, and R 
Some inter-basin transfers presently in existence are 
allocated directly to satisfy a particular demand. The 






Sufficient quantities of groundwater are available to 
help meet demands in HSU 1 through 7 and 10. In HSU 8 
and 9, the existing groundwater aquifers are insignificant 
and are not considered in the model. In the other eight 
HSU's, the groundwater can be allocated to meet the 
diversions required for agricultural, municipal and 
industrial, and wetland demands. The variables represent-
ing the quantity of groundwater allocated to meet the 











X = 1,2, ... , 7, 0 
GW indicates this is groundwater, 
FGW indicates this is groundwater freely available 
to wetlands, 
CGW indicates this is groundwater which must be 
pumped to wetlands and the rest of the 
symbols are defined as above. 
Stored local surface water 
Because of the difference between seasonal and 
long-term supply pattern and the demand pattern, storage 
is required in order to insure a sufficient supply of water. 
Storage of the local surface water is provided in the HSU 
for use both in-basin as well as for the inter-basin and 
Colorado River water transfers. The general forms of the 
variables for storage are: 





ST indicates storage, 
x = 1,2, ... ,9,0 
DREQindicates draft requirement, 
REC indicates excess water above the draft require-
ment which must be maintained to keep the 
reservoir at present levels for recreational 
purposes, and the rest of the symbols are 
defmed as before. 
The relationship between draft requirement and 
storage is highly non-linear. Since the functions are 
separable, use was made of a non-linear technique known 
as the "delta method" to represent these functions 
(Hadley, 1962). This method has been included with the 
linear programming capability of the Mathematical Pro-
gramming System (MPS) 360 and is described as separable 
programming. This required the introduction of dummy 
variables as follows: 
DXZ 
in which 
] x = 1, 2, ... ,9,0 Z = 1,2,3,4 




indicates the HSU, and 
is a counter to allow for more than one 
straight line segment in the fit to the non-
linear curve. 
Evaporation loss 
Another group of variables in the model are those 
dealing with the net evaporation loss from major reser-
voirs. Bear and Utah Lakes are used as major storage 
reservoirs, however, the evaporation loss from these two 
bodies of water is deducted from the basin yield to obtain 
the water that is available for allocation to the various 
demands. The variables used to express evaporation loss 
from all other reservoirs are as follows: 
QLSWXEVX ] 
WGWXEVX x = 1,2, ... ,9,0 
in which 
EV indicates this is evaporation loss and the rest of 
the symbols are defined as above. 
The relationship between evaporation loss and 
storage in HSU 2 and 4 is also non-linear and again 
dummy variables were introduced as follows: 
EXZ ] X=2,4 Z = 1,2,3 
in which 
E indicates the dummy variable relating evapora-
tion loss and storage and the rest of the 
symbols are defined as above. 
Return flow. 
The return t10w variables are another group of 
variables in the model. The return flows were considered 
as an available source of supply and were added to the 
righthand-side of the constraint equations of both the 
available local surface water supply and the available 
groundwater supply. The variables used to express the 





x = 1, 2, ... , 9, 0 
AR indicates this is agricultural return flow and 
the other symbols are defined as before. 
The variables representing municipal and industrial 




x = 1, ... , 9, 0 
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WW indicates this is waste water return flow from 
municipal and industrial, 
R indicates the waste water is recharged into the 
groundwater aquifer, 
and the rest of the symbols are defined as before. 
Groundwater recharge 
Provision was made in the model to allow for 
recharge of the existing groundwater aquifers. The vari-
ables representing this type allocation are as follows: 




x = 1, 2, ... , 7, 0 
R indicates recharge in the groundwater aquifer, 
RU indicates recharge in the upper region of the 
river basins with subsequent higher cost, 
and the rest of the symbols are defined as before. 
Outflow 
Another group of variables in the model are those 





OF indicates this is outflow 
x = 1, 2, ... , 9, 0 
and the rest of the symbols are defined as above. 
Miscellaneous variables 
In addition to the variables discussed in the preced-
ing paragraphs, there are also a few additional variables in 
the model which are included for convenience in writing 
the equations. These are: 
AXLSWX represents the local surface water from 
HSU x which is consumed in HSU X, X = 7 
and 8 
QAGXLSWX represents the excess water that is. 
allocated to the local surface water pool due 
to a reduction in agricultural demands over 
time in HSU 3, 4, and 8 
QAGXGWX represents the same allocation to ground-
water in HSU 3, 4 and 8 
QEVX represents the evaporation loss in HSU 
X, X= 2, and 4 
Changes which have been made in the supply model 
as described above limit the application of presently-
developed water to presently-irrigated land, although 
newly-developed water can be applied to presently-
irrigated and newly-developed land. These changes are: 
Constraint Variables 
(1) PAGREQX: PLSWXAG~ + PGWXAGX - PAGDVRTX~; and 
(2) QAGREQX: QLSWXAGX + QGWXAGX - QAGDVRTX - QAGDVTXP 2::0 
These changes both identify new and presently developed 
water, and serve to make the agricultural water use 
(AGREQX) a variable. 
The demand portion of the model includes the 
variables and constraint names listed below. 
Demand variables (columns) 
(1) Market Variables: PFTCST Identifies the net profit per acre foot of water applied to agriculture 
SIIII(Q) (IIII identifies a given crop) units of that crop of activity to be sold 
VIIII(Q) Units of crop or activity 
(The suffix Q indicates those values as applied to new production.) 
(2) Production Variables: HHMY(Q) Indicates the amount of land in production of a given 
crop whery (1) "HH" indicates the HSU and county, 
respectively, to which the variable applies as indicated in 
Appendix 2; (2) "M" indicates the land class to which the 
variable applies (M = 1, ... , 5); (3) "Y" indicates the crop 
to which the variable applies as indicated: 












F = Alfalfa at full irrigation 
P = Alfalfa at partial irrigation 
B = Barley 
N = Nurse crop (which is barley) 
C = Corn (for silage) 
S = Sugar beets 
W = Dryland wheat 
Indicates consumptive water use on present or new 
production activities in "X" HSU 
Indicates present agricultural diversions to "X" HSU 
Indicates new agricultural diversions to new land in "X" 
HSU 
Indicates new diversions to present land in "X" HSU 
Sums the gross returns and costs over all cropping 
activities. 
Calculates the water consumed in agricultural activities in 
"X" HSU by county and land class (water diverted times 
consumption coefficients). 
Defmes CWTRUSEX (CWTRUSXQ) 
Sums irrigated land by HSU, county (HH), and land class 
(M). 
Sums all arable land by HSU, county (HH), and land class 
(M). 
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.~,' ~ H)O t~prl)O 1.00000 GRIOO 1.00000 qWW~_lS~5 WWRF5 1.000CO 
,'~ reo r,p IO() 1.1)0000 (JWW6LSW6 r.rST ?6.00000 AVAILSW6 1.0000C 
<:F'T'O '''I\PK r" , 'SEPQRG' QWW6LSW6 WWRF6 1.00000 
'01 r:qYf)() 11',0.00000 _Ql4_.~} l,SjH C()ST: 2(:,._.00000 I,.SWU7 1.00000 
,,-, r,PI"O 40.')1't)00 LSWOSTO 75 .. 0QOQO QwW7LSW7 '-IWt:i.F7 1.00000 
''1 ~ ;[ 1'1r, iB.()()OOO LSWOSTO 100.00000 QWW8LSW8 CI')5T 26.00000 LSWU8 1.00000 
lOt, ';Rlf)n 37.000cn LSWOSTO 285.00000 OWW8l.SW8 WWRFB 1.000CO 
r'~!)SfT( • 'A"DK F , 'SEP_ENO' QWW'lLSW9 C(,)ST 26.00000 AVAILSW9 1.00000 
~, <;W{)STO fnST .10000 TSTO 1.00000 QWW9LSW9 WWPF9 1.00000 
.Il <;W~)<; TO (nST 14.30000 TSTO 1.00000 QWMOLSWQ CQSL_ 26 ___ .00000 A.YAILSW.o 1.00000 
"lSWOST(l lSwOSTO 1.00000 EVLSWO • 010.00 QWWOlSWO WWRFO 1.00000 
L'lS~'(l<;TO TSTO 1.000CO QLSWIRI COST 17 .00000 AVAILSW1 1.00000 
'llSldF\ll ""VI\ILSWl 1.00000 EVL SWI 1. 00000 QLSWUU AVATLG~l 1.,_09000 GWRCL 1.00000 
C.'lSW 2c \f 2 ,WAILSW2 1.1'(0001) EVLS.W2 1 .. _0000.0 QLSW2R2 COST 17.00000 AVAILSW2 1.00000 
"ll SI,.13EV~ ""VA!lSW3 1.00000 EVlSW3 1.00000 QLSW2R2 AVAILGW2 1.00000 GWRC2 1.00000 
nl<;W4FV4 IIVAJLSW4 1.00000 EVLSW4 1.00000 QJ..SH31U COSl ... _. ___ lLR_QOOOO A_YA 11S'dJ 1.0000(1 
~L SIr'5E ,'" IIVAYLSW5 1. 00000 EVLSW5 1 .... 0.00.00 QLSW3R3 AVAILGW3 1.00000 GWRC3 1.00000 
"1. <;WI,F"f-, ""A) L S~J6 1.00000 EVLSW6 1.00000 QLSW4R4 COST 17.00000 AVAILSW4 1.00000 
(lL <;W7F Vl ""VA Il ':oW7 1.00000 EVLSW7 1. 00000 QlSW"R4 AVAllG.W4 .1. ... 00000 GWRCt~ 1.00000 
I~LSw~E'Vf! r\VAILSWS 1.00000 EVLSH8 l_.D-QOO.O QLSW4RU4 COST 23.00000 AVAILSW4 1.00000 
rlL S~' 9F 119 AVA IL S\,/9 1.00000 EVLSW9 1.00000 QLSW4R1I4 hVAIlGW4 1.00000 GWRCU4 1.00000 
~'-SW')E-\(O l\VlI Il C:;L~O 1.00000 EVLSWO 1.00000 .QLSW5R~ C.oS1. __ L1 ___ .o0000 AVAJLSW.5 1 .• 00000 
~r,\~lfV I lIVAflGl-Il 1. OOOCO EVGWI 1.0_00.0.0 QLSW5R5 AVAIlGW5 1.00000 GI>IRC5 1.00000 
'.'<;'.j?F.V' I\VA IL r,('17 1. OOOCO EVGW2 1. 00000 OlSW5RU5 COST 23.00000 AVAILSW5 1.00000 
OG;~::l FV .) IIVlI!L r,w< l.noonl) EVGW3 1.00000 QL.5W5BU5 ~VAo.G.w5 1~1.)0000 GWRCU5 1.00000 
'~r:.tI~+r=V4 I\VAIlGW4 1.0rt(lf'0 EVGW4 1-,-000.0.0 QLSW6R6 C(,)ST 17 .00000 AVAILSW6 1.00000 
iJr,W5I=V'i AV"- Il r,W5 1.00000 EVGW5 1.00000 QLSW6R6 l\VAILGW6 1.000CO GWRC6 1.00000 
:'G,,6FVf, -"<VAtLf,W6 1.00000 EVGW6 1.00000 QLS.wBil COST ___ .11..1l.00 00 L-.SWU1 1.00000 
')GlH F,V 7 ""VII ILG(',7 1.l)r)flOO EVGW7 1 ... 00000 QLSW1R7 AVAILGW7 1.00000 GWRC7 1.00000 
QGwOFV" AVAILGW() ) .00000 EVGWO 1.00000 QLSWORO COST 11.00000 AVAILSWO 1.00000 
QFV? FVL 5W 2 .5000e FVGW2 .50000 QLSWQM ,,,VAILG}/O_ ------- 1 ... 00000 GWRCQ 1 .• 0_0000 
(lEV? rv? 1.00000 OWWIRI (('ST 29.00000 AVAILGW1 1.00000 
SFT21 "~ARI(E'R' 'SEPORG' OWW1Rl GWRCl 1.00000 WWRFI 1.00000 
F21 rV?ST2 208.00000 Q.\oI1tZR2 COSL .. __ 2..9---0.0000 AV_A I.LGj/2 1 •. 00000 
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·)'tI\IoJ2 D ? -wpr? 1.1)0000 WWRF? 1.UUtlOl; D~r:nVQT2 QwTl<!lSF2 .34730 
'lWW'Ir. - .... <;T 29.00000 AVAILGW3 1.00000 pq\1I rBtHr 1.00000 RBSl!3 1.00000 
(~w..l3l' , 11'[: r 3 1.00000 WWRF3 1.00000 ~f\IA Qf'}RI4 1.00000 PABIC 1.00000 
'l,,'W.f.r4 r'l" T ?9.00()OO AVA J LGw4 1.00000 RRIA r.:ARI c:; 1.000CO 
n'oI("4";4 
-WIU '+ 1.00000 WWRF4 1.00000 FlBIF oQ(1F rT 10.40000 LABOR .' ..0000 
'~~I\.o'4t·IJ/t r,O~, f ~5.000CO AVA ILGW4 1.00000 ~RIF- ALFAl FA '5.20000 CUT 3.00000 
(.',H4Pl I4 r,WRC'14 1.00000 WWRF4 1.00000 R"'IF 'f/ATP; ? 1.90000 LAND~HH 1.00000 
')WI.J5~' " : 1ST 29.00000 AVAILGW5 1.00000 8BlF WHP S 4.00COO RBBlE 1.OOOO() 
')v'~'<; ~ 'i r;WRr < 1.00000 WWRF'i 1.00000 RRIP PR:JFIT 10.40000 LAB]R .40000 
nww"i" ,,,- - ~·S 1 "'').00000 AVAILr,W5 1.00000 f'.~lP 'ILFALFA 4.00000 CUT 2.00000 
"WI,.I')',. 1'-. ;wr:r 115 1.00000 WWRF5 1.00000 RRIP i-iATER 2 1.10000 LANQRBI 1.00000 
(JWI-'(-L • r~~ T 20 .00000 AVA ILGW6 1.00000 PR1P v-IHP S 3.?5000 RABIE 1.00000 
('WI-!6~ I, ~~, '- 1.000CO wWRF6 1.00000 ;~ f', 1 P- oRflFIT 35.20000 UBIJR 2.70000 
o fi.../7 " 7 '1<; 29.00000 AVA I LGW7 1.00000 RBIB BARL EY 96.00000 wATE~2 .80000 
r)lNI.l7'; 7 
·""r 7 1.00000 WWRF7 1.00000 REIIR WHRS 2.50000 LANDABI 1.00uoe 
'1~'\~U' 0 c()<;r ?9.00000 AVA ILGWO 1.00000 RBIS RRl3t~ 1.00000 RRBIN 1.00000 
nw.,oP 0 ":Wf'f !) 1.00000 WWRFO 1.00000 ElBIR RB[llC 1.00000 RElBlS 1.00000 
I,' L <,"" I n~ : I "Jr-L lGSL 1.000CO AVAILSWI 1.00000 RAP' PROF T T 41.400CO LAAOR '3.10000 
r L S~'" " -, T 'lJFI "r,Sl 1.00000 AVAILSW2 1.00000 REIIN BAR L EY 76.00000 WATER,2 1.4()00C 
r) L S, <C'r < INF iGSL 1.00000 AVAILSW3 1. 00000 BBIN WHR S 3.25000 LANDBBI 1.0001)(' (·)LSI<4'lC4 T"JFL'lr:SL 1.00000 AVAILSW4 1.00000 BBIN "BR IN 1.00000 RBRIA 5.00000 0LSW" n-·, "VA Tl SI>i5 1.00000 BAIN RBBtC 1.00000 RRBlS 1.00000 
('L S"f. 'I" <\VATLSwf 1.00000 RBIr. PROfIT 50.40000 LABOR 4.80000 
,~L S ~ 7'- r 7 ':CWUT 1.00000 AVAILSW7 1.00000 RBIC CORN 23.50000 WATER2 1.20000 
C'L <;'J8~' ~ CRnl.'T 1.00000 AVAIL SW8 1.00000 AElIC WHR S 4.50000 LAf\JDRElI 1. 00000 )L <;' . .:) If Q f Qf111l 1.000CO AVA IL SW9 1.00000 BBIC RBBle 7.00000 
I.~L"Y "r J 1'1 V" r I ,wn 1.00000 RAIS PllnF I T SQ.900CO LAAOR 2'5.00000 
r'r;~J 1 ,F ' !~FL 'fSl 1.00000 AVAILGWI 1.00000 RAlS SUGAR 21.00000 WAHR2 1.60000 
~ Gt,..'2 .. r II\!Fl "~<)L 1.00000 AVAILGW2 1.00000 BR1S WHRS 9.00000 LAtIiOAB 1 1.00000 
::)GI .. 2~F~ I '~FL ",St 1.00000 AVAILGW3 1.00000 [lBlS R A131 S 7.00000 
rr;\./4. t-' .. f\JFl,_IGSl 1.00000 AVAILGW4 1.00000 RRIW f'RIlF I T 8.20000 LABOR .5000C 
0r.~'" IF'' \VI! It Gwe; 1.00000 ABIW WHEAT 11.00000 ARALBHl 1.0000(1 
,:,r;Itt~f "H" I- WAILGWh 1.00000 BA2A R,BB2E 1.00000 RAB2B 1.00000 
"'Gh'7"~ ~ (i'~nu T 1.00000 AVAILGW1 1.00000 BEl2" RBB2A 1.00001) RBB2C 1.0000r 
,,:,r,V-'0 _1~ • "VI, I L GIrJO 1.00000 BB2A ~AEl2S 1.00000 
?FTr <; T -tlS T 1.00000 PROFIT 1.0QOOO 136?f PRr:JFIT 10.400CO LABr:JR .40000 
<; !11_r AI ' . )Rf)f' I T 21.00000 ALFALFA 1.00000 B~?F ALFALFA 4.600')0 CUT 3.00000 
<; 4U' At r ~ J TrlNAt F 1.00000 AB2F- 'HATFR 2 1.90000 LAI\IOElA2 1.00000 
<; ~t\f' LFv oROFIT 1.20000 BARLEY 1. 00000 flA2F wHR S 4.00000 PAA2E 1.00000 
<; nAfd ::V <~APLEY 1.00000 ~B2P pQ.nr-IT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
S Stir.. t, 0Qf1FIT 16.00000 SUGAQ, 1.00000 BA2P ALFAL FA 3.50000 CUT 2.00000 
S S')r ", TuN SUr." 1.00000 RA2P WATFR 2 1.10000 LA'JDBA2 I.OOOOC 
SC ' , "onF-IT 9.000('0 cnRN 1.00000 flEl2P WHRS 3.25000 RBB2E 1.00000 
<;r 'I.-' 'Tmtr~D,\! 1.00000 qB~B DROF I T 35.20000 LABOR 2.70000 
<;'~ ~ <; T; I' D"r)F' T 4.00001) PASTURE 1.00000 BB2A RAPLEY 84.00000 riA TER2 .80000 
<:W Jr i\ T DR'JF r T 1.'15000 WHEAT 1.00000 RB?B WHRS 2.50000 LANDBB2 1.00000 
<;WH~ '\T '1wHFflT 1.000CO AR2B RBB2B 1.00000 RBI3?~ 1. OOOOC 
DAYWf\"·' :lO"FIT ?OOOOO LABOR 1.00000 HA28 PRA2C 1.00DCf) PRB2S 1.00000 
VRA~ 1 FY )<"'~IT .13000 RBARLEY 1.00000 AA2"" PR(1F IT 41.40000 LAEIOR 3.10000 
VKM: 1 < Y <\A(1P .01000 BA2N AARL EY 66 .. 60000 WATER2 1.40000 
V,,oJ4f '\ 1 '}~'lF I T .0'i000 LABOR .01500 RH2N rlHPS 3.25000 RBB2N 1.00000 
VA'HI "T ·'WHf A T 1.00000 ~A2N L ANDB A2 1.00000 RflB2C 1.0000C 
VT"I\ • :>~('F I T 4.80000 LABI1R 1.60000 I3B2N RB~2A 'i.OOOOO RflB2S 1.00000 
liT -,~ 'I, TnNAL F 1.00000 BA2C LAA(lR 4.80000 PROFIT 50.40000 
\IT'''~' S", 'R IF J T 3.00000 LAEIOR .20000 t=\B?( COR[\) 20.40000 WATER2 1.20000 
VT ll\jSLI c ' TI'~IS IJ(;R 1.00000 RB.2C WHPS 4.50000 RBA2C 7.00000 
Vf["'r " ',)"F I T 1.65000 LABOR .30000 RA2C LANDBB2 1.00000 
VT'l' r Tnf!.lrqiJ"J l.n(1000 ~A2S PROF IT 89.90000 LABOR 25.00000 
vr,!jf' . ,H ,. r T 2.QOOOO LABOR .40000 AB2S SUGAP 19.00000 WATER2 1.60000 
VCIIT' i' .. ~ J1 1. OOOCO AA?S WHRS 9.00000 LANOAB2 I.OOOOO 
VWHll' ·mRS 1.00000 LABOR 1.00000 AA2S PAB2S 7.00000 
c AI ~,." )Q"F r T 27.00COO ALFALfAQ 1.00000 I:IB2W PROF I T 8.200CO LABOR .soooe 
<;hL", . IH"'''JA I. FQ 1.00000 t=\t=\2W WHEAT 11.00000 ARBLRB2 1.1)0000 
<; 1'1 fI~ , i ~ OR ,-,IF J T I.Z00CO BARLEYO 1.00000 AA3A PBH3E 1.00000 RBB3B 1.00000 
(' t=\h~ L "" , "~II'<l • VI' 1.00000 BB3A RBEl3A 1.00000 RBB3C 1.00000 
<;S' Ir. At· , ... ') If 1 T 16.00000 SUGARQ 1.00000 RA3A R.BEl3C:; 1.00000 
<; <;1 Jf \ •• , T'JS', ';PQ 1.0"000 RB~F PR"F I T 10.40000 LABOP .40000 <;r, I~ ., . 
.:>f,'-'r'T 9.00000 CORNQ 1.00000 BB3F 4iFALFA 3 .• 60000 CUT 3.00000 
<;r II. Nr r T' , , R"JQ 1.00000 AB3F Io/ATER2 1.90000 LANOBB3 1.00000 
<;PA<; T ,. ., 
'f IT 4.00000 PASTUREQ 1.00000 f1R3F WHRS 4.00000 RBB3E 1.00000 
<;r/HF H') ... "r r T 1.30000 WHEATQ 1.00000 BB3P PROFIT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
<;WHE~Tr ~WHr4T( l!.QOPOP BB~P ALFALFA 2.80000 CUT 2.0000(' 
f't\vw1\sr ,) DR'lF I T 2.00000 LABORQ 1.00000 f363P ..,ATFP 2 1.30000 LANOElB3 1.00000 
VBAP LFY:: PROFIT .13000 RBARLEYQ 1.00000 t383P '.JHRS 3.l5000 RBB3E 1.00000 
VAAl< t FYfl t AROPw .01000 BB1B PROF IT '15.20000 LABOR 2.7000(' 
V~IHI-ll T'~ Pq(lI'TT .05000 L~BORQ .01500 BB3R BARL FY 10.00000 WATER2 .80000 
VwHF,:'T" )\oIH~f, r-: 1.00000 AB3B WHRS 2.50000 L ANDBB3 1.00000 
VT'1'" AI. F ~l f'RnF T T 4..LSQOOO LABORQ 1.600Q.0 BB3B RBB3B 1.00000 RAB3N 1.0000C 
VT ~", "'L ~ 'J P TO!IoAI FQ 1.00000 RA3R RRB1C 1.00000 RBB3S 1.00000 
VT ,~ ,r,QIJ PROFIT 3.00000 LABORQ .20000 AA3N P~QFI T_ 41.400CQ I,.,\BOR 3.10000 
VT lt~ S'" D " o H'SUGPQ 1.00000 BB1N RARL EY 54.00000 W.ATER2 1.40000 
VT I~Jr , oRO!= IT 1.65000 lABORO .30000 flB3tJ WHRS 3.7.5000 LANDRB3 1.00000 
VT'lt-J( >.(~ ,J i) TNCORI\Jf. 1.00000 BB3N PIHl36, 5.00000 RBB3N 1.00000 
VCUT T"~' -: ro~OF I T 2...70_0.0.0 LABORQ .4.000.0 __ BA3N RAB3C 1.00000 RBB3S 1.0000C 
VCIJTT,"" .'; rllTO 1.00000 FlA~C PROF r T 50.40000 LABOR 4.80000 
VWrlf< ' Iojl';:>~" 1.00000 LABORO 1.00000 BB~C CqRN 17 .00000 WATER2 1.20000 
cwn" I'· 'wTK ISE2 1.0QOOO BB3C WHRS 4.5000C LANOBB3 1.00000 
PAr,nvr T " ;f;' Fr)? 1.00000 WATER2 .34230 R~3C QAR3C 7.00000 
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run<; ':>O'lFIT a9. Q I)OCO LABOR 25. 00000 BC?S WHRS 7.01)000 LANDBC2 1.0000r 
1M'~ "- <;IJrAr. 16.')')000 WATEQ2 1.60000 ~C?S RAC2S 1.00000 
I-HI>S 'm~~ q.ooaoo LANnBB3 1.00000 OC2W PROF IT 8.20()00 LABOR .5000(' 
., '1 ~ < 
-<8P ~ <; 1.00000 AC2W WHEAT 11.00000 ARALBC2 l.OOOOC 
,\f1 ,,' P°f"lF r T 8.2(1000 LABOR .50000 R.C3A ,{flC3F 1.00000 RBC3B 1.0000e 
J"lH >. wHFflT Il.'10('CO ARBLflB3 1.00000 ~C3" RBOA 1.00000 RBC3C 1.00000 
f\~4~ PAR/tF 1.1)0000 PBB4A 1.00000 ROA RAC3S 1.00000 
tl, P,/+t. !,RfI41\ 1.000CO aC3F PROFIT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
"HIt! PP'FIT 10.4(1)00 LABOR .40000 BC3f- ALFAL r=A 3.')0000 CUT 3.00000 
'HVt~ flL Ffli F II 2.')1]01)(' CUT 3.00000 BClF 'NATF!? 2 1.30000 LANDAC3 1.00000 
I-~~/t F WATFP2 1.'10000 LANDRB4 1.00000 PC"IF WHRS 3.2 'H,)OO RAC3E 1. ooooe 
J.J.A4f WHR S 4.00COO RBB4E 1.00000 flOP P~OF IT 10.40000 LABOR .'tOOOO 
1"\!'l'tP f'R'lF IT lCl.41)000 LABOR .40000 BC3P ,I\lFALFA 2.1'1000 CUT 2.00000 
HA4P flLFflLFfI 1.900/')') CUT 2. 00000 BC~P WATER 2 .91)000 LANoSC3 1.1)0000 
J.J.R/.r WIITE~ 2 1.~OOCO WHRS 3.25000 BOP WI1RS 2.50000 RBC3F. 1.0000C 
'-\1-\4f ll\~IDRK4 1.00000 RI3.6itE 1 • ..oOOQQ flC3R PRnFIT 35.20000 LABOR 2.70000 
«1341 PR(lF I T 35.20COO LABOR 2.10000 ROB f3ARl EY 65.00000 WATER2 .!>oooo 
~~R4f Rt\P L fY '>0.00000 WATER2 .80000 flC3B WHRS 1.1')000 LANDse3 1.00000 
f\f\4P ~HP S 2.,>000r LANOBB4 1.00000 BOB RAC3R 1.00000 RRC3N 1.00000 
~ H/.I Q"lR4f.\ 1.00000 RBB4N 1.00000 !:lOB RBC3C 1.00000 RBC3S 1.00000 
'1f\4~ fl~ .1F I T 41.400('0 LABOR 3.10000 BOI'! PROFIT 41.4()000 lABIJR 3.10000 
P.P4' '-\J\i'L FY 36.0000f'! WAIE.R2 1~40J)0.Q flON AARLEY 49.00000 WATER2 1. ')oooe 
·'·R4f ~iHq <; 3.25000 lANDBB4 1.00000 BC3N WHRS 2.5001]0 LANOBC3 I.OOOOC 
'1R4 1 ~pr\"~' 1.00000 RB84A 5.00000 .ej:.~"'_. JiI3DN 1.00000 RBC3." 5.0000e 
P'V.' ">PI'r IT B.2f)OC'1 LABOR .50000 RON RBC3C 1.00000 RBC3S 1.00000 
f'R41 WHrllT 11.00000 ARBLBB4 1.00000 RC~C PROF IT 50.40000 LABOR 4.80000 
f RX DD')F! T 9.aocco LABIJR .60000 R.CJC CORN 16.00009 WHfR2 .70000 
,"\RX ~Hf.I S 4.15000 PA.STURE 1.10DOO ROC LANOAC3 1.00000 WHRS 2.5000C 
'~R X wAH'" 2 1.60000 ARBLBAX 1.00000 BOC ~BC3C 7.00000 
nnx RfIT 1.00000 fli:3..s. PB.Q.t: JT -___ ~~.9000Q. lAB.OR 25.00000 
",rlt\ ... f3C 1 F 1.00000 RBCl.B 1. Qo.o.OQ BC3S SUGAR 14.30000 WATER2 1.20000 
"CIf ~'BC III 1.0f)000 RBC1C 1.00000 BC3S WHRS 7.00000 LANDBC3 1.00000 
!.IC It\ o f1C 1 S 1.1)001)0 ElC3$ R~C3S 7.00000 
flC IF PR'-'r IT ID.4000f) LABOR .. 't.Oo.Oo. AC3W PROF IT 8.20000 LABOR .50000 
PC Jr. 1\I.f'IIL FA 4.90.000 CUT 3.0.0000 SC3W WHEAT 11.00COO ARBLBC3 1.00000 
<lC tr ~I\TfC'i' 1.~I)OOO LANDBCl 1.00000 .BC'tA R.BC.~ 1 .• 1)0.00.0. RBC4B i.DOCOO 
I\CII- ;,IHR S 3.2500~ RI3ClE 1.00000 RC4A RRC4A 1.00000 
~·C 1,1 1'1<" F ! T 10.4000f) LABOR .40000 BC4F PROF IT 10.400.00 LABOR .40000· 
r>("IP '1LFJ',I 'II 3.80000 CUT 2. OOOOC B.C~f ALF"ALFA 2.'5000.C CUT 3.0000C 
,("U" WATIJ ., • <Jf)OOCl LA"'IDRC1 1.0000.0._ ElC4F WATER 2 1.30000 lANOflC4 1.00000 
PCI" .'Yf-' S ?50000 RBC IE 1.00000 BC4F WHRS 3.25000 RBC4E 1.00000 
"'("1-- p?n, IT 35.200CO LABOR 2.70000 BC.'t..P PROf l.T 10.40.00.0 LA60R .40000 
ol,C l' RM.U:V QO.01100() WATER2 .~.QOQO BC4P ALFALFA 1.90000 CUT 2.00000 
"r I" :'jHP S 1.7')000 LANDBCJ 1.00000 BC4P WATFP 2 .90000 LANDBC4 1.00000 
'C 11'· o HC 1 u. 1.00000 RBCIN 1.00000 6C4P WHRS 2.50000. RBC4E 1.00000 
,'r 1 n f.;Hr 1 r 1.00000 RRCI S 1.00.000 BC4B PROFIT 3'5.20CCO LABOR 2.7000(' 
'1r l' Pqi'F r T 41.400CO LABOR 3.10000 RC48 BARL EY 48.00000 WATER2 .6000e 
r.CH' fl ·\FL FY 711.00000 WATER2 1.00000 BCAB W.HRS. 1.75000 LANDBC4 1. 00000 
"(' l~: WHf< S 2.50000 lANOBCl 1.00QOO BC4B R~C4B 1.00000 RRC4N 1.00.00(1 
"r 1 P f\C I '. 1.00000 RRClA 5.00000 BC4N PROF IT 41.4COOO LASOR 3.10000 
f-IC 1~' <:'RCIC 1.00000 RBC IS 1.00000 B.C4~ B~Rl.Ev 34.00000 WATER2 1.0000C 
C\r 1 ( ~R("F I T ')0.40000 LABoP 4~89J)QO BC4N WHRS 2.')0000 LANoBC4 1.00000 
p,r ir rnf ,. n.50000 WATER2 .70000 BC4N RBC4N 1.00000 RBC4A 5.00000 
"-(Ie ' . jI-lP" 2.5000C LANDBCl 1.00000 BC.'.t.w. PRUEIT 8.20000 LABOR .50000 
"«(lr 'lSC iC 1.00000 BC4W WHEAT 11.000CO ARBLBC4 1.00000 
f'Cl~ ,lP'~F I T 8'1.90000 LABOR 25.00000 BCX PROF IT 9.800CO LABOR .60000 
"('" 511CAP 20.00000 WATER2 1.20000 B.ex. WHRS 3.250.00 PASTURE 1.10000 
'"'(IS .jHR'i 1.00000 LANOBCl 1.!OQQQO flCX WATf'R 2 1.10000 ARElLBCX 1.00000 
'1CI<; PAr 1 S 1.00000 BCX RBT 1.00000 
,en, "Pf\LFlC 1 1.00000 WHEAT 11.00000 BfUA Q.BR.3.E 1.00000 R.BR3B 1.0000,0 
'1C lIN .., Dr FIT 8.20000 LABOR .5()OQO AR3A RBR3A 1.00000 
Hr 'r, '. I'\C?F 1.00000 RRC2B 1.00000 BR3F PR(1F IT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
lC.?A "RC ~r. 1.00000 RRC2C 1.00000 BR~F 4LFALFA 2.40000 CU.T 2.00000 
... r:? A ~Rr? " 1.00000 BR3F WATER 2 1.30000 LANOQR3 1.00000 
.. r"'r PR'l!' T T 10.41)000 LABOR .40000 BR3F WHRS 3.25000 RBR3E 1.00000 
I'r ?F ·~LF AL FII 4.300N' CUT 3.00000 BB3P !'.ROf IT .lO.400QO LABOR .4000.0 
r'r:ZF ...jATF~· 2 1.~0000 LANOBC2 1..QQ()()O BR3P ALFAL FA 1.60000 CUT 1.00000 
>-IC?f '.~HR ~ '1.25000 RRCZE 1.00000 AR3P wATER2 .60000 LANDBR3 1.00000 
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'\(2f, ,'JllF I T ")0.40000 LABORQ 4~-80000- BR4PQ ALFALFAQ 1.00000 CUTQ 1.00000 
1-\C2( ~ r:-,p~'<-, 19.90000 WA TER2Q .70000 BR4.2.Q WAIER 2Q .60000 lANDBR4Q 1.00000 
flC:>CC LII~Df-\C2Q 1.00000 WHB~IJ _?~ ~Q!tQO BR4PQ WHRSQ 1.75000 RBR4EQ 1.00000 
!-l,C :>cr~ "BPCQ 7.00000 BR4BQ PROF I T 35.20000 LABORQ 2.10000 
~'C2C:; , ODIlF I r RQ.90000 LABORQ 25.00000 _B.R'tJiQ._ 'lARLEVQ ~2.000QO WAIERZQ .80000 
9C75" C:;Ur.f\oQ 18.00000 WUJ:R2Q 1~~OQQ!>' _ ~R.4BQ LANDBR4Q 1.00000 WHRSO 2.50000 
P,r:;? S ~ L fI"'''~C20 1.00000 WHRSQ 7.00000 BR4BQ RBR4BQ 1.00000 RBR4NQ 1.00000 " J 
f1C?S-: JIH'SQ 1.00000 RR4NQ PR.(lF IT 36.8000.0 LA!lORQ 2.70000 
~C?WC r>~r'r I r 8.20000 LABORQ _--L~_Q..99Q BR4NQ BARLEVQ 30.00000 WATER20 1.00000 
HC ?W'J ,JYFA Tf.) 11.00000 iRSiBC2 1.00000 BR4NQ LANDBR4Q 1.00000 WHRSQ 2.50000 
!3C ">'A(' :>flC~FQ 1.00000 RBC3RQ 1.00000 M~.N~ Rj}R.~N ... Q 1.0000..9 ~~lVt.AIt 5.00000 
flC'\AtJ ?1'\r3A'J 1.00000 RBC3CQ J~OOQOO BR4WQ PROF IT 8.20000 LASORQ .50000 
KC'IAr. 'JRnSQ 1.000CO AR4WQ WHEATQ 9.00000 ARBLBP4 1.00000 
RC3F' 'R8F I T 10.40000 LABORQ .40000 CW.TRUSE1 RW ... TRVSE7 1.000qO 
9C<F() "'LFAl FAQ 3.50QQQ ~\4T9. 3.00000 PAGDVRT1 WATER 7 .37120 AGREQ7 1.00000 
RC ~F(,) vlI\HR7Q 1.30000 LANDBC10 -1:-00000-' PAGDVR T1 RWTRUSE7 .37120 
I1C1FQ WHQ<;O 3.25000 RRC3EQ 1.00000 _llT .. _. ___ !>BO£J~ ... ,_ 1.000QQ RUT 1.000QO 
4C':\P'J 'J~CF T T 10.40000 LABQ~Q .~._4Q9QC;t UDlT LANDU02 1.00000 ARSLUD2 1.00000 
BC3PO ALr~lFAQ 2.70000 CUTQ 2.00000 U02T QUT 1.00000 
~r ~pn ..... TI't' 20 .90000 lANDBC3Q 1.00000 UD3T LANDU03 1.00000 ARBLUD3 1.00000 
PC3PL1 ~'lr- '>1 2.50000 RBC3EQ 1.00000 UD3T ~uf .- 1.00000 
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"'14T I. ANnlJD4 1.00000 APBL'JD4 1.00000 t'D~C CIJRN 14.5000C WATER7 1.5000e 
\.I1)4T OUT 1.00000 
"f'l"C wHP, C; 4.50000 LANDUfl3 1.0000(' 
1'~J2T LMlOllU? 1.00000 ARBLUU2 1.00000 ')[)'lC ' QlJn3C 7.00000 
JU:>T ~UT 1.000CO UD4A C!UD4[ 1.000CO RUD4B 1.0000C 
UIJ3T L A/'-IDIIUJ 1.00000 ARBLUU3 1.00000 1Jf)4A "U!)4A 1.00000 
"t''l T PUT 1.00000 'Jf)4r PR'lF I T 9.70000 LABO~ • :~OOf)C 
I, '4T LII'IDU'I'. 1.00000 AR13LUU4 1.00000 Uf)4F ~LFAl FA 2.40000 CUT 2.1)0000 
J4 T QUT 1.00000 l'D4F WHE"'7 2.2000() LANDUf)4 1.OO()OO 
"~ "IT '_M:DUA3 1.00000 ARRLUA3 1.00000 'JI)4F wHR <; 4.75000 RUD4~ 1. 00000 
"lilT QUT 1.000CO I)D4P PROFIT 9.70000 LABOR .'30000 
"A4T L A~; DIJ'" 4 1.00000 ARBLUA4 1.00000 UD4P ALFALFA 1.40000 CUT 1.{)0000 
"A4T )UT 1.00000 1)04 P WATH 7 1.20000 LANDU04 1.00000 
UN ')U'IE~! 1.00000 ljl14P 1,.!YP S 2.~0000 RU04E 1.0000C 
"'12~' flo; r"~~lF T T 8.~00OO LANnUD2Q 1.00000 IJD4A "ROFIT 35.?OCCO LABOR 2.70000 
'lO?" r\~ "PflllJf)? 1.00000 PUNEW 1.00000 UD4f\ AAPL FY 44.00000 WATFR7 1.30000 
"')2'~ F ill' il'10 1.00000 Uf)20 1.00000 ['O'tR ''''HR S 4.00000 LA~DUD4 1.00000 
l'n ,~' "W D'IPFIT 9.20000 LANDUD30 1.00000 U04R QU[)4f1 1. 00000 PUD4N 1.00000 
I :"~"'.~\..J ,\RrIlUO'" 1.00000 ~UNEW 1.00000 l!f)4~i PRnF IT 37.30000 LABJR 2.80000 
I n~ [~ 'In,} 1.00000 UD3') 1.00000 UI)4N 'lAPL FV 30.00000 WI\TE~7 1.60000 
"')4Nf-I'I DQ':'F IT 10.50000 LANOU[)4Q 1.00000 I!04N WHPS 3.25000 LANOIJD4 1.0000C 
"')I.~: rw A~RLlJf)4 1.00000 RUNEW 1.00000 I'D4N ~Iln4~,; 1.00000 RU04A 5.00(>00 
. l'l/.~' 1'\, 'J!)Q 1.00000 UD4Q 1.00000 UI')X "RQF I T 9.80000 LABOR .6000C 
'jl')"JE W 'J!)() 1.000CO UI)2Q .271 70 lIf)X WI-jR<; 5.50001) PASTURE 6.80000 
i f)i~F '.1 'IO'lI) .39550 UD4Q .33280 IIOX WIITfR 7 1.900CO IIRflLUOX 1.00000 
," 12~J F'~, P~ ... ' F ~ T 8.30000 LANOUU2Q 1.00000 'Jr)X RUT 1.OO0no 
1 iIJ.2~,! ~_Io! AR,ALUUZ 1.000CO RUNEW 1 .. 00000 llll?1\ ~UlJ2r 1.00000 PUU2B 1.00000 
ULJ?NE\oI IUQ 1.00COO UU2Q 1.00000 '11)2A RUU2A 1.00000 DUU2C 1.00000 
"U'I".! f-'\~ p~nFIT 9.20000 LA~DUU3Q 1.00000 U'J2F PR[,FIT 9.71)0CO LA80R .JOOOO 
'IUlr!r:w ~QBLIJlr' 1.00000 RUNEW 1.1)0000 IIU2F I\LFALFA 3.60000 CUT 2.00000 
'...'1.1 ~~j [W 'IIJ0 1.0000C UU3Q 1.00000 "'J2F WATFR 7 2.10000 lANf)UU2 1. 00000 
"1!4,,,rw PPflF 1 T 10.5000C LANDIJlJ4Q 1.00000 IIU2F "4I-!P S 4.75000 R'JU2E 1.0000C 
I!U4\FW flQfjLUU4 1.00000 RIJNEW 1.00000 Ul12P PROF I T 9.70000 LABOR .10000 
UU4NFW 1110 1.000CO UU4Q 1.00000 "U2P ALrllLFA 2.10000 CUT 1.00OOC 
I.'U" F- \~ UUI'J 1.00000 UU2Q .36490 U!J2P WATE'R 7 1.11)000 lANOUU2 1. 00000 
'..IU'JE ,., J'nQ .42920 UU4Q .20590 "I.J!'P WHJ;' S 2.5000C RUIJZf: 1.00000 
U II C\~! I-~'I :>qnrIT <l.20000 LhNOLJA3Q 1.0000e ','"?~ OIWF IT 35.200CO LAB'JR 2.70000 
"" '1"'['1 fl,QRLUA3 1.00000 RUI\JEW 1.00000 U'J2B ~ARL EY 72.0000() WATER7 1.200ao 
l'" 3~: [~ IJAO 1.00000 UA.3Q 1.00000 l'U?~ WHRS 3.2')000 LANOUUZ 1.1)0000 
UA4NH' P~['lFIT 10.500CO LANDUA4Q 1.00000 'JIJZA ~lJU2fl 1.000nO RUU2"1 1. 00000 
U A4~, rw ARRt'IA4 1.00000 RUNEW 1.00000 IJU2R QUU?C 1.00000 
'J 1\ 4~:1" 'v 'JAQ 1.0000(\ UA4Q 1.0000C UU2N P~[)FIT 37.30000 LABOR 2.130000 
l' A'l t=~: L'AfJ 1.00000 UA3C .4638( lJU?~' RAP L FY 54.00000 WATER7 1.60000 
II A~,II-" 'JA'.Q .516ZC L'U2~ WHRS 3.25000 LANOUU2 1.00000 
l' ,)2~ Qur)2E 1.00000 RUD2C 1.0000C IJlI2N RULJ2N 1.0000n RUU2A 5.00000 
IJf)2 A Q'JO:?B 1.000CO RUD2A 1.0000C IIIJ2N <UU2C 1.00000 
, I02F PROF I T 9.70000 LABfJR .30000 l'U2C f'lR'JF IT 49.20000 LABOR '5.1000e 
un;:>'" I\LF./IL FA 3.60000 CUT 2. OOOOC UU2C CORN 20.00000 WATER7 1.40000 
'")21' WATFI' 7 2.20000 LANDUf)2 1.0000C I "J2( WHfl S 4.50000 LANOUU2 1.00000 
IJD?F 'I/HR <; 4.75000 RUD2E 1.00000 \'U2C ~UU?C 7.00000 
U02P DR')flf 9.70COO LABOR .30000 "U21-1 PROFIT 8.20000 LABOR • 50000 
un2P ~U:fIl FA 2.10000 CUT 1.00000 'JU2W WHEAT 13.00000 ARBLUU? 1.00000 
"I)2P ''''ATEP 7 1.30000 LANDUD2 1.00000 UI!~A RIJU3E 1.00000 RUU36 1.00000 
I '1l2P i~HR S 2.50000 RUD2E 1.00000 UlnA PUU31\ 1.00000 RUU1C 1.0000C 
, 'D~P, OR'JF I r 35.20000 LABOR 2.70000 \JU3F PR'1FIT 9.70000 LABOR .30000 
• 1f)28 wATFP 7 1.30000 BflRLEY 68.00000 I!U3F "LFALFII 3.00000 CUT 2.00000 
'ICl2t-1 LMWt'[I'" 1.00000 WHRS 4.00U.oO U\JW ~IATFP 7 2.10000 LO\NIJUU3 1.00000 
U,)2H RU{)2~ 1.00000 RUD2N 1.00000 \J\J1F WHPS 4.75000 RUU3E 1.0000e 
1 "1?R Qun2C 1.00000 L1U3P DQOF I T 9.70000 LAB'lR .30000 
t!n?~) "R'1F I T 37.30000 LABOR 2.80000 UU3P ALFALFA 1.700eO CUT 1.00000 
I '02"J HARl rv '50.00000 WATER7 1.60000 IIIJ3P ~IAfEP 7 1.10000 LANOUU3 1.00000 
ur),~'" WHR '3 ~.250CO LANDUD2 1.00000 UUW WHPS 2.50000 RUU3E 1.0000 
'!n?~ ~UD2N 1.000CO RU02A 5.00000 '''J'I~ D~rFIT 35.20000 LAB:JR 2.7000 
un?~' PIJDZC 1.00000 UU3<\ RA.RL FY 59.00000 wATER7 1.2000 
U !12C PRf'F I T 49.20000 LABOR 5.10000 UU3B wHRS 3.25000 LANDUIJ~ 1.0000 
t'D2C cr:)RN 16.00000 WATER7 1.500QO lJU3R RUll3fl 1.00000 PUU3~ 1.0000 
',/D?( WHPS 4.50000 LANDU02 1.00000 UU3B QUU3C 1.00000 
lID?! QIJf)?( 7.00000 UU3N PR()F TT 37.30000 LABOR 2.8000 
!I'Y:\/\ :>U03[ 1. 000_00 RUD3S 1 .• Q,QPOO UU31\1 flAP L EY 43.00000 WA TEQ7 1.6000 
un311 QUf)3A 1.00000 RUI)3C 1.00000 "U31\1 '''HR S 3.25000 LANDUU3 1.0000 
l,n'.lr DRflF IT 9.70000 LABOR .30000 U'J3N QUU3f\1 1.00000 RUU3A 5.0000 
Ur)11- ALFALFA 3.0Q.oOO CUT 2~QOQOO UUV..J QUU3C 1.00000 
IJf)3F WATFt' 7 2.20000 WHRS 4.75000 UIJ3C PRQFIT 49.20000 LABOR 5.1000 
'IO""!'- lANf)IlD" 1.00000 PUD3E 1.00000 UlJ3C CORN 17.00000 WATER7 1.4000 
I'[PP PR'lF IT 9. 10 ttO 0 LABOR .~lQQ'!JO UU3C WHRS 4.50000 LANDUlJ3 1.0000 
IIn3P ALFIILFA 1.70000 CUT 1.00000 UU3C RUU3C 7.00000 
UD1P '~ATr:F 7 1.20000 LANDUD3 1.00000 UU3~ PROF IT 8.20000 LAflOR .5000 
U03P WHR S 2.50000 RUD3E 1.00000 UU'3W WHEAT 11.00000 ARBLlJU3 1.0000 
l"Bt-l PQnFIT 35.20000 LABOR 2.70000 UU4A RUU4E 1.00000 RUU4~ 1.0000 
II03P RARL FY 55.00000 WATER7 1.30000 tJU4A QUU4A 1.00000 
'.'o~t3 WHR S 4 .. QODOO LANDUD3 1 .. 00000 UU4F PROF IT 9.70000 LABIJR .3000 
'JIl1E\ "IJD3R 1.00000 RUD3N 1.00000 ULJ4F ALFALFA 2.40000 CUT 2.0000 
',1/3R PUr13C 1.00000 Ul/4F W~TEP 7 2.10000 LANDUU4 1.0000 
Inn~' PROFIT 37.30000 LAB'JR 2.8.000C UU4F WHPS 4.15000 RUU4E 1.0000 
IIfY~'" ~AP L FV 39.00000 WATER7 1.60000 1I\J4P oROF IT 9.70000 LABOq .3000 
'1')"It'-. WHRS 3.25000 LANDUD3 1.00000 UU4P ALFAL F ... 1.40000 CUT 1.0000 
l'O,~1 ~unw 1._000.00 RUD3A 5.00000 IJU4P WATER7 1.10000 LA/\lOUU4 1.0000 
'11l~1IJ PIJr)3( 1.00000 l'U4P ioIHRS 2.50000 RUU4E 1.0000 
" 'l'l( OI:l"'1I=IT 49.20000 LABOR 5.1000e ' IU/,F\ PQOF IT 35.20000 LABOR 2.7000 
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~llf4B '-'A:>l r:V 46.00000 WATER 7 1.2000 IJ04F~ WATER 70 2.20000 lANDUD4Q 1.00000 
lIU4f1 ~Hr S 3.20;000 lANf)UU4 1.0000 UD41=Q \~HRSQ 4.75000 RUfJ4EQ 1.00000 
IIiP.R )'.1I14h 1.00000 RUU4N 1. 0000' UD4PQ OROFIT 9.10000 lABORQ .30000 !'''''~ \ J 
"1141\1 '''~~F , T 31.30noO lAB'JR 2.8000 U04PQ AlFAl FAQ 1.40000 CUTO 1. 0000(' 
, J114~ 'IAk l FV 32.00000 WATER 7 1.6000 U04P(J WATER 10 1.20000 LANOU04Q 1.00000 
IIIJ4t· '.)I"PS 3.25000 LANDUU4 1. 0000' IJ04PQ ~HRSQ 2.50000 FlUD4EQ 1.00000 
1.1I14h1 -:: . JII/+ ~I 1.00000 RUU4A 5.0000 Uf)4BQ DROF I T '35.20COO LABORO 2.10000 
l'U4~ :' ",- r T T 8.200eo lABOR .5000' IJ04BQ ~AIlL EYQ 44.00000 WATER1Q 1.30000 
l'114W WHFAT C).OOOOO ARBLUU4 1. 0000' IID4BQ WHPSQ 4.00000 LANOUD4Q 1.00000 
,,, IX ")R '1' r r C).80000 LA~O~ .6000' IJD4f1Q ~UD4BQ 1.00000 RUD4NQ 1.00000 
I"IUX ,H' , 4.15000 PASrURF 6. SOOO, UD4NQ DROF IT 37.30000 LABORQ 2.80000 
"fiX " ... Tn 1 1.S0000 ARALIJUX 1.0000' UD4NQ AAFlLEYQ ~O.OOOOO WATER1Q 1.6000e 
II:J)I "'IJT 1.00000 UD4NQ WHRSO 3.25000 LANDUD4Q 1.0000C r) 
9.70000 LABOR .30001 IJD4NQ ,d.Jl14NQ I.OnOOO RUD4AQ 5.001)(')0 ,--y ! 'I'"F '~Rf'. F : T 
1.:A'l,F ~LFAL FA 2.1nQOO CUT 1 ... 00001 U\J?AQ ~UU2EQ 1.0nOOO FlUU2BQ 1.00000 
, 'A'l,1= 
'" 6 TF!:' 7 1.60COO lANDUA3 1.0000' 'JU2AQ PUU2AQ 1.00000 PUU2CQ 1.00000 
I) A 1 F '~H}< <; :'\.2'5000 IJU2FQ :".l~OFIT 9.70000 LABORQ .3000C 
1'1\3P !'l')rF T T 9.10000 LA80R .3000' tJU2FQ ALFAL FAQ 3.60000 CUTQ 2.00000 
IIA3P ['IA<; TII[,F 4.80000 WATER1 .1000 lJU7.FQ WATER 10 2.10000 lANDUU2Q 1.00000 
IIA3 P l A"""" ~ 3 1.00000 WHRS 1.1500 l)U2J:Q WHRSQ 4,15000 R ULt2EQ 1.0000Q 
l'A4F 'J,<!"'C: IT 9.70000 lABOFl .3000 IJU2PQ PQOF IT 9.10000 LfI80RQ .3000C 
1'1\4F ,\Lrl\lFA 1.30000 CUT 1.0000 UU2PQ ALFALFAQ 2.10000 CUTQ 1. 00000 
ll1\41= ,ClTf o 7 1.60000 LAt.JDlJA4 1.000.0' IJU2PQ wATER 1Q 1.10000 lANDUUZQ 1.0000C C-'" 
L'1\4f :J~k <; 3.25000 UUZPQ WHRSO Z.50000 PUU2EQ 1.00000 '-_../ 
1I1\4P ""11F IT C).100eo LABOR .3000' UU2BQ f'POF IT 35.20000 LABORQ 2.10000 
l' ~4P ,,~s ru o F 3.00000 WATER1 .1000 '.IU2ftQ i>AI1LEYQ 12 .• 00000 WA TEQ7Q 1.20000 
1'\4P I ~""!J.A4 1.00000 WHRS 1.75000 UU2RQ I.JHI:!SQ 3.25000 lMtDUU2Q 1.00000 
I 'AX 'Jr)i'l' 1 T 4.90000 LABOR .30000 IIlJ2BQ :-l.UtJ2BQ 1.00000 RUUZt-.lQ 1.00000 
\ AX \-1'-11> S 4.00000 PASTURE 3.90000 U02BI) QUUlCQ 1,,_00000 
I, "X 1-/ AT F r 7 1.40000 ARALUAX 1.0.0000 UU2NQ !loOFIT 37.30000 LABORQ 2.80000 
I' ~)( QIJT 1.00000 UlJ2NQ :~AFlL E'YO 54.00000 WATER1Q 1.60000 
rl,JH II > 7(1 ",o/Tr.'.fS7Q 1.00001) UU2N.O ',01 HR S.Q 3.25000 LANDUU2Q 1.00000 
1"'~flVT7" 'iAT('; 7 .31120 AGREQ1Q 1.0000C IJU2NO ~UU2NQ 1.00000 QUU2AQ 5.0000(; ,,,\ 
,~I\,~I)VT7D ")1"'T~'JSF7 .31120 PROFIT • 00100 IJU2NQ ~UU2CQ 1.00000 
"!\r.OV'T7 "JAT Fe 70 • 31120 AGREQ10 1.00000 UU2CQ PFIOFIT 49.200CO LABOt!.Q 5.10000 
:I\(~[)V" T 1 :> ~oJT~ 'J ') 70 ."37120 UU2CQ CORNO 20.00000 WATER7Q 1.40000 
LJ:)2I\r~ :j1.lfI?fJJ 1.00000 PUD2CQ 1.00000 UlJ2CO WI-fRSQ 4.5000e LANDUU2Q 1.00000 
1!17M) VI.li1?P.() 1.00000 RUD2AO 1.00000 UU2CQ QlJU2CQ 7 ... 000CI) 
tJ I)"I'<J "),<,_'F IT 9.100rO LABORQ .30000 UU2WQ PROFIT 8.200CI) LABORQ .50000 
/l1)2F'1 IIl r ALFAQ 3.60000 CUTO 2.00000 IIlJ2WQ WHFATQ 13.00000 ARBLUU2 1.00000 
'I') 71= r. '/ATF Q 7Q 7.70000 LANDU02Q 1.00000 UU3AQ RIJU3EQ 1.00000 RUU3BQ 1.00000 
1II)?F(,1 ,o/HR ,"" 4.15000 RUD2E'Q 1 .• 00.0.90" UU1AQ RUIJ3AQ 1.000('0 PUU3CQ 1.00000 
I.'I)~P r "P,"H' IT <).10000 LABORQ .30000 UU3FQ r>qOF IT 9.10000 LABORQ .'30000 /""1 
111)2 0 (; I\U t\l F M~ 2.10000 CUTQ 1.00000 UU3FQ ALFALFAQ 3 .• 00000 CUTO 2.00000 ~ 
UD2PC tflATf c,7f) 1.10000 LANOU02Q 1~00000 UU3FfJ WATEP 10 2.10000 LANOUU3Q 1.00000 
1!"12P .~ H-If<'f.) 2.50000 PUD2EQ 1.00000 UU3FQ WHPSQ 4.15000 RUU3EQ 1.00000 
\.II)?H" OQ'lF I T ~".20COO LABORQ 2.70000 UU3PQ PR()fI T 9.10000 LABORQ .30000 
11')2'V~ nA"'l FVO 68.00000 WATER7Q 1.30000 UU3PO ALFALFAQ 1.70000 CUTO 1.00000 
1)1)2R(,' ~HP SO 4.00000 LANDUD2Q l~O()OOO UtJ3PQ lANOUU3Q 1.00000 WATF.R7Q 1.1000e 
U02P': I:>I)D:'Il.f1 1.00000 RUD2NQ 1.00000 UIJ3PQ WHRSJ;t .k.!?OOOO PUU3~Q 1.00000 1)1);"1'10 ')l,JfI?( y 1.00000 UU3BQ PQf]F IT 35.20000 L.ftBORQ 2.70000 
UI)2~lr. "'QrrIT 37.30000 LABORQ 2.80000 IJLl3BQ 8ARLEVQ 59.00000 WATER7Q 1.20000 
I)"PW~ ~APl rVf) <)0.00000 WATER1Q 1.60000 UJJ3..BQ WHRS.Q 3 .. 25000 lANDUU3Q 1.00000 ~\ 
1..1 1) ?~.II~ ~~p <;':' 3.25000 LANDU..o2Q ,,1§Q.!tQ9P. lJU3BQ RUU3BQ 1.00000 RUU3NQ 1.00000 
UI)2~IQ °1J["l2~Q 1.00000 RUD2AQ 5.00000 UU3AQ ~IJU3CQ 1.00000 
1I1)?~!0. ~III)?r ':' 1.00000 U"UJI'JI.Q P~OFIL ll~30000 t"ABORQ 2.800.00 
ur)?(~ ;~'<ilJ· IT 4Q.20000 LABORQ 5.10000 UU3NO [lAIlLEYQ 43.00000 WATER7Q 1.60000 
1,1f)2f') C It; "JQ lS.00000 WAr"ER1Q 1.50'000 UU3NO WHRSQ 3.25000 LANDUU3Q 1.00000 
! '1)2( ~ WJ.if.- <;, 4.50000 LANDUD2Q 1.00000 UU3NQ RUU3NQ 1.00000 RUU3AQ 5.00000 
1I["l?CQ ~IJ02( " 7.00000" UU3NQ Quu3cc' 1.00000 
UD~AQ '~Uf)~fO 1.00000 RU03BQ 1.00000 UU3CQ PROF I T ~.200CO LABORQ 5.10000 
f1D3A'J Qun3AQ 1.00000 RLlO3CQ 1.00000 
_UUK..<L,,_ "CQB~. " __ .--ll.."QQOOO._~_"W~ T!;.B.7Q. ." . l,400QQ 
II03F') OP.,]f'I T 9.70000 ,LA.BORO • 30000 UU3CQ WHRSQ 1t.5000e LANDUU3Q 1.00000 
IIn":\F' 'J \lFAL f'AQ 3.00000 CUTQ 2~OOOOO- UU3CQ RIJU3CQ 7.00000 
1.ln3F(J l~AT F.I<. 7Q 2.20000 WHRSQ 4.75000 t,lUJl!9 _ PROF.lL ~~_20000 ,, __ t.ABQBJ!.. .50000 
UD3F'J L.AND'JlqQ 1.00..0,,00 RUlUE..Q. _. .. ..l.a..o.oo..oO .. UU3WQ WHEATQ 11.00000 ARBLUU3 1.00000 
1,I')3P'J Pfl(11= I T 9.10000 LABORQ .30000 UU4AQ RUU4EQ 1.00000 RUU4BQ 1.00000 
IJr)3oQ ~LFALFAQ 1.70000 CUTQ 1.00000 UU4AQ P,UU4AQ - 1.00000 
II03Pf) Wt\TFI:>.10 1.20.0,,00. .L~.ND.uIl3.Q. - .~a..OOOOQ" UU4FQ"'''''' PRoF"rT'--''-- " 9~70000' LASORQ .3000'0-
1.I1)3PQ WH~: 5(1 2.50000 RUD3EQ 1.00000 UU4FQ I\LFALFAQ 2.40000 CUTa 2.00000 
'jlnHQ PRnF I T 35.20000 LABORQ 2.70000 Ul!.~FQ " WATE'R7Q 2.10000 LANDUU4Q 1.00000 
1-'f)"3~Q Bt\°LEVQ 55. OQ.o 0 0... ""WAIfB.N . 1. ...... liHNQ .. UU4FQ WHRS-Q" .. 1;:-15000 ·-.. RUU4EQ····· -1.00000 
11[)3f\Q WHP S" 4.00000 LANOU03Q 1.00000 UU4PQ PROF IT 9.70000 LABORQ .30000 
1J1)3F1Q QU03BQ 1.00000 PU03NQ 1.00000 ""IJ!:l~_Q..._,, __ A.I,.f'AlfAQ.. .. _-ll,,49POO _~UJ:L,,_,,_----=- _ J~OOOQQ" 
IJ03F1<:' DUD~r ') 1.DOO.O,,0 UU/tPQ WATER7Q 1.10000 LANDUU4Q 1.00000 
1J1)311JQ OQ('F I T 31.30000 LABORQ 2.80000 UU4PQ WHRSQ 2.50000 RUU4Ea 1.00000 
f.lrnNQ RARlf-VQ 39.00000 WATER7Q 1.60000 UU4BQ PROF IT 35.20000 LABORQ 2.70000 
LID~~IQ 'I/HI< Sf) 3.251>0.0.. ..LAND..UD 3Q..." - ~ ..... QQO.O..Q.. . lJU4alf'- 8A"R-LEYQ ""-46.00000"·"-""WATER7Q i.20000 
fI1)3~t(J QII[,~JI;Q 1.00000 RU03AQ 5.00000 UU4BQ WHRSQ 3.25000 LANOUU4Q 1.00000 
IJD3W) !)1If)3CQ 1.00000 JJ.U4BQ. J~y"'~. __ . -= ___ J"~J,J.OOO. ___ B,,\,I1J4N..Q.,, 1.00000 
IIn,(Q PIH1F IT 49.20000 LA.6.0RQ 5~IQ"QM" UU4NQ PROFIT 37.30000 LABORQ 2"~80000 
, In~('IJ ('']DI\J0 14.50000 WATER7Q 1.50000 UU4NQ MRlEVQ 32.00000 WATER7Q 1.60000 
Ijlnrt1 WH~ <;~ 4.50000 LANDUD3Q 1.00000 UIJ4NQ WHRSQ 3.! 25000 LANDUU4Q 1.00000 
Ull3CQ ~ '1O'3( ') 1.0.0.00.0. UU4NQ" RUU4'"IO 1.00001) RlJ{,4AQ 5.00000 
IIn4AQ QU04FC: 1.00000 RUD48Q 1.00000 UlJ4WQ PROF IT 8.20000 LABaRQ .50000 
'.Jf)4A~ Qun4AQ 1.00000 ....illJ.'t~"._ ,,!.i1:tEAI_Q_. __ ._ .. ___ ..L1lO000 "" . ..A!uil.JJ..u.~". -----.. - .1 .... Oo..O.oQ. 
fJD4Fn nQClf I r 9.70000 LABaRQ .300.0..0 UA3FQ P~OFIT 9.70000 LABORQ .30000 
!ID4FQ "LF~lFAW 2.40000 CUTO 2.00000 UA3FQ ALFALFAQ 2.10000 CUTO 1.00000 
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I' A3F" 1ATF D 10 1.60000 LANDUA3Q 1.00000 FS4'IFW [SC 1.001)00 FS4Q 1.0000C 
'I!\ <~ ,; \~~RS Q 1.25000 FSNfw fSQ 1.00000 FS3Q .13'30 
111\ ,p ) i>RCJFIT 9.70000 LABORQ .30000 ES\l[w "S4Q .66670 
\'''''31''; r>ASTUPFQ 4.80000 WA TEP7Q .70000 FDIA fll{OFIT 11.00000 LABOR .40000 
'.1"" ,0,) lAU)l!A3Q 1.00000 WHRSQ 1.75000 FDlA Dr:lHF 1.00000 RE019 1.00000 
1 IA4F ~ PR[1FIT 9.700CO LABORQ .30000 [0111 prDP 1.00000 PE01C 1.0000(' 
'.: 114F .~ rllTQ 1.00000 ALFALFAQ 1.30000 FDl/\ 'Jff)IS 1.0000f) 
"A4~ J vJATEr.' 7'" 1.60000 LflNDIJA4Q 1. 00000 f11F ,."LFf\L FA 5.30000 CUT 3.0000e 
'I A'tF ,; ·,JHP 51') 3.25000 fD1> ,-IATFD 3 I.900eo LANDI=D1 1.0000(-
, 'II'+P 'J PRnF IT 9.70000 LABI'JRQ .30000 Enlf- I.JHP. ~ 4.00000 RE01E 1.(')000(1 
1,'A4i>n n.ASTlJRFQ 3.00000 WA TER7Q .70000 E01P "LFALFA 4.10000 CUT 2.00000 
"A4 P(' LMm'.IA4Q 1.00000 WHRSQ 1.75000 (-OlP wATfP7 1.30000 LANDED1 1.00000 
OlT1:I115[3 fHHPUSF3 1.00000 "'nIP WHR 5 3.25000 R fD1E 1.00000 
'1I(~nl/lO' 1 '3 I\GR FrJ '3 1.00000 RWTRusn .36670 F f) 1 R PROF I T 35.701'00 LABOQ. 2.70000 
c> lIf':f) \I" T, I~AT[P 3 .36670 FDIR f'lAR L FV 96.00000 WAHR3 .70000 
"T 'H~rl= I T 1.000CO RET 1.00000 r 1)1 p. WHJ; S 2.50000 LANDEDI 1.1)0000 
ro IT Lr:.~IDEDI 1.00000 "RRLED} 1.00000 FI11H qED 1 P- I. OOOCO Q.FDIN 1. 0000(' 
t D 11 ?fT 1.00000 FDU'- °EDIC 1.00cr;0 HDIS 1.00000 
I-I):>T LANDFD:? 1.00000 A'lALED2 1.00000 flll~ flROF J T 41.40000 LA130R 3.1000(1 
r""r')?T DET 1.00000 E')1 r" '3f1PLEV 76.00000 WI TEQ.3 1 • ~OOoo 
r '1''' T ,-MlnFO' 1.00000 AQBLED3 1.00000 FOP' '~I1R S '.25000 LANDEDI 1.0000C 
f ')"T ? ET 1.00000 r!)I~,' "'IFDIN l.o00ro RfOlA 5.0000C 
"1)4T LANf1ED4 1.00000 ARl3lEf)4 1.00000 EOP,I IOI.'DIC 1.000CO REDIS 1.00000 
I- 0'. T oET 1.00000 Ff)lC PRI)F I T ')2.80001) L"BCJ~ 5.0000<.: 
r\1?T I ANDE /o/? 1.00000 ARALE~2 1.00000 fOlf: CORN 23.50000 WATER3 1.lnooo 
'- ~? T ? 1.'1 1.00000 Fl)lC ,~'-lP 5 3.50000 LANDED 1 1.0000C 
~ "'I T L fI';DE M 3 1.00000 ADBLE'-n 1. 00000 I:-D1C K EDIC 1.000ro 
r":>. T ~ET 1.00000 (l)lS PPCJFlT 89.90000 LII.B(1R 25.00000 
l '1/+ T L"NnF"'4 1 • 00000 A'lBLEM4 1.00000 EDIS SUGAr. ?Z.600~0 lolA TER3 1.60000 
t: ""' .. T ~FT 1.00000 r Dl 5 '..JYp S 9.000('0 LANDED1 1.00000 
~ S ,T LA~IOES~ 1.00000 ARBLES3 1.00000 F01S «F')IS 1.00001) 
f- S 3 T '?,FT 1.00000 ff)lW PROF-IT 8.201)(10 LABOR .5000e 
rS4T 1_1\~)[)FS4 1.000CO A:<BLES4 1.00000 fon1" '.~H~: AT 11.001')00 APl3lEDl I.oonoo 
F Sit T Q[T 1.00000 [I)?t, flR[lF t T lI.OOOCO LAf'l1'l .40000 
f,WlT LM!D[Wl 1.00000 A'l."LEWl 1.0000C EDZ/\ DFO?[ 1.00000 RED2'l 1.0000e 
qJlT ,I:T 1.00000 1:021' DEf)2A 1.00000 RED2e 1.I)()OOO 
L \01:>1 I, AI\)I)FW? 1.00000 APBLEW2 1.00000 f1)7/\ 'It=D?S 1.000eo 
I- >I,:>T ":>I'T 1.00000 ff)ZF hL'ALFA 4.700CO CUT 3.00000 
r ~,I, T I A~:f)~rn 1.00000 ARALF.W3 1.00000 FOcr Wr:.rI=F3 1.900rl') LANDE02 1.1)0000 
'~W~ T HT 1.000CO EuZF W>1!; '> 4.000CO RED2E 1.00:)0(' 
• W4T l A~'JDfW4 1.00000 ARRLEW4 1. 00000 EI)?P "lrALFA 1.60000 CUT 2.0000]0 
""'4 T ~ET 1.00000 E02P i~" T FC '3 1.3noco lANDf':DZ 1. ')001)(' 
F'I ) F'\IFr' 1.00000 Ef)ZP WHr 5 3.25000 RED2E 1.00000 
rWli": ,.- ~ 'Q'lF- r T 9.10000 LANDEWIQ 1.00000 (fl2P. PQ"'F J T 35.70000 LABOR Z.70000 
~~, p r_.~ t.R~Lrwl 1.00000 RfNEW 1.00000 ",I):?R l~APL FV '14.00000 WATER3 .7001)0 
t-- •.• , 1 1\' t-l/ "'W1 1.00000 EWIQ 1.00000 EDZR WHR S 2.51')(100 LANDEDZ 1. ')ooor 
-W?~J-'" DP:,)F IT 10.30000 LANOEW2Q 1.00000 Ef)?R 1:1 [f)ZFl 1.00001) R ED 2~~ 1.000;)0 
~ W )\1 ~ 1-, "Rfll Ew'? 1.00000 RENEW 1.00000 EDZR DEnZ( 1.00000 PfD2S 1.0000C 
r:W2h.1r~ :::W(.') 1.00000 FW2Q 1. 00000 ED2N DROF! T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
r:../~~' ,,~, 
-'kor I T 11.200('0 LANDEW31J 1.00000 Ef)?~' RAR LEv 66.00000 WATER3 1.3000C 
(:" l,.,l~ ~ c t'\i.l{1LEW3 1.00000 RENEW 1. 00000 Ff)?N ~IHR S 3.25000 LANDE02 1.00000 
f'. B~'l'" 'WQ 1.00000 EW3Q 1.00000 E02N r.'Efl2~: 1.00000 RED2A ').00000 
> ""I+~"", DRIlFIT 12.50000 LANDEW4Q 1.00000 EO?"! P FDZC 1.000CO PED2S 1.00000 
rl,/4rJr f I\RBLFW4 1.00000 RENEW 1. 00000 I=I)?C PROF r T 5Z.8000t') LI\BOP '>.00000 
r ',14~,1 ["J rW0 1.00000 EW4Q 1.00000 fDZ( cnp!\! 20.400eO WATER3 1.10000 
>' W~,:\- \' FWQ 1.00000 fWIQ • 01720 ED2f ~~HR S 1.50000 LANDED2 1.0000C 
r1t'·I~I", "w?O .11380 EW3Q .37590 EI)ZC ~ E02C 7.00000 
r: W"'Jt- \~I [W4Q .49310 ED2S DQrF I T 89.90001) lI\ B OR 25.aOaOO 
F 1)1 "J FW "'R[JF 1 T 9.10000 LANDEDIQ 1.00000 ED?S SUGAr: ?0.300eO WAHR3 1.6008(' 
fD p.,"',' I\QRLfOl 1.00000 RENEW 1.00000 Ef)2S WI-IRS 9.00000 LANDED2 1.000Cl(' 
rOlNF, . .J "'DO 1.00000 ED1Q 1.00000 ED2S QE[)ZS 7.00000 
1-f)2~.1 FW D'l'lFIT 10.30000 LANOED2Q 1.00000 F021.; PR"FIT 8.20000 LAR'JR .50000 
rn2i\1 1= \.0' AqRLFD2 1.00000 RENEW 1.00000 EDZW WHEAT 11.00000 ARBLED2 1. 00000 
'O')2NE"r' ",)0 1.000CO £D2Q 1.00000 EO:"" DRr'F I T 11.00000 LABOR .4000e 
[D~~'E'A PQf"'I' IT 11.20000 LANOE03Q 1.00000 F03A REn3F 1.00001) Rf03B 1.00ClO(, 
<"1)'\~J:rJ Fl)O 1.00000 E['I3Q 1.00000 (D]A QED3A 1.00000 PED3C 1.00000 
rn-l~,lr'A ~R.~LfD3 1.00000 RENEW 1.00000 E03A Rt=:D3S 1.00000 
F'14~' ':\0.' DP""" I T lZ.50000 LANDE04Q 1.00000 fD3F "LFAL Ffl 3.70000 CUT 3.00000 
'" '1/+1\1" 'v~ I\RJ'\LFD4 1.00000 RFNEW 1.00000 FO'F WATER 3 1.QOOOO LANDED3 1.00000 
rr)4~!~ W FDQ 1.00000 E04Q 1.00000 ED3F WHRS 4.00000 RED3E 1.00000 
F')~" 'v ;:OQ 1.00000 EDIQ .01000 ED3P ALFAL FA 2.80000 CUT 2.00000 
f'Jh.I\"W "020 .23500 E03Q .38000 ED3P WATER 3 1.30000 LANDED3 1.0000C 
FmJft.. FD4Q .37500 ED3P WHR,) 3.250(')0 RED3E 1.00000 
"""7"11'+ DRnF IT 10.30000 LANDEM2Q 1.00000 ElBA PROF I T 35.70000 LABIJR 2.70000 
1-"I2"'f~' "RBLEM2 1.00000 RENEW 1. 00000 f03R FlAR L EY 70.00000 WATER3 .70000 
i= \1211' r::.J FMQ 1. 000_00 EM2Q 1.00000 ED1Fl I>IHF 5 2.50000 LANOFD3 1.00000 
1'''13'\)(" "~'1FIT 11.20000 LANDEM3Q 1.00000 ErDB qm3A 1.00000 RE03N 1.00000 
p,qNfW \'lI3LEM3 1.00000 RENEW 1.00000 ED3i'\ RE03C 1.00000 PEI13S 1.0000(1 
r"'1::w r l' """f,) 1.00000 EM3Q 1.00000 Ef)3~1 PROfIT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
F"14~,1 FI- 'Q"F I T 12.50000 LANDEM4Q 1.00000 ED3N PoARL FV 54.00000 W.HER3 1.30000 
'-"'4t !-w -\RI3L EM4 ].00000 RENEW 1.00000 ED3N WHPS 3.25000 lANDED3 1.00000 
r~4~'~ \<' FMQ 1, QO()()~ EM4Q l~OOO_OQ ED~N Q ED3N 1.00000 RED3A 5.0000(1 
"11.11'1 F ~ <:MQ 1.00000 EM4Q 1.00000 Ef)3~1 t:u=rnc 1.00000 RED3S 1.00000 
!-'<;':\' I."J ">Q(1F I T 11.20000 LANDES3Q 1. 00000 ED3C °PDF IT 52.80000 LABOR 5.00000 
r S'~ I \"' ,PAlFS3 1.00000 RENEW 1.00000 ED,C r.npN 17.00000 lolA TER3 1.10000 
f..')'l,f\,L. ... 
-: 5') 1.00000 ES3Q 1.00000 FD3( '-'/I-iRS 3.50aoo LANDED3 1.00000 
~S/t'\H I"' )Qf)F I T 12.50000 LANDES4Q 1.00000 ED3C QE03C 7.00000 
r <;4~ .-'" -\RRLFS4 1.00000 RENEW 1.00000 ED1S ORnFIT 89.90000 lABOR 25.00000 
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~-l) 3- S <;ur,l\~ 17.00000 WA TER:'I 1.60000 "'53A ~ES3A 1.00000 
'- ,J~ S \\I-lr.., 9.00000 LANDED3 1.00000 '=S~F I\LFAlFA 3.10()CO CUT 2.00000 
"'Be:: ~r'qs 7.00000 ES3F ~ATEP 3 1.00000 LANDES3 1.0000C ~ 
r 'l ~\<> 0KI"1F- J T 8.20000 LABOR .50000 ES3F '~HRS 2.'50000 PE S3E 1.00000 , / 
rry"~ .IHf ~ T 11.00000 AR8LED3 1.00000 ES3P I\LFAL FA 1.80000 CUT 1.00000 
f')4t\ D~:flF 1 T 11.00000 LABOR .40000 ES3P '-IATFR 3 .20000 LANDES) 1. 00000 
-'It.t. <).n4f 1.00aOf) RED40 1.00000 FS3P ~HRS 1.00000 RFS3E 1.00000 
"'V.~ ~f:)41\ 1.00000 fS3A PROF IT 35.70000 LABOR 2.70000 
~ 14. I\L~AlFA 2.5000C CUT 3.00000 tS3B I:IARLEY 6-0.00000 WATER3 .50000 
'14~ I~I\Tn: "'\ 1.911000 LANOED4 1.00000 ES3R WHRS 1.75000 LAIo,IDES3 1.00000 
t-,14F '4HP <: 4.000CO RE04E 1.00000 ES3B ~tS3~ 1.00000 RES3N 1.00000 
r ')4P "LFAL FA 1.9000f) CUT 2.00000 F.S3N PROFIT 37.30000 LABO~ 2.500JO 
,. ')4- '~1\Tr:1)1 1.300CO LANOED4 1.00000 FS3N 3ARL EV 44.00000 WATER3 .80000 r; 
1")4(' ·mps 3.25000 RED4E 1.00000 [S3N WHRS 1.7'1000 LANDES3 1.0r)Ooo J 
r -, +0 PR[,'" I T 35.70000 LABOR 2.10000 ES3N RES3~ 1.00000 PES3A 5.00000 
'l4P ~"p L fV 5f).OOOCO WATER3 .70000 ES4!. PROF IT 10.100CO LA8(1R .4000e 
!' '14P '~H,. S 2.50000 LANDED4 1.00000 [S4A ~fS4E 1.00000 FlES4B 1.0000C 
c v.p r,J:f)4R 1.00000 RE04N 1.00000 [S4A "ES4A 1.00000 
f""'"1't-tI. D~,'r 1 T 41.400CO LABOR 3.10000 fS4F I\LFAL FA 2.20000 CUT 2.0000(1 
r '14~' n 1\0 L ~ Y 36.00000 WATER3 1.30000 [S4F WATEP 1 1.01)1100 LANDES4 1.00000 
r ')/t~" ·.jHIJ <; 1.25000 LANDED4 1. 00000 ES4F WHFlS, 2.50000 RES4E 1. 00000 
t·1)4~ QF(~I.~' 1.00000 RED4A 5.00000 ES4P ALFAL FA 1.30000 CUT 1.00000 
rf)4w [It!I'F IT 8.20000 LABOR .50000 ES4P '-IATH 3 .20000 LANDES4 1.00000 
C" 14\0 "!Hr '\ T 11.000CO ARf3LED4 1.00000 ES4P WHRS 1.00000 RES4E 1. ooooe ~ 
"'./ r -, c; 
·'p;)r 1 T 10.60000 LABOR .80000 ES4R rROF IT 35.71)000 LABOR 2.10000 
r- )5 IIITF::' "3 1.60000 WHRS 4.75000 ES4~ AARl EY 44.00000 WA fER3 .50000 
ff)<; DIISTilPF 7.10000 ARBLED5 1.00000 E.S4~ '~HRS 1.75000 LANDES4 1.00000 
~ '" 2" ':>D'-'F 1 T 10.10000 LABOR .40000 ES4f3 ~ES4B 1.0f)000 RES4N 1.00000 
': '~2 r. c r":' ~ 1.000(10 REM2B 1.00000 ES4N ~ROF IT 31.300CO LABOR 2.50000 
, ") A '\ f'42 \ 1.000CO ES4N Bt\PL FY 30.00000 WATER3 .80000 
: "':'F 'LI"'l\l FA 4.10000 CUT 2.50000 FS4N '.JHRS 1.7'10CO LANDES4 1.00000 
r ~;:> I- ,I\Tf'~ "3 1.40000 LANDEM2 1., Q_OOQO ES4N QES4N 1.0000f) PES4A 5.00000 
I- "l2F viHP S 3.25000 REM2E 1.00000 ES5. PRDf IT 10.00000 LA~OR .70000 
"'''?O "UIILFf, 2.10000 CUT 1.50000 ESo; '~ATER 3 .80000 WHRS 2.50001:' 
. "20 ',J\T fL' 3 .900CO LANDEM2 1.00000 ES5 PASTURE 6.20000 ARBLES5 1. ')0000 
r ,,:op ~4~ S 2.'50000 REM2E 1. 00000 EWlA oROFIT 11.00000 LABOR .40000 
r- ,"""'P :>p,r,r IT 35.10000 LIIBOR 2.70000 EWIA lEIoI1E 1.00000 PEWIB 1.0000(: 
'- ...,zu .) I\R l [V 78.000QO WATE~3 .10000 EWll1 "H/l A 1.00000 PEWIC 1.JOOOe 
~ .,.) F' 
'·/HIJC: 2.50000 LANDEM2 1.00000 '=WJA D E~lS 1.('10000 
I=-"" -'P 'IP·'?R 1.00000 RE~2N 1.00000 EWIF ALFALFA 5.30000 CUT :'I. :)0000 
r . ..,.,~. 
.") 0'1 F IT "\7.30000 lABOR 2..50QOO EWIF WATfR 3 1.90000 LANOEWI 1.00000 
r .. ~~' "ftc I. [V M.OOOOO WATER3 1.00000 l;WIF WI-i~S 4.00000 PEWIE 1.00000 
r .'12~ <JHk S 2.50000 LANDEM2 1.00000 EWIP UFALFA 4.10000 CUT 2.()000O 
.~ ?N r. FW:---'" 1.000Ca REM2A 5. QOOO_Q F.WIP WATER 3 1.30000 LA~nEWI 1 •. 0000C r) 
~ "'?W nr.w", rT 8.20000 LABOR .50000 .HU.P WHBS_ 3.2')000 REIHE 1.00000 
n4?w WH(I\T 10.00000 ARSLEM2 1.00000 EWIB PROF IT 35.10000 LABD~ 2.70000 
- ;\1311 DRr C" J T 10.10000 LABOR .4000Q EW18 '3ARL EY 96.00000 WATER3 .80000 
~ .... -"t. .)~""., r 1.000CO RFM3B 1.00000 EWi8 WH~S 2.50000 LANDEWI 1.00000 
r \01 ~ ~ 1.!:'v13/\ 1.00000 EWIR REIHS 1.00000 RElollN 1.0000C 
, .• :~ F I\l~ I\l"',.. 3.400QO CU.I 2-".5..o_QOO FWl.B Q.EW lC 1.000CO REWiS 1.00000 
, ~""I- .~TFP "1 1.40000 lANDEM3 1.00000 .I;.~-- PR,OJ=U _!fl.40000 lABOR 3.10000 
rll,qr ,'H>- S 3.25000 REM3E 1.00000 EWIN RARlEY 16.00001) WATER3 1.30000 
~"3P ~l Fill. r A 2.30000 CUT 1.5000Q fWiN I.o/HRS 3.25000 lANOEWI 1.00000 
~ f\,.tj ~ (" ,"IATf-~' 3 .91)000 LANDEM3 1.00000 EIHN REIUN 1.00000 REWlA 5.00000 
'~H>' <: 2.50000 REM3E 1.00000 EWIN REWIC 1.00000 RE WI S 1.00000 
r. .J ,. r~ 
_q .. lr IT 35.700.00 LABOR 2 ... 70.0.0.0 EWIC PROFIT 52.80000 LAROR 5.00000 
r U j P flllP L FV 6'5.00000 WATER3 .10000 _ErUC .. _ c.OJ?1lI._ 2.3.50000 WAIfR3 1.10000 
r ."1)4 !~~W (j 2.50000 UNDEM3 1.00000 FWIC WHRS 3.50000 LANDEWI 1.00000 
P-13f3 ~f"~f3 1.00000 RI':'M3N 1.00000 EWIC ~EWIC 7.00000 
~ '.B~· )1:' .~ I' 'T 37.30000 LABOR 2.50000 HilS. PRo.FlT _89.90000 LABOR 25.00000 
,.. M3~' q<\1l L FY 52.00000 WATER3 1.00000 EWlS SUGAR 22.60000 WA TER3 1.60000 
- >13~ ·~Hr: S 2 •. 50000 l.ANO.EM.3 .1 .. 00000 EW1S WHRS 9.00000 LANflEWI 1.00000 
""3~ .~ r:M 3,,·1 1.00000 P.EM3A 5.00000 EWl5. 'lEHl..S._ 1..0')000 
'''"\. ,,~rlr IT 8.20000 LABOR .50000 EWIW PROF IT 8.20000 LABOR .50000 /, 
"-"01 '~Hr ~ T 10.00000 ARBLEM3 I.Q(lQOO FWIW WHEAT 11.00000 ARBLEWI 1.00000 ,~. 
r '44r. OP"I"' ~ T 10.11)000 lABOR .40000 EW2A PRo.f IT 11.00000 lA.BO~ .40000 
• '4t. ~JC'A4f' 1.00000 RE~4B 1.00000 EW2A REW2E 1.00000 REW2B 1.00000 
~ 'u.f. :/ r-.1f.JI 1.00000 EW2A R.EW2A 1.00000 REW2C 1.00000 
r ""+~ IIL"AL rA 2.40000 CUT 2.50000 _...E..W2A Q"E~_ ..1.00000 
, "'4' .~.l\ll':'r 3 1.40000 LANDEM4 1.00000 EW2F ALFALFA 4.70000 CUT 3.00000 
1"'4. ~HP S 3.75000 R~.M4E _l .. ruwOO EW2F WATER3 1.90000 lANDEW2 1.00000 
r '~4P Alr<\l FA 1.60000 CUT 1.50000 I_EW2f WHRS.. 4.00000 REwZe 1.00000 
r "14P WAT 1-'': ~ .90000 LANDEh14 1.00000 EW2P UFAL FA 3.60000 CUT 2.00000 
r""4r ,~Hf< C; ". ~OOO.O R'~M_ItE _l~.QQO_Q_O __ , EW2P WATER.3 1.30000 LANDEW2 1. 00000 
,1.14 't 'Q"FTT 35.70000 LABOR 2.10000 -~. WHR~ _ ----,---- 3--.25000 REWZE 1. 00000 
, "'41-> "APL FV 46.00000 WATER3 .10000 :f.W2B PROFIT 35.70000 LABOR 2.70000 
r """" 
mP,5 2.50000 lANDE"14 .. 1.00000_ __ EW2R AARLEY 84.00000 WATER3 .80000 
~'. - I<:f M4P 1.00000 REM4N 1.00000 .fWZ8_ WHRS 2.50000_ LANDEW2 1.00000 
" '~4t .., ')"~ IT 37.30000 LABOR 2.50000 FW2B QEW2B 1.00000 REW2N 1.00000 
... \A4~ .-IIIP! r v 32.00900 WATf.R3 .l .. J2I!9-QiL_ EW2B ~EW2C 1.00000 REW2S 1.00000 
;:. "4/\ wHP c;, 2.50000 LANDEM4 1.00000 E.wnL PJillf..lT ___ ~_ _~ .. 400.oo..-. LA.B.QR 3.0.1000.0 
, 1.14/\ t:F:M4~ 1.00000 REM4A 5.00000 EW2N BARLEY 66.00000 WATER3 1.30000 
~ '~4'" DQ'F T T 8.lQOOO t..,\,BOR .50000 EW2N WHRS 3.25000 LANDEW2 1.00000 
"A4\O '""H'AT 10.00000 ARBLEM4 1:00000- £WZN. R.EItZN .. 1.000.QP Rf:)'-~A 5.00000 
r\.41; DQI"'F IT 10.00000 LABOR .70000 EW2N REW?C 1.00000 REW2S 1.00000 
t""A r, ..jAT~h' 1 llL~QQ.09. Jl.ti..ItL _hZ2QOQ ___ EW2C rROFIT 52.80000 LABOR 5.00000 
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fWIAf) ",Qf1F I T 11.00000 LABORQ .40000 fW3.W.Q P~OElJ . _ ..a.zaoco. LA60RQ .50000 
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[',.} 3 .. I) WHE A TtJ 11.00000 ARBLEW3 1.00000 n"n~1 PAP l FY 50.01)1)00 Wfl TER 1 1.50000 
"-W4M' D~orIT 11.000eo LABO~Q .40000 Nl3 ~' WHI: S ~.2')000 LANDOB' 1.00000 
fW4A:;: ~E~"4[';) 1.00000 REW4AO 1.00000 /) J13~' '<or3!\! 1.00000 RI1,",3A 5.00000 
~'~4IH) , El-'/+AO 1.00000 DR3/1! PDR3C 1.00000 
Q'14F': '1U AI FAQ 2.5000e ClITO 3.00000 nRJC PROF I T 48.QeoOo LABOQ 4. SOOOO 
llol4F0 ',JAl [0 30 1.90000 LANOEW4Q 1.00000 r'~,( C1Pr-.) 15.80COO lolA TER1 1.20000 
F \14ri~ WHR SO 4.00000 REW4EQ 1.00000 Drn' IoIHflC:; 4.50000 LANOf)A3 1.1)0000 
rW4D~ ALF .... t FA!) 1.90000 CUTO 2.00000 [)3~C '~DR1C 7.00'>00 
F W4P(1 WilT F;! 30 1.30000 LANOEW4Q 1.00000 rjR3W 'lQf)F IT 8.20000 LABOR .50000 
r-W4P,~ .JfJO 51) 3.25000 RFW4EQ 1.00000 I)B~W "'HE .... T 11.00000 ARBUlB3 1. 00000 
"'''''41\': DO 'F T T 35.70000 LABORQ 2.70000 fVHA ~:lI:>nF I T 10.40000 LAROR .40000 
'- Witt'"~ nAPLEY') ')0.00000 riA TEQ3Q .80000 1.l!34A tJ,OR4F 1.000CO ROB4B 1.00000 
r-W4R" ~HR S) 2.50000 LA~mEW4Q 1.00000 n~4f1 Q [)R4A 1.00000 
·'1/4R" "EW4~0 1. 00000 REW4NQ 1.00000 D94f- .... LFAL F4 2.5')000 CUT 3.00000 
rW4~ • I)Rn~ I T 41.40000 LARnRQ 3.10000 OR4F- 1,/AH R I 1.90000 L At-J'lDP. 4 1. 00000 
"'l,~lt~ ") n AI':,L Fyn 36.00000 WA TER3Q 1.30000 OR/tf- wHRS 4.00000 RDA4E 1.00000 
C'v./'.J-\"" WHP <;n 3.25000 LA"IDEW4Q 1.00000 "R4P ALFALFA 1.90000 CUT 2.00000 
~ -/4',1,. ~f:' .• 14NC I.onoco PEW4AQ 5.00000 D'34P '·I ... TFR 1 1.40000 LA'IIOOR4 1. 00000 
F "/'+\oo"} oROFIT 8.20000 LABORQ .50000 I)R4P '4W c:; 3.251H)0 RDB4E 1.00000 
F W4\o.") WHfOA TQ 11.00000 ARALEW4 1.00000 f'94H PPJFIT 35.10000 LABOR 2.70000 
r 'fiT,' JSf 1 "'tlTPIJSH 1.00000 n'34R PARl EY 48.00000 WATEql 1.00000 
I) A(;I)Vr r 1 "'CR!=Ql 1.00000 WATER 1 .47580 I)/HA WHR<; 3.2t;00O LAIIJDOA4 1. 00000 
flllr;nVC; T l ;),WTDUS r I .47580 DR4R ROB4B 1.00000 POR4r-.) 1. 00000 
r'lRl A DRf']F- IT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 1l'l4N PRnF! T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
nA!1I qDB IE 1.00000 RDBIA 1.00000 nf34~. BAfIL EY 34.0()OOO WATER 1 1.5000e 
r'lqlfl PI)P 1 A 1.00000 ROBIC 1.00000 l!134~1 WHP S 3.25000 LANODB4 1.00000 
nq!r flLFAl Ffl 4.80000 CIIT 3.00000 f)R4~' PDR4N 1.00000 ROB44 5.0000e 
')1311- WATE DI 1.C)0000 LANOOB1 1.00000 "'R4W ilRPFIT 8.20000 LABOR ."i0000 
"RIF .JHR 5 4.00000 RDBIF 1.00000 r~4w '~HFAT 11. 00000 ARRLDS4 1.00000 
·'''11 D 4Lf'AL FA 3.70000 CUT 2.00000 nBC; PRrr-1T 9.80000 LABOR .60000 
·);:11 p ""-\HF 1 1.40000 LANODBI 1.00000 DRc; WHR S 4.7'5000 PAST'JRf 7.10000 
Ilq~p W>iP S 3.25000 ROBIE 1.00000 nR5 I.JATER 1 1.60000 ARBLOB5 1.00000 
1)1'11 u, DPnF-TT 35.10000 LABOR 2.70000 DE2A PROF IT 10.401)00 LABOR .40000 
''''lP RII"L fV 92.00000 WATER1 1.00000 f)E?A qDE2E 1.000CO ROE2B 1. 00000 
f)~IA ilHP <; 3.75000 LANDOBI 1.00000 OF?A Qf)F 2A 1.00000 
'jRlf- q 0[1 1 H 1.00000 RDB1N 1.00000 OE?r O\LFAl FA 3.60001) CUT 2.00000 
'H~l ~ Qf)[lF 1.00000 DEzr I.~ATEP 1 2.10000 LANOOE7 1. ,JOOOO 
rq.~ , ~ t ClR"F!T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 OE:?f- WHR.S 4.75000 RDE2E 1. 00000 
C'\ q l~' f.'ARL EY 72.00000 INA TERI 1.50000 ['IF2P ALFIIl FA 2.30000 CUT 1.00000 
r)f'iH .~Hr S 3.25000 LANOOBI 1.00000 DE7.P WATER 1 1.10000 LANODE2 1.01)00(' 
) r ~', Q DP 1" 1. 00000 ROBIA 5.00000 OE2P WHRS 2.50000 RDE2E 1. 00000 
)Rl'" ~ OR Ir 1.00000 nE2P P~(lFIT 3';.10000 LABOR 2.70000 
'" Hl, r PQr)FIT 48.90000 LABOR 4.80000 !JF?R RARL EV 68.00noo WATERI 1.20000 
"Po II C'lP' 22.00000 WATERI 1.20000 Df:?P WHPS ,.25000 LANDJ)E2 1.00000 
'r:,l r ~I-fP S 4.5000C LA~onBI 1.00000 'lE2B P..DE2B 1.00000 RDE2N 1.00000 
•• 1'1 1 ~ ! I~R 1 r 7.00000 DE?N pqOF IT 41.40000 LABOR. 3.10000 
1"1<]11- Ilq["lf. [T 8.20000 LABOR .50000 DF2N RARL EY <;1).00000 WATER 1 1.70000 
nql ~ WHEAT I1.QOOOO ARBLDBI 1.J)0!>-Q0 OPI\! JlHRS 4.00000 LANf)DE2 1.00000 
rH'\N P QnF IT IO.40000 LABOR .40000 OE2N '~DE2~' 1.00000 R.DE~A 5.00000 
flfPA QOfl?1- 1.00000 ROB2B 1.00000 'lE3A PRQF I T 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
"13?A R IJli2A 1.00000 P.OB2C 1.00000 D~3A ~nE3F 1.()0000 ROE1B 1.00000 
'R2F IIlFALF-,., 4.20000 CUT 3.00000 OE3A qDE3A 1.00000 
f)'PF- l~ATF' 1 1.90000 LANDDR2 1.00000 f)E3F ... LFAL FA 3.00000 CUT 2.00000 
'l!3?F ~HRS 4.00000 ROBZE I .. 0_0000 DE3F '.>/oHER 1 2.10000 LANDOE3 1.00000 
"82 0 IILF~LFA 3.20000 CUT 2.00000 DF3F !,JHR S 4.75000 PDE3E 1.00000 
'~2° WATFP 1 1.40000 LANDOB2 1.00000 DE3P ALFALFA 1.90000 CUT 1.00000 
'),37P .<lHR S 3.25000 ROBlE 1.00000 f)E3P WATER 1 1.10000 LANODE3 1.00')00 
"I=\?R 'lRrJF [ T 35.10000 LABOR 2.70000 Dr:1P WHRS ?.50000 ROE3E 1.00000 
f"lH2R RI\D, I"Y 79.00000 WATER1 1.00000 DE3B PROF I T ~5.10COO LABOR. 2.70000 
IIH?R 1f-<k S 3.25000 LANODB2 1.0QOOO DE3B BARL FY 55.('10000 WATERI 1.20000 
fl1"\2f.: Q'1~pr 1.00000 ROR2N 1.00000 OE3B I"}HR S 3.25000 LANOOE3 1.00000 
{)~iR ' DR2C 1.00000 DE3R ~DF 35 1.00000 RDE3N 1.00000 
"'i2~' PROFIT 41.40000 LABOR :}.lQQOO DE3N PROF IT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
\R?t -<I\PL ry 61.00000 WATERI 1.50000 DE3N BARL EY 39.00000 WA TER 1 1.70000 
nR?~' ..,HC S 3.25000 LANDOB2 1.00000 DE_3N Io/HQ,S 4.00000 LANODE3 1.0000e 
'l~2' QDR2t-' 1.0000_0 RD82A .5 • .00..000 OE3N R DE3N 1.00000 RDE3A 5.00000 
"f3:n Qn~?(" 1.00000 OE4A PROF IT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
I1R?r PQ' ~ • 48.90000 LABOR 4.80000 _DE4A ROE4f 1.00000 RDE4B 1.00000 
I)R'r .~ " .. 19.40000 WATERl 1 •. 200.00 OE4A ROE4A 1.000CO 
"~2( .HR S 4.50000 lANI)DB2 1.00000 OE4F ALFALFA 2.40000 CUT 2.00000 
q:=-.;,,( ·'r 'r 7.00000 DE4F WATER 1 2.10000 LANDOE4 1.00000 
1 i~2~' '>~' , T 8.200JlO LABOR .. 5.00.0.0 OE4F WHRS 4.75000 RDE4E 1.1)0000 
f)R?W ~ >if .l' 11.00000 ARBLDB2 1.00000 flE4P ALFALFA 1.40000 CUT 1.00000 
''''\ ~ A )!)flF I r 10.40000 LABOR .,.0000 DE.4.P ~ATE'Q, 1 1.10000 .L.AN.ODE4 1.00000 
'A~A <f")~,( 1.00000 RDB3R 1,,_0.0000. fJE4P WHRS 2.50000 RDE4E 1.0000(' 
)~lh ~fJJ:\~A 1.00000 R.OB3C 1.00000 OE4R ?ROF r T 35.10000 LABO~ 2.700.00 
")R ~~ 'ILFALt A 3.40000 CUT 3.00000 DE4B ~f\RL EY 44.00000 ""ATERI 1.20000 
.'p.",. ,JATEP 1 1.90.0.00 LANO.DB.3_ 1.0.00_00 DE4B WHRS 3.2'>000 LANDDF4 1.00000 
'lRU: ,~~R (j 4.00000 RDB3E 1.00000 flE4f\ QDE4R 1.00000 RDE4N 1.00000 
"43P \LFAI f'A 2.60000 CUT 2.00000 DE4~! ?ROF I T 41.40(lQO LABaR 3 .• 10000 
nR;\p I<IAHR 1 1.40000 LANDDB3 1.00000 OE4N BARL EY 30.0.0000 WATERI 1.7000(' 
'10-\1° vlHR<; 3.25000 RDB3E 1.00000 DE4N wHRS 4.00000 LANDDE4 1.0000C 
I~>'I" '~ Jf IT ~5.10000 LABOR 2.70000 DE4N RD.E4to.' 1.00000 RD.E4A 5.0000e 
JR1~ 4Arl r v 66.00000 WA"(ERl 1.00.0.00 OE5 PROFIT 9.80000 LABOR .6000(' 
")~~.> ',.jH~ ~ 3.25000 LANDOB3 1.00000 DE5 WATER 1 1.90000 WHRS 5.50000 
PQ4Q 
'" 31\ 1.00000 ROB3t.J 1.00000 DES PASTU.RE 7.10000 APB.LDE 5 1.00000 
"R 1~ < ,'~1r 1.0.0000 OJ2A PROf IT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
11'.1 ' ,. 'lQ, 'f IT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 DJ2A ~DJ2F. 1. 00000 RDJ2A 1.00000 
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, IJ2A Of)J 211 1.000nO I) M3B ., D"'3( 1.00000 
)J? ~ ~L!'-~LFII 1.7norD CUT 2.00000 f)""N DROFJT 41.40000 LA8IJR 3.10000 
'J 7f 'tIATFD I 1.50000 LANDOJ2 1. 00000 0'-131\' ~ AR LEV 42.00000 WA TE~ 1 2.00000 r\ 
IJ ?~ ,jl~~ S 3.25000 PDJ2E 1.00000 OM3N 'mRS 4.00000 LMJDOM3 1. 00000 
'1J7> IIL~ALFII 2.100rn CUT 1.00000 f'M3N C<O"'3N 1.1)0000 RDM1A 5.00000 
I)J~p w"Trr I .70000 LANDDJ2 1.00000 DM3f\1 kOM3C 1.00000 
~J Jr' '~Hq 5 1.75000 ROJ2E 1.00000 OM3C oROFIT 48.90000 LABOR 4.80000 
'JJ 7>\ DROr: J T 35.100M LABOR 2.70000 nM3C CORN 15.80000 WATER 1 1.70000 
'1J )R R,\F'I F-V 70.(10000 WATER 1 .90000 DM3C WHFlS 5.';0000 LANOOfol3 1.00000 
"J2R ,,jl-WS 2.';0(')00 lANDDJ2 1 •. 00000 DM3C ?, OM 3(, 7.00000 
r) l?f\ ROJ 2R 1.00000 ROJ2N 1.00000 n"14A oROFJT 1/).40000 LABOR .40000 
"nt 'RrF I T 41.40CCO LABOR 3.10000 D,M4A QOM4f 1.000.00. RI)M4B 1.00000 
"J2'J 'IAPL rv 52.00000 WATER 1 1.Z0000 OM4A ?!JM4A 1.00000 '\ 
'.J""'j 'IHR S 2.50000 LANOOJ2 1.00000 Oll.14F ALFAL Fh 2.';0000 CUT 3.0000(' .~~ 
.) 1""'1 ~ [1J 2' 1.00000 PDJ2A 5.0000(1 r'l1l.14F WATfP 1 2.50000 LANDDM4 1.00000 
r J ~A PO':I' r T 10.40000 LABOR .40000 OM4F -IHRS '5.50000 RDM4E 1.1)0000 
:1 J ~h "nJ"H 1.00000 RDJ38 1.00000 f)"14P t\LFAL FA 1.ClOCOO CUT 2.00000 
"J') '\ l'OJ 1t'. 1.00000 D~4P WATEP 1 1.90000. LANDDM4 1.00000 
')J ,r \LF fo.l 1"" 3.10000 CUT 2.00000 D"'14P \o/HFIS 4.00000 QOM4E 1.00000 
,. 1<' ,.Jnf~ I 1.';0000 LANDOJ3 1.00000 0"14B P~OFIT 35.10000 LABOR 2.70000 
,I ~F 4HR" 3.25000 ROJ3f 1.00000 D~14B "ARLEY 46.00000 WATER1 1.40000 
f J \[' I\Ll=hL rt. 1.80000 CUT 1.00000 CI"14B .,HR S 4.00000 LANDDM4 1.00000 
".J~p ,~ATF> 1 .7()OOO LANODJ3 1.00000 f)M4~ QD"'4R 1.00000 PO"14N 1. 00000 
',J ~ D 
.Ji-Ir" 1.7'1000 RDJ3E 1.00000 O..,4N PR'J,F I T -'tl.40CCO L4.BOR 3.10000 
"J,rI Il'lrl= T T 3';.10000 LABOR 2 .. 70000 [lM4N AARL EY 32.00000 WATE~l 2.00000 
)J ~ '" "fir. I. [. V '5A.OOOOO WATERI .90000 D"14N WHRS 4.00000 LANDOM4 1.0000C 
'J '.1-\ "lfI~ " 2.';000C LANDDJ3 1.00000 OM 4 I'-! oDM411J 1.00000 PflM4A 5.01)000 
,Jlf.l ) 1),1 j" 1.00000 FlOJ311J 1.00000 D"1'i PROF IT Q.800CO LARO~ .60000 
, f ;~, 'p"r T T 41.40000 LABO~ ::1.10000 1)11.1<; wATER 1 2.20000 WHRS 6.25000 
) ~ '~ n f\Rl r v 42.00000 WIlTERl 1.20000 1)~5 ""STURE 7.10000 ARBLDM5 1.0000e 
", I "'~' 'HI' <; 7.50000 LANDDJ3 1.00000 DTlA DROFIT 10.400CO LABOR .4000C 
I "1 ~ 'I),IH 1.0,)1'100 'WJ31\ 5.00000 DTIA QOT1E 1.00000 ROTlR 1.00000 
'J I+~ PQIJf IT 10.40000 Ulf\OR .40000 nTlA RDTlA 1.00000 
J4t. : nJ I,F 1.(1)000 ROJ4B 1.00000 nTlF hLFALFA 4.30000 CUT 3.00000 ,/ 
. It. II H1J41\ 1.00000 rHIF WATEP 1 2.20000 LANOOTl 1.0000C 
l .' \LfllLffJ 2.40000 CUT 2.0000r OTlF WHR S 4.75000 ROTlI: 1.0000C 
J ',r J,qrJ:' 1 1.';000C LANODJ4 1.00000 DTlP ALFAl FA 3.30000 CUT 2.00000 
".14; "!IiP,, 3.75000 ROJ4E 1.00000 [HIP WATER I 1.50000 LANDOTl 1.00000 
, 1/.r. '~L !'-IIL r t. 1.400CO CUT 1.00000 [HIP WHRS 3.25000 ROTlE 1.00000 
'J/.I.') t/ liT I=h 1 .700CO LANOOJ4 1.00000 DTlB PROF J T 35.10000 LABOR 2.70000 
lJ/+P v.II·H"l <:. 1.75000 ROJ4E 1. 00000 DT lR BARLEY 90.00000 WATE~l 1.40000 
. I ~I .'?,I' T T <').10000 LABOR 2.70000 OT,l~ "H~S 4.00000 LANOOTl 1.00000 
J-'+" I~ I'.f; L f v 46.1)0000 WATER1 .90000 r-T!II r; ')T Iii 1.0001]0 PDT 1 ~l 1.00000 '''\ 
.! It,. r' ~\.w " 2.50roo LANOOJ4 1.0000e }T'.r' o"rFrT 41.4cot:n l ... n:l~ ].1011,,)C 
1'+" . I)J "p- 1.000('0 ROJ4N 1. 00000 I"IT I'.' PllRL FV 70.tl{)000 WflTERl 1. ~(\I)OO 
'lJ/,r' pR"r! T 41.40000 LABOQ 3.10000 OTIN WHR S 3.250t)0 LANr'lI)Tl 1.0rJOO(, 
'J4i' ".t\PL ry 37.00000 WATER1 1.20000 I)TlN Q[,)TlN 1.00000 ROTiA ';.00000 
r-'J ~t ~Hj; " 2.50000 LA"JOOJ4 1.00000 nTHi PROF IT 8 .• 20000 LABOR .50000 
'J'+ . ", LJJ 4~ 1.00000 ROJ4A 5.00000 flTlW WHEAT 10.00000 ARBlOT! 1.00000 
".II, Jp"r I r 9.-90000 LdBOR .60000 I)T2A PROf IT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
r) IL, I,r liT [~ 1 1.40000 WHRS 4.00000 OT2A QOT2F. 1.00000 RDT2A 1.00000 
~ \.J 1.-) ,) lie; Til t~ f 7.10000 ARBLDJ5 1.00000 nT2A QOT2A 1.00000 
,.,) 1\ PQflt: T T 10.40000 LABOR .40000 OPF ALFALFA 3.900CO CUT 3.0000C " 
r '1? fI ~"WZf 1.00000 POM2R 1.00000 fJT2f "lATER 1 2.20000 lANDDT2 1.0000C 
r:'.4",,!, 
., D"? ~ 1.00000 RDM2C 1.00000 nT2F 'mRS 4.75000 RDT2E 1.00000 
'"'I 4? ,-
"I. r ~L F II 4.00000 CUT 3.00000 f)T?P ALFAL FA 2.80000 CUT 2.0000(1 
'\1'r ''''flTr~ 1 ?50000 LANOOM2 1.0000(' roT?P WATERI 1.50000 LANI)DT2 1.00000 
' ... \Ai r '~HP " 5.50('00 QIl~2E 1.00000 DT2P ~HRS 3.25000 RDT2E 1.00000 
''''':-op ~LFAl~f\ 3.10000 CUT 2.00000 OPB PROF IT 35.10COO LABO~ 2.7000{l 
lUIT F L' 1 1.90000 LANDDM2 1.00000 OT2B I3ARLEV 72.00000 WATERl 1.40000 
.\ ,'P WHI< " 4.00000 R[lM2E 1.00000 DT2B WHRS 4.00000 LANDOT2 1.00000 
"J".)1'l PC lr T T 35.1!)00O LABOR 2.70000 OT2R ROT28 1.00000 ROT?III 1.00000 
",,,,,"'n ~ "p l f v 70.00000 WATERI 1.4Qr)OO DT2N PROF IT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
"·i ~ ~ IN HI; S 4.00000 LANDO~2 1.00000 OT2N f1ARLEY 54.00000 WATER.l 1.60000 
r.~""'IfJ. (' ""713 1.00000 RDM2N 1.00000 r:JT2N WHPS 3.25000 LANOOT2 1.00000 
,.';J'p, "OM2r 1.00000 DT2N RDT2N .1.00000 PDT2A 5.00000 
"·1"'''' 'lQc'r I T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 nT2W PR.OF IT 8.20000 LABOR .50000 
L>,AlU FV <i7.0COOO WATEPI 2.00000 nnw WHEAT 10.00000 ARBLOT2 1.00000 
'V"" '~HQ S 4.0000n LANOIJM2 1.00000 11T~A PR.OF.IT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 
)\04 ...... p 0"'7" 1.00000 ROM2A 5.00000 I)BA ROT3E 1.00000 ROnI'! 1.00000 
QIW2C 1.00000 nT~A DDT3A 1.00000 
itA ""I { "PflFIT 48.90000 LABOR 4.80000 I)T3F ALfAlfA 3.30000 CUT 3.0000C 
, ' 'r CnPJ 19.30000 WATfRl 1.70000 DT3F WATER 1 2.20000 LANDDn 1.00000 
'mRS <i.50000 LANDOM2 1.00000 DT3F I,JHRS 4.75000 ROBE 1.00000 
~ ~"1?r. 7.1'If)000 DT3P I\LFi\L.FA 2.40000 CUT 2.00000 
".-" l>P:lF IT 10.40000 LABOR .40000 DT3P WATER 1 1.50000 LANDon 1.00000 
')"'" K')M1F 1.00000 RDM3A 1.00000 [lOP \-II-fRS 3.25000 POBE 1.0000C 
'"".\1";" h o I"IM~A 1.00000 POM3C 1.00000 OT3!'\. PR.OFU 3!L~ 1 0000 LABQR 2.70000 
,""?;f- I\LFALFJI ~.40000 CUT 3.00QOO DBS RARLEY 60.00000 WATER1 1.40000 
,,\ ~L ,J"HRI 2.';0000 LAIIJO[,)M'3 1.00000 OT313 WHRS 4.00000 LANOOT3 1.0000e 
· ... \1,. r ,jl-WS 5.50000 RDM3E 1.00000 DBB QI)T3B 1.00000 ROT3N 1.0000C 
n"~p ALFJ'.l F 11 2.60000 Ct,lT 2.0QOOO OT3N P~I)i=lT 41.40000 LABOR 3.1000C 
r)'.! ", \~ATFR 1 1.90000 LANOOM3 1.00000 [)T3N B ARL F.Y 44.00000 WATER1 1.6000e 
f}M~P WHRS 4.00000 ROM3E 1. 00000 OT3N 1,J(-JR.s... ~ .. _ 3.25000 LANDOU 1.0000C 
P"'"ll.l. '='D"rlT ~5.10000 LABOR 2.70000 OT3N ROT3N 1.00000 ROT3A 5.0000e 
r-·'l.~ RAr.L FY 58.1'0000 WATERI 1.40000 onw PROFIT 8.200(1) LABO~ .5000e 
. '~n~ o/Hp" 4.1}0000 LAIIIDDM3 1.00000 Dnw WHEAT 10.00000 ARBLDT3 I.ooooe 
lU~.) ~ f)"'< f\ 1.00000 RDM3N 1.00000 OT4A PRflF IT 10.40000 LABOR .4000( 
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C'Tl, {\ :: IT4~ 1.00000 RnT4fl 1.0000C flW'.rJ ~DWtN 1.00000 ROw4A 5. (JOOOO 
'" T It f, . ,1T I+A 1.00000 IIW5 OR'lf- IT 9.80000 LABOR .60000 
'T41'- 'LF III r A 2.50000 rUT 3.0000C nw'> WATEP 1 1.80000 WHRS 4.15000 
"T4f WhTrr 1 2.20000 LANDDT4 1.0000C I'W'> llASTURF 1.10000 ARALOW5 1.0000r 
') T I •• v·IHf S 4.75000 ROT4E 1.0000C I")T oRDFIT 1.000CO ROT 1.00000 
"" T~ D 1\ LfOAl 1'1\ I.QOOOO C')T 2.0000e f1'HT L A~Ii1IH\J 1.00000 APRLDRI 1.0000C 
'r 4 p VI 1\ T f~ • 1.50000 L A~H1IH4 1.0000C "'HT ')IJT 1.000CO 
'"'T4" ~Hr· S 3.2500n ROT4E 1. ooooe f)fPT L A'WOP:' 1.000CO ARBLOB2 1.0000(' 
r'T It~' _"'\"'F! T 35.100CO LABOR 2.1000( OP2T -'rT 1.00000 
~ 'IT l-t l-' "h" LI v 46.00000 WA TER 1 1.4000e [:A:IT L ANIII)fP 1.00000 APALDA'3 1.0000C )1 4~ WH~ <; 4.00000 LANDOT4 1. 0000(' f)n'H RJ1T 1.00000 
I: Tlf-P 1nT4 P. 1.00000 ROT4N 1. ooooe 1'1'\4T l,'lr,lrJrlB4 1. 00000 ARBLnS4 1. 0000(' 
'TltN Pt.:,- F! T 41.40000 LABOR 3.1000( ,)R4T pDT 1.00000 
I,T4r p IIPL FY 32.00000 WI\ TER 1 1.6000e f)E?T l.M'OnE? 1.00000 ARRlOE? 1.0000( 
11T4" mf.1S 3.25000 Li\IJDOT4 1.0000C fJ[2T ~OT 1.00000 
I")T 4~' ~ nT4"l 1.01)000 RDT4<\ 5.CCOO( flF.3T LMHlOE3 1. ()()001) APHLDE'3 1. aOOO( 
"'r4W '-' I;>r' F T T 8.201)00 LABOR .5000e fJE3T <DT 1.0f)OCO 
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1Ir..<2~'[ ,! AR~1l 111'-12 1.0000.0 RVNEW 1.0.0.00.0. V!)4P ilHR S 3.2<;000 RV04E 1.00000 
VM?~)f \~ VMQ 1.00000 VM2Q 1.00000 VI)46 PROF IT "5.701)00. LABOR 2.70000 
v'n"JEW ;'[<OF T 1 10.20000 LAIIIDV"'3Q 1.0000.0 VI)4A I'AIlL FY 46.00000 lolA TER5 l.flOCOO 
V ... ·~t F\'f ~~RLVM~ 1.0000n RVNEW 1.0.0000 VD4B WI-IR S 4.75000. LANDV[)4 1.0000(1 
vM3~'r" \/~O 1. 00000 VM3Q 1.0000.0 V04A RV04R 1.00000 RVD4N 1. 00000 
V'A4i~f- .. PR"FIT 11.500CO LANDV"I4Q 1.00000 V04N PROF I T 41.40000 LABOR 3.1000(-
V114t, [W ARPLVp,14 1.0.00.0.0. RV"JEW 1.000.0.0. Vf)4~" qAPLEY 32.00000 WATF.R5 1.4000C 
V"'4~!E:..J \f'-1fJ 1. 00000 VM4Q 1.00.00.0 VDttN '~HP 5 3.25000. LANOVD4 1. JOOOo. 
V"'if' , VV,() 1.000.00 VM2Q .22140 VD4N =!V04N 1.00000 RVD4A 'i.OOOOO 
V'~',!F ,,' V"''''':: .35050 V~4Q .42810 VD4W PRnF I T 8.70000 LABn
p 
.50000 
'If' )~, F ~ OP('F T T 9.300C':' LANDVP2Q 1.00000 VI14t.J WHEAT 10.000<'0 ARBLV04 1. 00000 
tlD?~ F ... A?f··\ "P/ !.noooo RVNEW 1.000.00 V05 DR1FTT 9.80000 LABr)R .60000 
VP2~'~ ., 'lOW \.00.000 VP2Q 1.0000.0. Vf)') WAHQ5 2.40000 WHRS 6.25000 
VP,~' r,., DRr'F I T 11").200CO LANDVP3Q 1.00000 VO'> PASTURE 6.80000. ARBLVD5 1.0000(1 
VP H rw ,\p "t \I P' 1.00000 PVNEw 1.00.000 VF2~ PPOF IT 10.50000 LABOR .40000 
VP"II\ r', VPw 1.00001) VP3Q 1.000_00 VF::>A RVF2E 1.00000 RVF2B 1.00000 
VD4~'f-',' lj.J(' j:. T T 11.'500CC LA"IDVP4Q 1.00000 VF2A RVF2f1 1.(10000 
VP4f\,C\.1 o\"P 1 V PI. 1.00000 RVNEW 1. 00000 VF?F ALI"ALFA 1.70000 CllT 2.00000 
V04"Jr'i VP" 1.00000 VP4Q 1 •. 0000Q VF2F WIITEP'i 1.20000 LA"IDVF2 1.1)0000 
VD"l[!.J Vf'W I.OOOCO VP2Q .10Q10 VF2F WHR5 2.50000 RVF2E 1.01)000 
\/ONF:\i I/P'I') .0.6450 VP4Q .825BO VF2P ALFALFA 2.10000 CUT 1.00000. 
vc:, 2~'F\" .>t:" ,F IT 9.300e'" LANOVS2Q 1. 00000 VF2P '.-lATER 5 ."0000 LANDVF2 1. 00000 
II S 2~ I· 1,0.' IIpgL V'\" 1.00000 RVNEW 1.00000 VF?P WHRS 1.75000 RVF2E 1.00000 
V" ?"'F .• ' VS~' \.00.000 V';2Q 1.00000 VF?'" OROFIT 35.70000 LABOR 2.70000 
V,)1""'W ')~"r IT lO.?OOOO LAIIJDVS3Q 1~ 00.000 VF2~ RARL EY 65.00000 WATER5 .70000 
V') >~,IC" ~Rfll " c.; > 1.00000 RVNEW 1. 00000. VF2B "IHRS 2.50.000 LANDVF2 1.1)0000. 
"S ~Nr"J 115(" 1. 00000 VS3Q 1.00000 VI"2B RVF2f1 1.00000 RVF2N 1.00.000 
VS4~'Ew r>~IH IT !1.50000 LAIIJDVS4Q 1.QOOOQ VF2N OROF IT 41.40000 LABOR 3010000 
V54~ L'oJ "RRI V <"'. 1.000(10 'WNEW 1. 00000 VF?N RARL FY 47.0.0000. WA TER 5 1.00000 
V54f\Jro", v <;(,' 1.000r" VS4Q 1.00000 VI"2~' WHRS 2.50000 LANOVF2 1.00000 
VS"ln' -I SC' 1.00000 1/52Q .. 13400 VF2f\' RVF2N 1.00000 RVF2A 5.00000 
VS!\IFW VS 'l{~ .C7CJ21) VS4Q .78680 VF1A PROfIT 10.50000 LABOR .40000 
VV:H.)>'W pRnF T" 9.30000 LANDVV2Q 1.00000 VF3A RVF3E 1.00000 RVI"3B 1.0000.0. 
VV2I\jF\-' ARBLVV' 1.00000 RVNEW 1 •. 000.00 VF"3A RVF3A 1.00000 
VV2NF'·' VVQ 1.000CO VV2Q 1.0000..0 VF3F AlFALFA 3.20000 (.uT 2.000.00 
VV3~Jf"W orWf-1 10.21000 LANDVV3Q 1.00000 VF3F WATER 5 1.20000 LANOVF3 1. 0000.0 
VV1t,t,J A~f\l " 1.')0000 RVNfW 1.00000 VF1F WHRS 2.50000 PVF3E 1. 00000 
VV,NI"~J VVr:! 1.00000 VV3Q 1.00000 VFW AlfALFA 1.80000 CUT 1.00000 
VV4~' [w OQ'l'" IT 11. <;0000 LANOVV4Q 1. 00000 VF3P WATER 5 .50.000 LANDVF3 1. 00000 
VV4~~EW I\RRLVV4 1.00000 RVNEW 1.00000 VF3P WHRS 1.75000 RVF3E 1.000.0(1 
VV/.NJ:W VV(' 1.00000 VV4Q 1. 00000 VF3B PROF I T 35.70000 LABOR 2.70000 
VVNFW -IVIJ 1.00000 VV2Q .22220 VI"3A BAR LEY 54.00000 WA TER5 .70.000 
VV~JE." \/V3Q .150:;60 VV4Q .62.22.0 VF3E1 WHI'{S 2.50000 LANDVF3 1. 00000 
VI)?A PR"FT T 10.<;0000 LABOR .40000 VF~E1 QVF3J\ _ 1.00000 RVF3N 1.00000 
vn?A DV"/f 1. 00000 QVD2B 1.000.00 VF'lN PR(1F I T 41.40000. LABOR 3.10000 
VI)2A r:-VI1?A 1.00000 VF3N flAP L EY 38.00000 WATER'5 1.00000. 
VD2f ALF A\ • ~ 3.60000 CUT 2.00.000 VF3N WHQS 2.50000 LANDVF3 1.OOOOC 
VI) ?F '.JATn <; 2.50000 LANDV02 1.00000 VI"3N RVF 3~~ 1.00.000 RVF3A 5.0000.0 
V')2F WHR <., 5.5000ll RVf)2E l. .. QOOJ)Q VF4A PROFIT 10.50000 LABOR .40000 
Vf)?P ALI" fit 10 t 2.10000 CUT 1. 00000 VF4.A RVF4E 1 ... 0.0000 RVF4B 1. 00000 
VI)2P WATf:" " 1.30000 LANDVD2 1.00000. VF4A RVF4A 1.00000 
Vf)?P wt-lP C; 3.25000 RVD2E 1.QOOOO VF41" ALFALFA 2.40000 CUT 2.00000. 
VD:?fl PR')F • T "15.70000 LABOR 2.70000 VF4F wATERS 1.20000 LANDVF4 1.00.000 
V'1?A AARL- v M. 00000 WATER5 1.60.000 VF4F WHRS 2.50000. RVF4E 1.00.000 
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\/ f-.4 ~l " - I\l F" 1.4fJoaO CUT 1.00nOO VM2N PRIlF I T 41.400CO LABO,~ 3.1000(, 
'l __ l,·I' ,~I\ [ I .50(1)0 LflIIJDVF4 1.00000 V~2"J 11 AO L Elf 54.nOOOO WA TE~'5 I.QOOOO 
v I--l,l ,.II .. F ~ 1.7'5000 RVF4E 1.0000C V~2'" '4~~ S 4.000('0 LANf1V"'2 1.0:)000 
vrtt l ' ..... ) Ir- T .~5. 71)000 LABOR 2.70000 V'"12~1 ~VM2:'l 1.00000 RV'"12A 'i. 00000 
Iff .. 1 ·'AI·L 42.l)ooon WATER'" .70000 V~12N RV M 2C 1.00000 
\1 r Itl' ,I J.....I~ ~ 7.5000C LANIJVF4 1.00000 VM2C PR'lFIT 49.?0000 LAB~R 'i.loooe 
"14' 'VI I", I.oonno R VF4N 1.00000 V"1?f r:()P'l 19.50000 WA TER ') 1.50000 
\/F'lor ':> 1)' I I T 4J..4lJocn LABOR 3.10000 V"1t'C ~/HR S 4.')nooc I ll.NDV .... Z l.I)OOOe 
'f't ',~. L' v 28.00JOO WATFQ5 1.00000 IJ'·12C QVM2C 7.00COO 
\/r/ l ' 'JH'.' ') 2.')ooro LANOVF4 1.00000 V""2W l);~(1. r T 8.?00eO LAOOR .')0000 
1 ~ 4' 1/ 1 4'" 1.00000 RVF411 5.00')00 V~?'" AHEAT B.00000 ARBLV'"12 1.0000e 
\.. ~ r, c).BOOOO LABilR .6000l V'~3A 1)R IF r T lO.50000 LAR';R .40000 
\ '~ '" _,,\T. r 1.20000 WJ.lRS ~.2500C V'~,A ~ VM ~ ~ 1.00000 RVM3A 1.0000C 
r') , ~', T 
." 6.80000 ARBLVF5 1.00000 VM"A "V'-'1A I.OO0no RVM3C l.ooooe 
" I. t "D f:. IT 10.50000 LABOR .40000 v'nF ALFAl f'A 3.'50000 CUT 3. 'JOOOO 
I/..J )~ 'V.l )1 1.00"('0 PVJ21' 1.00000 V~3.F ''-/''T Ft' C; 2.,0000 LANDV!.13 l.nooOO 
I' .Pt IIJ ? f 1.00000 V'PF WHP S 4.75()()0 PV"13E ) • 00000 
, 1'1 \ l r t.1 <.60000 CUT 2.00000 VW'IP 1l.l.FAl FA 7.70000 r.UT 3.1)000(1 
1)1 .\1 ~ 
" 
1.C)onI]O lANIJVJ? 1.0000C V~3P '~ATFP 'i 1.70000 LA~DVM3 1.0000e 
\'.) )F ~J.I'- ~ 4. ()O()OO RVJ2F 1. vOOOO V'1,P .~HP S 4.00000 P VM3E 1. ')000(' 
,I,.,r ~ I.' /I L ' 11 .?lOOOO CUT 1.00000 V~'3f1 PROFIT 3'5.70000 LfllHJR 2.700nc 
'I.) 'JF ,.1\ T f... I. C") 1.40000 LANDVJ2 1.00000 V"'3f1 ~APL EY 60.00000 wATER5 1.()OOOC 
IJ J ) I.) lJ ~.JI_- (", 1.2'i000 P VJ2'" 1.00000 I/W3P WHP S 3.2<;000 lANOVM3 1.1)000C 
/ I ., I ~ ~ 
-
F' : . 5. 700CO LAHOR 2.70000 VM,p ~VM'~ R I.oOnCO RV"'~N 1.00000 
II'i· " I I v "B.OI)OCO WATFR5 .9000C VM3!l ~IIM3C 1.000CO 
I 'n' I-~'" ." 7.'i00OO Lll./'WVJ2 1.000oe VW'IN nRnrIT 41.4()0C!,,) LABOR 3.10000 
\ J) n J.I, ' 1.00000 RV.J2N 1.00000 VM1~1 I~AR L EY 44.000CO WATER5 1.9000(, 
',pt • T 1 41.400ro LAAOR 3.1000(' V~3N WHQ 5 4.00000 LANDI/M .. 1.00000 
\, .I ,,, 
'lI"l 'io.ooono WA TFR 'i 2.00000 V'"13~' QVM.'\II.' 1.00000 RVM3A 5.:)00U(' 
\' J 
" 
4.000eo LANOVJ7 1.IJOOOr V"I3N "VM 3C 1.00000 
! 1 'I.; '\/J ..... 1.'10000 RVJ2A 5.00000 VM3r nRC'F I T 49.20f)CO It\AfJR 5.1000e 
v J .'\0- ' I T 8.20000 LAAOR .50000 V ~~ 3C C'JP'! 16.00000 WAT[R5 1. ')0000 
V L': .. 'I!-l-/'" lo.oonoo ARALVJ2 1.~OOOC V~3C 4J.4R S 4.<;('ICC0 L A 'JD VW:I 1. aooor 
".1 1 1' , ~ , T lO.5000D LAAOR .40000 VM'3C ~VM3C 1.')0000 
',' 1 ~ " Ifl·'· 1. 00000 RVJ3A 1.00000 VM3W oRCF IT 8.20000 LABOR • 'iOOOC 
'I J ~ 1\ ,,',1'" l.noooo V""~\oi '4HF A T 8.00000 APOLVW"I 1.00000 
1/ I" ~ 1 ' ,\ 1 I <.00"00 CUT 2.00000 VM4A PROF IT 10.50000 LABOR .I.OOOC 
\. J l ~ "I' 1.90000 LANOVJ3 1.00000 V>l.4A I<Vf.l4E 1.000CO QV"14A 1. ')oooe 
11./', .-
" 
4.000ro RVJ3E 1.00000 VM4A ~VM4A 1.000CO 
v J 'LJ ,~ L ~ , 1.7000,0 CUT 1.00000 VM4F IILFALrA 2.500('10 CUT 3.00000 
If.J ~ p ! ~ T r r 1.41)000 LANDvn 1.00000 V"14F wATfP Ij 2.300CO LIlNDVM4 1.0001)(1 
vJ'Ir I'j ~ J ... ".21j000 RVJ3E 1.0000C VM4F '.JHRS 4.7'iC"0 RVt.14E 1.001)00 
1'1 '". "').70000 LABOR 2.7000C VM4P ALFAL FA ) .41)')C() CUT ?. Joaoe 
\.JH' ) t,'"' 1 "H.OOOCO WATF:R5 .9000C VM4P WATF"; <; 1.10C(10 LANDV"14 1.00000 
" J ~ f' ,I~" ~ 2.500CO LANf)VJ3 1.00000 V'-14P WHR S 4.00COO RVM4E 1.,)000C 
II J ~ \-1 'I J 0 1.000('10 o VJ3N 1.00000 VM4R PROF IT 35.70(100 LAAOR 2.70000 
'I J )~. 'I' 41.400CO LIlBOR 3.1000C' V"14R 'HRLEY 48.(10000 WATER5 1. \10000 
\'J:"" ~ Il I 47.00000 WATER') 2.00000 VM4B WHRS ,.2<;000 LANOVM4 1. ")OOO( 
I' , 4.onoao LANOIIJ3 1.0000C VM4 P RVM4A 1.00000 RVM4N 1. 00000 
1/ J ,~ ,\/1 ' 1 • (~O()CO RVJ3,'t 5.00000 V'14N DPOFIT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
" J '" .. A.?I)OCI) LABOR • 50000 VM4f\' 'lhRL FV 34.00000 Wil TFR5 
1.9000(1 
\!J',"' ",,~f f. T 10.000eo ARALVJ3 1.00000 V~4N ~HRS 4.1)00(11) LANDVM4 1.0001)0 
I.' 1 tA 10.<;00CO LABOR .40000 VM4~,! ~ VM4~' 1.00000 RVM4A 5.1)0000 
I! 1 't~, v,l'" ~ 1.00eOI) RVJ4B 1.00000 V~4W p~[1Flr 8.200eo LABOR .50000 
" J I, r v 1 (.t. 1.00('()" V~4W WHEAT 8.000M ARALI/M4 1.001)00 
".1',' ',l' '.1' i .40N!11 CUT 2.00000 V!.15 PRDF' IT 9.800CO LABOR .60000 
~I J "t ... " ~ T I 1.90000 LAfo.JDVJ4 1.00000 VM'i WATER5 2.0CO()1) WHRS 5.0;1)000 
v J/,i= 4.0000n RVJ4E 1.00000 V~'5 PASTUC'I:' 7.1"000 AQBLV"'" 1. ')Of)') 0 
'dJ4" ,\1 L AI 1.401)"" CUT 1.00000 VP?A PqOF I T 10.5(1)('0 LABIJR .1.000r. 
\/14" " \ r ' 1.40000 I.ANDVJ4 1.00000 VP2A RVP2F. 1.00000 RVP2A 1.1)0000 
" 1 4~ 'I. ? 5()flO ~ VJ4E 1.00000 VP2A RVP2A 1.00000 
"J It" ''1 , I r ~5. 701]00 LABOR 2.10000 VP2F ALFAL FA 4.00000 CUT Z.OOOOO 
\I jt,h q ,,~ 1 .- \. 46.00000 WATER5 .90000 VP2r WATER ') 1.90000 LANOVP'2 l.noOO() 
\' .J~~ 
" ~ I- ) '2.50"on LANDVJ4 1.00000 VP2F WHR5 4.00000 RVP2E 1.(01)00 
\ jl.r , VJ', ' 1.000M PVJ4t..J 1.00000 VP2P b.LFAL FA 2.10000 CUT 1.1)0000 
.14 ' I~ r . T ... 1.400tJO LABOR 3.10000 VP2P ..lATER 5 .90000 LANDVP2 1.00000 
;'.1" ",A- L '- V 17.00('lno WATER5 2.00000 VP2P WHR S 2.50()00 PVP2F. 1.00000 
'.1.)1,1\1 .11." 4.00000 LANDVJ4 1.00000 VP2P PROF I T 35.1COOO LABOR 2.70000 
II J I, ~ "VJ4 1.000CO RVJ4A 5.00000 VP2A ~AP L EV 65. aOOM WATER5 1.00000 
-'IJ4\« ,)e' ~ I T 8.20000 LABOR .50000 VP2.S \~IjR_S. 3.25000 LANOVP2 1.00000 
V J4- .If" • f '0.00000 ARBl VJ4 1.00000 VP2B QVP2~ 1.001)00 RVP2N 1.00000 
V.!5 "'-' r T 9.~OOr.() LABOR .60000 VP2N PROF I T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
".1'1 oJ ~ T 1.70C"0 WHR S 4.75000 VP2N BARL EY 41.00000 WA TER5 1.50000 
V.J <; ).." I 1 :\.",' ".8001)0 ARBLVJ5 1.00000 VP2N <.JHPS 3.25000 LANDVP2 1.00000 
V'1?A .() L' ,. '0.50000 L"BOR .40000 VP2N QVP2N 1.00000 RVP2A 5.00000 
lI'i?A !.,,~ , f 1.00(100 PVM21'l 1. 00000 VP3l\ 011.0£ IT 10.501)00 LABOR .40000 
\I.li'JA } v-- >~ 1. (JOono RVM2C 1.00000 VP~A R.VP3E 1.00000 RVP3B 1. 00000 
V'~ ;'f \[' r'q 4.200no CUT 3.00000 VP3A RVP3A 1.00000 
V 4 >f 1111' :'.3000(1 LANDV~2 1.00000 VP3F ALFALFA 3.~000O CUT 2.00000 
V ,'I'F Wf-il" .) 4.750()C RVM2E 1.00000 VP3f WATER 5 1.900CO LA~DVP3 1.00000 
V'1 ~p .:\ L r AI f-f> '.20000 CUT 2.00000 VP,F WHRS 4.00()OO P VP3E 1.00000 
VM-'P "" ~ Tr' c.. 1.70000 LANDV M2 1.00000 VP3P ALfALFA 1.80000 CUT 1.00000 
V"'21) 'l·jP" 4.r)0000 RVM2E 1. 00000 VP3P WATER 5 .90000 LANDVP3 1.1)0000 
V'~2f' ... 1 ~ .... 35.70000 LABOR 2.70000 VP3P ioIHRS 2.<;OOOC PVP3E 1.00000 
II":?P q '\" L ' Y 72.00000 WATERS 1.00000 VP3R PROF r T 35.10000 LABOR 2.7000C 
V'~;'> f:\ I!I.Hf' <:: 3.25000 LANT)VM2 1.00000 VP3R 'lARLFY 54.00noo WATER5 1.00000 
v~?n ? V") u 1.00000 RVM2N I.ooaoo VP3R I"HRS 3.25000 LANDI/P~ 1.0000C 
VIA)R ~) \/1 • .., , 1.('10000 VP~~ ~VP3B 1.00000 RVP3t..J 1.00000 
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IIP1"1 DRf)FIT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 VS4N ,jHPS 3.2S000 LANDV54 1.00000 
VO ~~! qAP L FY '\8.00000 WATE~S 1. SOOOO VS4N °V'i4N 1.00000 ~VS4A 5.00000 
VDl'" .:HD 5 3.2S000 LANDVP3 1.0000C V<;4W ~'q[lF! T 8.200CO lI\R'1~ .50LlOO 
"0 ~~ po. 4 VP ~ ~I 1.000CO RVP3A S.OOOOO VS4W WHEIIT 10.00001) ARBLVS4 1. 00000 
VD4A nRi'F- f T 10.S0000 LAB'lR .40000 V<;5 PR'lF IT 9.AOOOO L AB'JR .60')00 
VD 4A ",VP4F 1.00000 RVP4F1 1.00000 VSS WATEr S 1.70000 WHq5 I,.. 75000 
VP41', RVP4A 1.00000 V5;, PflSTIJPf 7.11)000 ARBLVSS I.JonOe 
VD4f- ,uFAI'" 2.40000 CUT 2.00000 VV?A OR[lF I T lO.snooo tABOR .40000 
VP4F .-.jllTf t1 5 1.90000 LMIDVP4 1.00000 VV'.II RVV2f 1.0noco RVV2B 1.00000 
Vfl/..,.~ JHR 5 4.00000 PVP4E 1.00000 VV211 QVV~A 1.0nO(10 RVV2C 1. 00000 
VD4P I\LF ilL FA 1.40000 CIJT 1.00000 VV2F <\LFAl FA 4.40000 CUT 3. ',)OO,)C 
VD4D WIITFF' 'i .QOOOO LANDVP4 1.00000 VV2F WATER') 2.10000 LA"lDVV2 1.00000 
\I PIt F WHt1S 2.S0000 RVP4E 1.1)0000 V"2F '44P S 4.75000 PVV2E 1. 00000 
\/[l4P "O'JF f T 3S.70000 LAR(l~ 2.70000 VV2P ALFALFA 3.40000 CUT 2.00000 
v...., ... I RlIoLry 42.00000 WATERS 1.00000 VV?P WhTFP') 1.6nooo LAr-JOVVZ 1.0000(1 
"r .. t 'ml;' <; 3.75000 L ANOVP4 1. 00000 VV2P '~HJ: S 3.2')001) RVV2f 1.0000C 
VP I .. 1-\ ::>IJP4fl. 1.00001) RVP4N 1.000C() VV?R rJQnF I T 'IS.70000 LABIlR 2.70')00 
1/ r". ~ DRr·IT 41.40000 LAAnQ 3.1000(; VV213 f1ARLFY RO.O()OOI) WATE~S 1.20000 
VPI,r,' I3AP! FV 30.00000 WATER5 1.S0000 VVZt>. wHR5 3.25000 LANDVV2 1. 00000 
VO/+t>.: H(-40 C; 3.2S000 LANDVP4 1.00000 VV?r. ~VV7A 1. 00000 RVV2N 1.00000 
VP4,' 'VP4" 1.00000 RVP4A s.ooooo VV2R "VV2C 1.00000 
\}o') Di<'" ~ 1 T 9.80000 LABOR .60000 VV?~J P~'lFIT 41.40CCO LABOR 3.10000 
vpc '·/AT FJ' 'i 1.70000 WHRS 4.15000 VV 2~! J'H,R L FY 67.00000 WA TEP.5 1.70000 
V·· .~ uASf\lRF 6.80000 AOBLVP5 1.00000 VV2~1 WHO S 4.00000 LANDVV2 I.DonOr 
11<;;: .~ nO(IF IT 10.'i0000 LABOR .40000 VV2N QVV2N 1.00000 P.VV2A 5.00000 
115"(:' <V<;7F 1.00000 RVS2B 1. 00000 IIv?~r ~I/V7C 1.00000 
V<;?< o V '::>2 II. 1.00000 RVS2C 1.00000 vnc PR'lF I T 49.20001) LABOR 5.10000 
\1 <; } ~ ~U'IILH\ 4.20000 CUT 2.50000 VV2C CORN 20.40000 lolA TF.R 5 1.40000 
\'" -. ~JATF-" 'i 2.0"000 LANOVS2 1.00000 VV'2f WHR S 4.S0000 LANI1VV2 1. ,1000e 
\I 5 } r <'IYf< S 4.00000 PVS2E 1. 00000 VV2C "vvzc 1.00000 
vs~r ~LFhL FA 3.20000 CUT 1. SOOOO VV"A PR'JFIT 10.500Ce l.AROP .40000 
V" ?l ~ATF~ S 1.'i0000 LA"JDVS2 1.00000 VVlA Q,VIJ'3F: t.OOCOO RVV3!3 1.0()000 
VS?" ~HK 5 3.25000 RVS2E 1.00000 VV'\/I f'VV~fI 1.00000 RVV3C 1. ,')0000 
V S<'» PR~'rIT )0;.70000 LABOR 2.10000 VVlr ALFALF!I 3.60000 CUT 3.00000 
\/'):' " nAP I FY 70.00000 ~/A TE~5 1.10000 VV3F i'/fITFR'i 2.10000 LANDVV3 1.01)000 
\IS ..,,, W(-4f: 5 3.25000 lfINOVS2 1.00000 VV3F- W(-4RS 4.1')000 RVV3f 1. 00000 
\/S ?J, R IIS2 f'\ 1.noOOO PVS2r-J 1. 00000 VV1P UFAl fA 2.d()OC~ CUT 2.00000 
VS "'1 QVS2C 1.00000 VV3D WATfR '5 1.60000 LANOVV3 1.00000 
V<) ?~, PO(,F'T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 VV3P 1·IH~S 3.7')000 RVV3F.: 1.')0000 
VS ~~. ~Aq FY S2.00000 WATE~5 1. SOOOO VV313 PR'JF I T 3S.10000 LABIJR 2.70000 
VS ~'I ,"'HR S 3.2S000 LANDVS2 1.00000 VV'3B KII.RLrV f.6.00800 WATEt<S 1.;>0000 
v52' ".V<;?" 1.00000 RVS2A S.OOOOO VV'('. !~HP S 3.25000 LhNOVV3 1.00'100 
vsn' 'VS2C 1.000CO VV,E' C!VV,R l.noOOO RVV3N 1.00000 
\1<) :r DpnFIT 49.200CO tABOR 5.10000 VV3B QVV:>'C 1.0000n 
\I s?r rr"R~' 19.50000 WA TEQ S 1.30000 VV3N iJRQF I T 41.400CO LABOR 3.10000 
V) ')( I.JHP c:; 4.'50000 LANDVS2 1.00000 VV~I\J QARLF.V SO.oonoo WATERS 1. 70000 
liS ?f :JVS2C 7.00000 VV3:'J WHRS 4.00000 LANDVV3 1. ()01)1) 0 
V S 7~ DR-1FTT 8.20000 LABf')R .50000 VV3i\J ~VV3~,1 1.1)0000 PVV3fl 5.000'1C 
v')?~ 'oIHrq 10.00000 ARBLVS2 1. 00000 VV'3N CZVV3C 1. 00000 
I/S~~ DR(lF I T 10.50noo LIIBO~ .4000Q VV3C PROF IT 49.20000 LABOR 5.10000 
VS ::I" pvs~r 1.00000 RVS3B 1.00000 VV3C CnQN 17. 00000 WATER5 1.40000 
II<;'lI DVS3A 1.00000 RVS1C 1. 00000 VV"3C WHPC; 4. ' .. 0000 LAt-./OVV3 1.00000 
\/s">r ALFflLFfI 3.50000 CUT 2.50000 VV3C rlVV3C 7.00000 
1'5 ">, whTF c 5 2.000eO LANDVS3 1.00000 VV4A PROF IT to.50000 LAROQ .4nOOO 
V) ,~ 'rIHP S 4.00000 RVS3E 1.00000 VV4A ~.VV4E 1.00000 RVV4H 1.0000C 
ve;; lP ALFAt FA 2.30000 CUT 1.S0000 VV411 <.VV4A 1.00000 
VC,lP \-JATEf/S 1.50000 LANDVS3 1. 00000 VV4F hLFAtFil 2.500('0 CUT 3.00000 
V<;,- "IHR <; 3.25000 RVS3t= 1.00000 VV4F "iATER S 2.10000 LAr-JDVV4 1. ooooe 
V';"(I PQ"'F IT 35.70000 LABOR 2.70000 VV4F WHR'i 4.75000 RVV41: 1. 00000 
"5 ~p flAF LEY S8.00000 WA TER5 1.10000 VV4P hLFAL FA 1. 0 0000 CUT 2.001)00 
I/.r:. ~[. WHP S 3.25000 LANOVS3 1.00000 VV4P WATER 5 1.60000 LANDVV4 1. DOLloe 
V'::>">.P I:IVS'If1 1.00000 RVS3N 1.00000 VV4P WHRS 3.?5000 RVV4f I.COOOO 
VS'f' ~VS?C 1.00000 VV41'1 PRr1F IT 3S.70000 LABOR 2.7')000 
V5'V' PRrn: I T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 VV/tB 8.o\RLEY 48.00000 WATf~S 1.20000 
1f<;~I,' HAR L. EY 42.00000 WATERS 1. SOOOO VV4H \oIHPS 3.2S000 LANDVV4 1. 00000 
\I S H' '4HP <; 3._25000 LANDVS3 1. .• 00000 IJV4R QVV4B 1.00000 RVV4N 1.00000 
VS 3' ~VS ~N 1.00000 P.VS3A 5.00000 VV4N PROFIT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
V') ~f ~VS3( 1.00000 VV4N BARLEY '14.00000 WATERS 1.10000 
ve;;3( PROF IT 4Q.20000 LABOR 5.10000 VV4N WHP5 4.00000 LANDVV4 1.1)0000 
V<;lC CORN 16.00000 WATERS 1.30000 VV4N RVV4N 1.00000 RVV4A S.OOOOO 
V S '~( ~HR 'i 4.S0000 LANOVS3 1.00000 VVS DRrF IT 9.800eO LABOR .60000 
V<;'\( "VS3f 1.00000 VVe, WATEP 5 1.90000 WHRS 5.5000(' 
VS ,~, PRnF I T 8.20000 LABOR .50000 VV5 PASTI'R E 7.10000 ARBLVVS 1.0000C 
.: 5 ~ ~ wHfAT 10.00000 AI:lFlLVS3 1. 00000 CWTRUSSQ RWHUS'iQ 1.00000 
V54( PRDFIT 10.50000 LABOR .40000 OAGOVRT') hGR EQSQ 1.00000 WATER5Q .'I2S00 
"SIt f ?VS4F 1.00000 RVS4B 1.00000 !)AGOVRTS RWTRUS5Q .32500 
V <;/~t< ~VS4A 1.00000 Qflr.OVT')P AGRF'Q5Q 1.00000 lolA TF'Q S .3250C 
VS4f ALFIILF<\ 2.S000C CUT 2·50000 QAGDVTSP PRf1F I T .001CO QWT~USE5 .32S0C 
VS4~ WATER c, 2.00'0"00 l.ANOVS4 1.00000 VD2AQ PROF IT 10.')000Q LABORQ .4000(l 
V S4f WHR S 4.00000 RVS4E 1.00000 vn<'AQ RVI12EQ 1.00000 RV02BQ 1.00000 
VS4P t\LFAL FII 1.100.00 CUT 1. ';0000 Vf)2AQ PVD?AQ 1.00000 
V<,41' WATF" '5 1.50000 LANOVS4 1.00000 Vf)2FQ ALFALFAQ 3.60000 CUTQ 2.00000 
V'),.P "'IHRS 3.25000 RVS4E 1.00000 VD2fQ wATER SO 2.50000 LANDV02Q 1.00000 
V<)4 r "POffT ~5~70Q().9 LABOR 2.700PQ VI1?FC) WHRSQ S.50000 QVD2EQ 1.00000 
V54~ FlARl EY 47.00()OO WATERS 1.10000 VI1ZPIL !\LFAlFAQ 2~10OQQ CUTQ 1.0000r. 
VS4P WHRS 3.25000 LANDVS4 1.00000 V02PQ WATER50 1.301)00 LANOVD2Q 1.00000 
V<;4R RVS4~ 1.00000 RVS4N 1.00000 V02PO 'I/HRSQ 3.2S0CO RVD2fQ 1. 00000 
v <;4t-' DClOfIT 41.40000 LABOR 3010000 VD?RQ P~OF I T 3';.70000 LABORQ 2.701)00 
• <;4" AARLFY 33.00000 WATERS I.S0000 Vn2HQ '1APL EVQ 68.00000 WATER5Q 1.60000 
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lI'l?q '·1 Hr· C; l 4.750ro LANDVD70 1.00000 VF4P ~) '~HR SO" i.7"iOOO ~VF4F(J 1. 00000 
V"))f' f'V"?P,:;) 1.00000 R VD2NQ 1.00000 VF/tfW r'QOF'IT "35.70000 LAB'JRQ 2.7000C 
V)?r-l" ') ol.'F , T 41.40000 LABOQO 3.10000 VF/t~a q~qL fyr) 42.00000 WATER5Q .7000e 
VI)'''''', nA~ l [vn "0.00000 WATE~5Q 1.40000 VF4flQ '~Ii~ <;() 2.50000 Lllf'o.JDVF4f) 1.00000 
linn' ' ,IW·S0 3.25000 LANDVf)2Q 1.00000 VF4FH) QVF4BO 1.00000 R VF4NQ 1.00000 
V"):)'" , .... 'V)?'H' 1.00000 RVD2AQ 5.00000 VF4N0 oROI' [T 41.40000 LABfJRQ 3.10000 
1/1)')..,(:' "Q - fIT 8.20000 LABORQ .50000 VF4NQ '\A~LFYQ 28.00000 WATE~'5Q 1.00000 
\/1)? .... Jr'I ,Hfll TO 10.00001) ARBL V02 1.0aOOC VF4".!Q WHP SO 2. "i0f)Q() LANDVF4Q 1.f)()I)OO 
\if)' A·-: DPrFTT 10.50000 lABnRQ .40000 VF4~!Q .) VF4~j Q 1.00000 'WF4AQ 5.00()OO 
V.) ~ Ar 'vrnrn 1.00000 RVD3BO 1.00000 VJ2AQ pO.JFIT 10.')00CO LABORQ .'tOOOO 
V')'lLl(' c' V'l 'I ~ () 1.00001) vnAO ~ VJ 2 F () 1.00000 RVJ2BQ 1.(lOOOe 
\/1) -, r· ... 4lF.".lFAQ 3.1)0000 CUTO 2.00000 VJ?II.Q 'WJ2f1Q 1.1")0000 
\JI)~IC,! ""T r<> "i0 7.'>0000 lANnV03Q 1.00000 VJ2Ff) 4LFALJ:AQ 3.60')CO CUTQ 2.00000 ---, , / 
V"1F" '.Hj; 5:-" 5."i0000 R V03EQ 1.00000 VJ2FQ WAHl; 5~ 1.')oOno LANOVJ2Q 1.00000 
Vi)<r " 'LI=,~LFAQ 1.70000 CUTQ 1.00000 VJ2F Q .-JHRSQ 4.00000 RVJ2EQ 1.0000C 
VU'P!' .J"TE'''i') 1.300CO LtlNDV03Q 1.00000 VJ2PQ 6LFALFAQ 2.10000 CUTQ 1.00000 
11')11' () WH'~ Sf) 1.25000 RVD3EQ 1.00000 VJ2PQ ' .... TEP 50 1.40000 LANDVJ2Q 1.COOOC 
Vf)'I",": .'I~. ~r IT 35.70000 LABORQ 2.70000 VJ2PQ .IHkSQ 3.7'iO()0 RVJ~EQ 1. JOOOe 
\ln~f1n ",~:, I. ICV!) '18.00000 WATER5Q 1.60000 VJ;?~Q flRflF [T 35.7ClCCO LABI)RQ 2.70000 
\; '"l.q(~ ..If-lP Sf' 4.75COO LANDV03Q 1.1)0000 VJ2f'Q i1~RLF.YQ 68.000r.O WA TEQ50 .91){)0(' 
v·,U\~ 'VI1,RQ 1.0(11)00 RV03~Q 1. 00000 VJ?Bf"J ' . .JHRSO 7.'50rOO LAf'o.JDVJ2Q 1.')f)OOO 
\/.)')1\.( ..... ,") lr I T 41.40001) LABl1RQ 3.1000() IIJ 2R(J QVJ2HQ 1.000CO PVJ7.NQ 1.0000e 
\ / ". ~. ,'" '11\'.>L [-vr.) 42.00000 WATER5Q 1.40000 VJ2NQ OR[lF T T 41.40000 LflBORO 3.1000(1 
\"'-' ~ ,I , ,H= <;1,' ~.25000 L ANDVD3() 1.00000 VJ2~'Q rlADLFYO '50.001)00 WATER5Q 2.00000 
1,' Il'j ..... !" 'VIH'!": 1.00000 RV03AQ 5.00000 VJ7"J0 WI-fPSQ 4.00000 LANflVJ2Q 1.0000(' 
V')\\<,f' "'<' F T T 8.7(1)CO LABORQ .50000 VJ2NQ -< VJ 2NQ 1.000eO PVJ2AQ 'i.')oooe 
\In ),v., J .. I'-WI\T'; 10.00000 ARBLVD3 1.00000 VJ2WQ oQtJF I T 8.700no L.\BI)RQ .51)0,10 
\1f)4t\r'I r>~ lr r T 11").50000 LIIBORQ .40000 VJ2wQ ~HEATI) 10.00000 ARBLVJ2 1.00nOO 
V!J4 ~,(. .. ' V"'l4r ~~ I. 00000 RV[)4BQ 1.00000 VJ1AQ pqOFIT 10.50000 LflRiJRQ ./tOOOC 
VLl/ .. l\r> 'V'~41'.f) 1.(1)000 VJ3AQ ~VJ3FQ 1.0000'1 RVJ3BQ 1.I)()OOO 
\ ,t,f- J 'IUl\lf-l\I) 2.40000 CUTQ 2.00000 VnAQ I~VJ3AO 1.000no 
\/"{tl=() ' .. 41 '=." "ir;) 2.'i1)000 LANDVD4Q 1.00000 VJ·FQ 6LFALFAQ 3.00000 CUTQ 2.0001)0 
\11)'t r (~ -.1'-1<:<;" 5.'30000 R VD4EQ 1.0000(1 VJ3FQ ~~ATFP'3Q 1.91)000 LANDVJ3Q 1. ')':)000 
l/i)4r>-;) ~LH\L FIlfJ 1.40000 CUTO 1.00000 VJ1Fr) WHRSO 4.00000 RVJ3EQ I.COOOO 
)' ... U I ~ .flTiO! .. ' 50 1.30000 LANDV04Q 1.00000 VJ3PQ IILFAL FI\Q 1.70000 rUTQ 1.1)0000 
\.I )/+D." ,-I ~; S IJ 3.<'50CO RVD4FQ 1.0000(' VJ3P(J W:HER 50 1.401)00 LANDVJ3Q 1.000ao 
\ft)'t ~ , ,;,,"IIC I T 35.701)CO LABnRQ 2.70000 VJ3PCJ flHRSQ 3.2<;1)00 PVJ3EQ 1.00000 
\/.)/.[1') 11\j- L ~ V) 4A.00001 WA.TER5Q 1.60000 VJOIB') DO'lFIT 3';.700CO L"BORO 2.70000 
V~4HC ... 'I-JQ S~ 4.75CCO LA~WV04Q 1.00000 VnAQ ~MLFVJ 58.00000 WATE~5Q .90000 
v '/tR (~ , V"t,'1() 1.00000 R VD4NQ 1.00000 VJ3RQ I<JHRS0 2~50000 LANDVJ3Q 1.00000 
\1,,", It r-' ~, '-"10r r T 41.40000 LABO~Q 3.10000 VJ3BQ QVJ3RQ 1.00000 PVJ3NQ 1.00000 
\/' )4~ " ... ~'. L. rev,) ')7.00000 WA TER5Q 1.40000 VJ3NO pOI)FIT 41.400C() LABOPQ ,.10000 
\,1 1'+1.,,,\ ,II-J" SO 3.75000 LANDVD41) 1.00000 vnf'o.JQ nARLFYQ 42.00000 WATER5Q 2.00000 -~) 
,/1'+" '; ;VI'4~~.~ 1.000(10 RVD4AQ 5.0000(1 VnNQ '''~p S() 4.00()()0 LAN!'lVJ3Q 1. ()OOO(1 ~../ 
VI)4Wf; '-';1'-'1= r T 8.20000 LABORQ .50000 VJ3NQ "VJ3NQ 1.00000 FVJ3AQ 5.00000 
\1 \t..~ , I,I-Ir: {l, T(,J 10.00000 ARBLVI)4 1.00000 VJ3WQ ~~(lF I T 8.7.00CO LAB'JRQ .50000 
VIC)~(, r')Q'"""1r'"TT 1().500CO LABORQ .40000 vnwl) WHEATQ 10.00000 ARBLVJ3 1.1)0000 
\I F ; ~" ~ VI-2 [(J 1.00000 RVF2BQ 1. 00000 VJ4AQ DDClF I T 10.50000 LABLJRQ .40000 
V. ) /1(: ,~V~- ~ A Q 1.01)000 VJ4AQ .~ VJ4EQ 1.000CO RVJ4BQ 1.0000C 
'J (. )~ 1') I\L~/IL rllQ 3.70000 (UTO 2.00000 VJ4AQ '-'VJ4AQ 1.00000 
vr;>FQ '.JHU5 f) 1.20000 LANDVF2Q 1.00000 VJ4Hl flU-AL FA() 2.40000 CUTO 2.00000 
VIC)r~ £~ tin S r",! 2.')0000 R VF2EQ 1.00000 VJ4FQ WATF? 50 1..90000 LANDVJ4Q 1.00000 
\/r 'PI' I\LI- 1\l t-\'} 2.10000 CUTQ 1.00000 VJ4FQ WI-fRSQ 4.00000 R VJ4EQ 1.00000 
\:t "'p "' c' ~T r" "i0 .'>0000 L.o\NDVF2Q 1.00000 VJ4PQ ~.LFALFAQ 1.40000 (UTQ 1.00000 
\' C ') D,,~ 
..J HR <;,~ 1.75000 RVF2FQ 1.00000 VJ4PQ WATER5Q 1.40000 LANOVJ4Q 1.00000 
\It '- .1 f} ~"Ir T T 35.70000 LABn~Q 2.70000 VJ4PQ Wt-fRSQ 3.'50CO p VJ4EQ 1.0000C 
\j ~ ))..1," tJ,~r.'1 rvn. A5.00000 WA T€R5Q .70000 VJ4RQ ORnF I T 15.70000 LABORQ 2.70000 
Jf'?L.\" . ~~ r 2.50000 LANf)VF20 1.00000 VJ4BQ P-AP.LEYQ 46.00000 WATER5Q .90000 
, v· 1.00000 RVF2NQ 1.00000 VJ4BQ ~IHPSQ 2.50000 L"NDVJ4Q 1.0000C 
\/ r .... ~ .\ 
'J,_" IT 41.'lor)oo LABORQ 3.10000 VJ4RQ :::>VJ4AQ 1.00000 R VJ4NO 1. 00000 
'/Ie L F:V(} 47.00001) WflTER5Q 1. 00000 VJ4NQ ;>PflF I T 41.40000 LABO~Q 3.10000 
v c :. ", JH~ "(' 2.50000 I.ANDVF2Q 1.00000 VJ4~IQ ~Af: L Eya 32.01)000 WA TE R5Q 7.000r)0 
'I r " ' - v~ ?~I') 1.00000 RVF2AQ 5.00000 VJ4NQ I'1HRSQ 4.00000 LANOVJ4Q 1.00000 
\I ~ ~ A'.: -, '<'1~ ~ T 10.50000 LABORQ .40000 V J4~!Q ;"'VJ4NQ 1.00000 R VJ4AQ 5.00000 
\I ~ ," (' ~vr-~r() 1.1"10000 RVF3BQ 1.00000 VJ4WQ OROF I T 8.20000 LABORQ .'50000 
If. "'11\ ' · .. 'VF?~n 1.00000 VJ4WQ WHEATQ 10.00000 ARBLVJ4 1. 00000 
1/ ~ 1. \ I r 1\ L r 11,1;) 3.20000 CUTe 2.00000 VM2AQ PROFIT 10.50000 lABORQ .40000 
; '\T"'l' 'in 1.?00OO LANDVF3Q 1. 00000 V~'2 AQ RV~2FQ 1.0001)0 RV·IPBQ 1.1)0000 
"J...l...1""1 
.·JHIiC;f) 7.5000C RVF3EO 1.00000 VM2AQ R.VI},2flO 1.00000 RV~2CQ 1.00000 
\I t. ~ D (~' '\If-Al h~') 1.80000 CUTO 1.00000 V'-12FQ ~LFALFAQ 4.20001) CUTO 3.00000 
• I· ) 0 ~ .~hT[h"if) ."iOOOO LAN{)VF3Q 1.00000 VM2FQ I,JATER5Q 2.~OOC() LANDVM2Q 1.00000 
"f-- JD ~II-II> C;" 1.75000 RVF3EQ 1. 00000 V'-12FQ WHRSQ 4.7'5000 RVM2EQ 1.00000 
\/, In" JL",r I T 35.70000 LARORQ 2.70000 VM2PQ ALrAL FAQ 3.20000 CUTQ 2.01)000 
vr ') ~.') '1 "R LEvI) 54.00000 WATER5Q .70000 V"'2PQ wATER 5Q 1.701)00 LANOVM2Q 1.00000 
V" - ... 'J '~YF <;0 2.50000 LI\NDVF3Q 1.0000C VM'PQ !.JH«SQ 4.00000 RV"I2EQ 1.00000 
V F 11> r; 1 VI= '\ n~) 1.00000 RVF3NQ 1.00000 VM2BQ PROF IT 35.70000 LABORQ 2.70000 
V~ .., f\ " "Qr'1- IT 41.40000 LABORQ 3.10000 VM2RQ AAPLEYQ 72.00000 WATER5Q 1.00000 
"l- ~ r IJ '-lAO I I-V() "18.00000 WflTER5Q 1~00000 V'"12BQ WHRSO 3.2"i000 LANrJVr.l2Q 1.0000e 
'I r ~ ,. , ~Ht'50 7.50000 LANDVF30 1.00000 VM2B'J QVM2AQ 1.00001) RVM2NQ 1.00000 
</F '~I(1 'lff-'lNQ 1.00000 RVnAQ 5.00000 VM2AQ RV~12C:Q 1.00000 
"FL.A) f)~'-IF' T 10.50000 LABORQ .40000 VM2~,IQ PROF IT 41.40000 LtiBORQ 3.10000 
\I r I .... /!.''''I -vr4FQ 1.00000 RVF4BQ 1.00000 VM2NQ R4RLEYQ 54.00000 WATER5Q 1.90000 
1/1 4 A0 'V~ 4AQ 1.00000 VM2NQ ',~Hj:'SQ 4.00000 LflNDVM?Q 1.00000 
II ~4F" AL FAI 1"1\:) '.40000 CUTQ 2.00000 VM2NQ °VM7NO 1.00000 RVM2AQ 5.00000 
V~4"'~ "IITI-r "il" 1.70000 LANDVF4Q 1.00000 V"I2NQ !;VM2CQ 1.00000 
V r 't~ ) 'HF SO 2.50000 RVF4EQ 1 .. 0.00.0.0 VM2CQ PROF IT 49.200CO LAAORQ 5.10000 
vr I .. P(~ I\L~t.L r A:J 1.40000 CUTQ 1.00000 VM2CQ CI"'R~JQ 19.50000 WATER5Q 1.50000 
v~ 41 ~I"TI::- ')0 .50000 LANDVF4Q 1.0UOOO V"I2CQ l-/HR S_Q It.50000 lANDVM2Q 1.00noo 
V~2CQ I)V!.12CQ 7.00000 
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V''''?\.f~ ">I<r~ r T 8.20000 LABORQ .50000 CM4NEW ftl<BL C/~4 1.00000 RCNEW 1.00000 
V~?\~(\ .fHf-ATQ 8.00000 ARBLVM2 1.00000 (M4NE'W C~() 1.00000 CM4Q 1.00000 
v"nt>~ "Q If I T 10.500CO LABORQ .40000 C'-1NF.W (M() 1.00000 C"12Q .23130 
V'13/hl '<V"'3~ r: 1.00000 PVM3AQ 1. 00000 CM~IEW CM3Q .~5300 CM41 .41570 
""'lAO ;VM3AQ 1.00000 f/ VM3CQ 1.00000 ( f\2A p~nFIT 11.000CO LABOR .40000 
V"1~F') "'U' At I"l\{J 3.50000 CUTQ 3.00000 C ~2A ~CB?E 1.0000r) RCB29 1.00000 
V'~'1f- " ..JATE'f' "'J 2.30000 LANDVM30 1.1)0000 CB211 qC~?A 1.00000 
V"I3F') WHPSP 4.75000 RVM3EQ 1. 00000 O\2f \LFAL FA 4.00000 CUT 2.00000 
1/"'3PQ lILFALFAQ 2.70000 CUTO 3.00000 CB2F WHEF h 2.10000 LA~mCB2 I. 00000 
V"3P0, WAH",)!) 1.70000 LANDV~3Q 1.00000 CB2F' WYR C; 4.75000 RCB2E 1.0000C 
V '-1 ~~P(J ,IHP,S'] 4.00000 RV"I3EO 1.00000 CA2P ALFALFA 2.5000C CUT 1.00000 
VM'1~') oROf-TT 35.71)COO LAAnRQ 2.70000 O\2P WI\TE'R 6 1.10000 LI\NDC82 1.00000 
VW3f1( ~'\RLrYQ (,0.00000 WATE~5Q 1. 00000 CR2P WHRS 2.50000 RCB2F 1.00000 
1J"I3f',) ,,.jHR Sf) 3.25000 LANDVM3Q 1.00000 CA2e Df/ClFTT 35.40000 LABOR 2.70000 
v","·rq °VM< I~Q 1.00000 RVM3NQ 1. 0000(' CH2El ~ARL FY 72.00000 WAHI:I.6 1.20000 
I/"~~( ~v~nr(l 1.00000 CB2B WHPS 3.25000 l ANOCR2 1.,)0000 
V"13r'~ PP:~FIT 41.40000 LABORQ 3 .. 10000 rR2B RCR7~ 1.00000 RCR?fIJ 1.00000 
V""~J ') ~APLFYO 44.00000 WATE~5Q 1.90000 CB?N pl)JF I T 41.400CI) LABO~ 3.10000 
V,\13~'(" ',JHr.'S0 4.00000 LANDVM3Q 1.00000 fS2N AAF l FV 54.00000 WATfR6 1.70000 
V'~ ,r-'-:- < V"1 ,~'(.) 1.00000 RVM3AQ 5.00000 C1321\' WHR S 4.00000 lMJDCR2 1.1')0000 
v·\nl\;C '<V1013(0 1.00000 ( A211' '?C9?"l 1. 00000 RCB2A 5.00000 
\/M'1f '.) r~flF IT 49.200CO LI\BORQ 5.10000 (83A PROFIT 11.1)0000 lAB'JR .40000 
V",(" 0 f"JPN() It..OOOOO WATER5Q 1.50000 ('1}3~ PCR3[ 1.00000 RCB'IR 1.00aae 
V"1,(0 WH"Sf) 4.50000 LANDV"I3Q 1.00000 CfnA "lCR 3A 1.00000 
\1"13(' ') q VM3C () 7.00000 CB3f ALFALFA 3.30000 CUT 2. 'JOOOO 
V ~13 W'~ PO'lFIT 8.20000 LABORQ .50000 (,B3F AATE~6 ?10000 LANDeS3 1.00000 
V "''110 rJ WHE !\TO 8.00000 ARI3L VM3 1. 00000 CIBF IoII-tPS 4.75000 ~CB3E 1. 00000 
VM 4toCJ "Q~lF IT 10.500CO LARORQ .4000e ca3P ALFAL r:(I 2.00000 CIIT 1. OODOC 
VM4A0 "'v .... 4rQ 1.00000 RVM4BQ 1.00000 C~3P WATI"'J f, 1.10001) LANDCB'I 1.00noo 
VY.,4A:) RV~4I\O 1.00000 C~3P WHI<~ 2.'>0000 RCA3E 1.0000C 
V\14F:) I\LFI\L FAQ 2.'>0000 CUTQ 3.00000 CB3.~ PR')FtT 35.40000 LABOR 2.70000 
V\44F') wAH«5!) 2.30000 LANDVM4Q 1.00000 (B38 AII"Lr-y 60.00000 WI\ TE~6 1.20000 
V"'4F .J !'IHP srJ 4.75000 RV~4EQ 1.00000 C83R toIHR S 3.25000 LA~OCB3 1.110000 
V"'4 PQ I\LF-AL I" AQ 1.90000 CUTQ 2.00000 C~3B ~CB3B 1.00000 Rf83N 1. 00000 
V'-14PC v!I\T[f) '>0 1.70000 lANDVM4Q l~ QQOOO r.~3'" PROFTT 41.40000 LABOR '1.100'10 
V/.1f.pn "'HI' Sf) 4.00000 RVM'tEQ 1.00000 (IBN AIIR LEY 44.000CO WATER6 1.7000e 
VW+H') OR']F I T 35.700CO LABORQ 2.70000 CB3N WHRS 4.00000 LANOCB3 1.00000 
VM4RQ ~At!LfYQ 48.00000 WATER5Q 1.00000 C B3N QCA3N 1.00000 RCB3A 5.00000 
V"'4~(~ WHQ SQ 3.25000 LANDVM4Q 1.00000 (tj4A PRf"JF IT 11.000CO LABOR .4000C 
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rI4NQ F1ARLEYC' 34.00000 WA TER6Q 1.50000 WC?(" PROF I T 48.600('0 LAROR 4.60000 
r 14NQ (.JHR.SQ 3.25000 LANDCI4Q 1.00000 WC2C (('lRN 19.80noo WATER8 1. '50(10(1 
C I '+~I (~ ~Cr4~IQ 1.00000 RCI4AQ 5.00000 '.oIC2C WHR S 4.50000 LANDWC2 I.OODOC 
r'-12A() DR['F IT 11.00000 L ABORQ .40000 WC2( RWC2C 7.00000 
r'~?11 ~ RCM2F(') 1.00000 RCM2E1Q 1.00000 ~!C3A PR8FIT 11. OOOCO LABOR .40000 
C M2A '; P(!tA2AI) 1.00000 RCIv12CQ 1.0000..0 WC'IA ~WC3E 1.00000 RwC3B 1.0000C 
CM2F(~ UFAL FflQ 4.30000 CUTQ 3.00000 we3A RWC3A 1.00000 RWC3C 1.00000 
CM?F f' I,ATEI' 60 2.30000 lANDCM2Q 1.00000 WC'IF ALFfll FA 3.60000 CUT 3.00000 
('1(FO ~HRSQ 4.15000 RC"I2EQ 1.00000 WC3F wATER 8 2.300CO LANDWC3 I.()OOOO 
C'~?PO ALFAL F!\Q 3.30000 CUTQ 2.00000 WC~F WHRS 4.75000 RWC3E 1.00000 
r '12P '; LANDO'2Q 1.00000 WHR<;Q 4.00000 WC~P ALFALFA 2.80000 CUT 2.001JOC 
CMZPO Q012EO 1.00000 WOP WATER 8 1.70000 LANDWC3 1.0000e' 
CMZf\Q PROF IT 35.40000 LABORQ 2.70000 WOP I~HP'5 4.00000 r:lWC3E 1.00000 
CM?'~Q RAF'L EYO 72.00000 WATER6Q 1.00000 WC~H PPO_F IT 35.60000 LA6()R 2.70000 
CM2[\/) WHRSO 3.25000 LANOCM2Q 1.00000 W('3R AARL EY 62.00000 WATER8 1.20000 
rMZRn QCM?~Q 1.00000 RC M2f\lQ 1.00000 WC'IR "IHR <; "3.25000 LA~OWC3 1.00000 
C'12Hf' ~r.M?(Q 1.00000 WC3R RWC3B 1.00000 RWC3N l.OOOOC 
CM2NQ "ROF I T 041.40000 LABClRQ 3~lQQOQ IoIC3P, RWC 3C 1.00000 
("'2~IQ AARlF.YO 54.00000 WATER6Q 1.10000 WC~"J PROFIT 41.40000 LAAOR 3.10DOO 
r"2"'r.) WHRSn 4.00000 LANDCM2Q 1.00000 WC3f\1 eARL E.Y 46.00000 WATER8 1.80000 
CM2MJ ~012NQ 1.00000 RCM2AQ 5. 00000 WC3N WHR5 4.00000 LANDWC3 1.00000 
01?~'r RCM2C Q 1.00000 WC3~" RWC3~1 1.00000 RWC3A 5.1)0000 
(M?C 0. DROFIT 48.00000 LABORQ 4.50000 WC3N :~WC3C 1.00000 
r M2CQ UJflNQ 19.5000.0. WA TER6Q_ 1~50QQO WOC pqOFrr 48.60000 LABOR 4.60000 
(M?fr,1 ImRSQ 4.50000 LANOCM2Q 1.00000 WC 3C CORN 16.1'0000 WATER8 1.')0000 
(MZC:O P,CM2CQ 7.00000 WC3C WHRS 4.50000 LAND\'jC3 1.00000 
CM3Ar PROFIT 11.00000 L~BORQ .40000 WC~C ~WC3C 7.00000 
CM3AQ QCIv13EQ 1.00000 RUBBQ 1.00000 WC4A PROFIT 11.00000 LABOR .40000 
('M3AO DC"13AQ 1.00000 RCIv13CQ 1.00000 WC4A R.JC4E 1.00000 RWC4B 1.00000 
rlv13F~ ALFAL FAQ 1 .. 5_0000 CUTQ 3.09000 WC4A RWC4A 1.00000 
CM3FC1 WAHl' 60 2.30000 LANDcr'130 1.00000 WC4F ALFALFA 2.'5000C CUT 3.00000 
f'13F(I WHRSQ 4.75000 RC",3EO 1.00000 WC4F WATERS 2.30000 LANOWC4 1.00000 
P,13PQ l\LFALFAQ 2.70000 CUTQ 2.00000 WC4F WHRS 4.7'5000 RWC4E 1.00000 
81 
C'l4P ~ '- ~ "L ' 1.90(100 CUT 2.00000 WE4F :.IHR S 4. OOOM RWE4E 1.00')00 
~,r 4() 
-I I\T flO" 1.700('0 LANDWC4 1.1)0000 "'!E4P IILFAL FA 1.90000 CUT 2.00000 
I"lf '+IJ \J '-l~, <; 4.1)f)f)OO R ./C4E 1.00000 WE/.P .JlITFP R 1.00000 LANnWE4 1.00000 
~ r 1'[\ ,)~"r I" ~<;.60COO LABOR 2.10000 I,'E4 P ,'HRS 2.'>1)1')00 PWE4F. 1.00000 
't.r4~ 1"'· L F v 47.00()00 WATERS 1.20000 WC4R DP!JF T T 35.60rol') LARnR '2.10000 
,,Jr4R '..JHQ S 3.2'i000 LANDWC4 1.1)0000 ~:F4f1 '1ARL EY 46.r)OOOO lolA TER8 1.20000 
I, (.I.~ , WC4f1 1.00000 RWC4N 1.00000 wE4!:1 ~HR S "1.25000 LAN:JWE4 1.00000 
,,..r ' .... tl Co Qnr T ,. 41.4COI}O LABOR 3.10000 WE4f\ "WF4A 1.00000 PWE4N 1.1'10000 
ItlC ' .. r· , I\~ t I V ''1.00000 WATERS 1.00000 WE4'" "~nF J T 41.400Cf) LAfH1P 3.10000 
",e 4~ ,JI~;'> <: 4.000eo LI\NDWC4 1.00000 ~F4~j ~AI<L EV 32.0WIOO WATER8 1.60000 




",):"',-'F T .. 9.80000 LABOR .60000 wE4'" "Wf4tJ 1.00000 RWF.4A 5.00000 
"'C " ~,~T~~j._~ ').000CO WHR,\ 5.50000 WE" DQIlFIT Q.8C1)('0 LABOR .60000 
-., 
d'S ~) "S r , c ,.. 7.1'l000 AqBL we 5 1.00000 \~ 1='; "fIlERB I.700no WI-IR.S 4.751)00 
'~- l A D':" -r , T ~ , .onooo LABOR .40000 Wr=5 oAS Tlll{f 1.11)000 ARBLWE5 1.00000 
';'1" 1 A WF I'- I. ,)('ocn RWEIA 1.00000 \JF2A 'l'<'JF IT 11.00000 LABOR .400()0 
, ,- 1 ,~ "wi 1 ~ l.OorCo R.WE lC 1.00000 WF?A .)wrz[ I.OOCCO P.\~F2B 1.f)0000 
',; t 1 I' "l r- ~ l ' I; 4.30"1)0 CUT ~.OOOOO -IF2A "'WF-2A 1.00nco 
'F ;1- it l "- T ,- ~.0'l000 L A~I[)WE 1 1.00000 WF2F ·\LFALFA 3.70000 CIJT 2.00000 
;-1 F ~'-l~ S 4.r)1'000 P WE1E 1.00000 WF7F ,.jl\TFR R 1.70000 LANDWf2 1.0000e 
';<1:-1 r 1\ l r "I >.70000 CUT 2.0000e vi"'2F ~HRS 4.00000 IlWF2E 1. 00000 
,oJ r 1 " '/" T; ., ~.I)OOC(' LANnWE 1 1.00000 Wf2P ALFALFII 2.10000 CUT 1.00000 
I,.:"! ... ,1-"- C, '.<;O'1(,C pWElE 1.00000 ~'F2P 'HTrp'l .80000 LA"J[)WF2 1.00000 - " 
c, f' I I~ ) "I' ~ T T ·",.1,0001) LABOR 2.10000 WF;;>P 1-1 HI' S 1.15000 RWF 2F !.aoooo 
,\'r lfl 'l\DLry "f..OOOOO WATERS 1.20000 WF?P o~nF IT 35.60C(0 LAliOR 2.70000 
\ f-l 0 
"' .... '1 <: 3.?5000 LAt\lDIoIE 1 1.00000 ~11=2B HI\f.',L EY 65.000ca WATER8 .9000r. 
"C 1" -Ir I '1 1.00000 RwEl"J 1.00000 WF28 "'H~ S ?50000 LA"JDWF2 1.1)0000 
rl~ o ,JI-l ( , .000£;0 WF7H '<WF'2B 1.000CO RWF2"l 1 • 00000 
- , ~ ) rl)F T ' 41.400CO LABnR 3.10000 ~IF'2f\! PR'lFTT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
c , t, .~ .'II: L I- Y 1,6.001)00 WA TEP S 1.60000 wF2~ oARL tY 47.00000 WATER8 l.lonoo 
'~. r 1 f', .!~IO S <.?5'10(, LANDWE 1 1. 00000 Wr=?N WYR S 3.'25000 LANDWF2 1.00000 
,( !" " ror 1 ' 1.00000 RwE1A 5.0000e WF?f. Q'tlF2N 1.00000 RWF2A 5. ')0000 
, l-lll (: 1.00000 WF"IA :>RClF IT 11.001)00 LABOR .41)000 
r 1( !' ~"F' r T 1~3. flOCCO LABOR 4.60000 WF3A °WF3F 1.000CO RWF3A l.fJOOOO 
v -U (' , ~. ')1).50000 WATER8 1.30000 WF3A '<WF3A 1.00noo 
~ ! ( ! ~-Ir. C; 4.50000 LA"lDWE 1 1.0000C "'!F3F <'ILFALFA 3.200CO CUT 2.00000 
," r "~rH 7.00000 "''''?oF lATER8 1.11)000 LANOWF3 1.00000 
, 211. '~r F r T 11.0000e LABOR .40000 WF~F 'olyp S 4.00000 R WF3E 1.00000 
.~ :,?'" r.' -IF?;::- 1.10noo RWE28 1.1)0000 ~F3P <'ILfALfA 1.80000 CUT 1.00000 
'"r Jf!, L ',I' ::- ~ 1.'lOOCO RWE2C 1.0000C WF;lP '1UER8 .80000 LANI)WF3 1.00000 
L ')[ "L!" ill r' ... 10000 CUT 3.00000 WF3P WHQS 1.15000 RWF1F 1.00000 
· -.' r :..J~T~~~ :,.oonol') LANDWE2 1.00000 \olF3B PQrlF!T 35.60000 LAHOq 2.70000 
· t: ") c ,IHI<" 4.000CO RWE2E 1.00000 WF'IB ~ARL EY 54.00000 WATERS .90000 
I. I "')P • L ~ ~ L r ... ·.~OOOO CUT 2.00000 WF3Fl IoIHR S 2.50000 LANDWF3 1.0000C 
"r )p '.: <'IT r~ d 1.01)001) LAr-.JDWE2 1.00000 ~IF3f\ P.WF3B 1.00000 RWF3N 1.00000 
" r?,-, "'HI-' S }. 50('(~0 PWE2E 1.00000 WF3N OROF I T 41.4COCO LA~OR 3.10000 
.... f 'p D')"F I T Cl".f,f)C'on LARnR 2.70000 WF"I"J ~ARL FY 38.00000 WATER8 1.'30000 
.,r ,>f1. .~ A" L ; Y 71.00000 WATER8 1.20000 WF3N '·IHRS 3.25000 LANDWF3 1.00000 
!-[;;>I' •• ..:f-J[,J , ,.'250('(1 LA"lOWF 2 1.00000 WF3N, Q,WF3N 1.00000 RWF3l1 5.0000C 
't- ..,~ tlF'2 h 1. 00000 R WE2N 1.00000 WF4l1 PROF IT 11.00000 LABOR .40000 
- A~:2 r 1.001000 WF4J1 QWF4E 1.00000 RWF4B 1.00000 
w ~ • ,\., 'c;"'r-Tl 41.4r(If'''l LAR'lR 3.10000 wr4A ~WF4A 1.000CO 
~ ~?P. \ "'~L ~ y 5<;.00000 WATERS 1 .. 6QOOO WF4F "LFALFA 2.400CO CUT 2.00000 
'rlr=;1" ",~p<; 3.25000 LANOWE2 1.00000 WF4F WATER 8 1.70000 L ANI)WF4 1.00000 
'.'~ ?t .., '4F 2" 1.')0000 RWE2A 5.0000e WF41= I.JHR S 4.00000 RWF4E 1. 00000 
< ., wl'2r 1.00000 WF4P I\LFALFA 
1.40000 CUT 1.00000 
,.r )( "')K 1'-=' , 48.60000 LABO~ 4.60000 WF4P ~IATER S .80000 LANDWF4 1.00000 
',I-, r r'-:~t' 18. ';rlfloC WATER8 1.30000 WF4P 'AHRS 1.75000 RWF4E 1.00000 
, >( IHk <; 4.5001)0 LANDWE2 t.OOOOO WF4~ PPOF IT 35.60000 L.h~OR 2.70000 
", -?( ',-IF 2( 7.00000 WF4B RARLEY 42.00000 WATERS .90000 
. ,1 ;>~Ijr J'T 11.00000 LABOR .40000 WFlt.B WHR~ ~.50()I)C LAND\oiF4 1.00000 
,"'If' 
-'wr,r 1.00000 R.WE3B 1 ... 00000 WF4B RWF4B 1.00000 RWF4~ 
1.00000 
~,~ 1" ')Wf HI 1.00C(,0 RWE"If 1.00000 WF4N PQOF IT Itl.400QO LABOR 3.10000 
1-<1 \1' I\L""L I' ~ 3.60000 CUT 3.00000 WF4N ~ARlEY 30.00000 WATER..S 1.30000 
'" 
,r '!AHF n 2. ')000.0 .LMIDWE3 1..0000,0 WF4f'.1 WHR S 3.25000 LANOWF4 1.00000 
I U' mRS 4.00000 RWE3E 1.00000 WF4N ~WF4N 1.00000 RWF4A 5.00000 
J-H' "I_FAI r-. 2.80000 CUT 2.00000 .wf5 D.RC,H.l 9.80000 LABOR .60000 
,~~ "\ P 
..:ATr! q 1.00000 LANDwE3 1.0_0000 WF5 WAHR.8 1.50000 WHRS 4.0000C 
.... l J("' ,IH~ '\ ?50000 ~WE3E 1.00000 WF5 PASTUPf: 6.80000 ARBLWF5 1. 00000 
... i- ~ ~ "lP"1FIT V;.60000 LABIJR 2.70000 WG.lA PROfIT 11.Q01)00 LABOR .40000 
;,:f ~ (, 3"--Lry Al.00000 WATERS 1 .. 2QOOll WGIA RWGIE 1.00000 RWG1B 1.00000 
\,Ir ~ .. I"HI:> C; 3.?5000 LANDWE3 1.00000 WG1A RWr,IA 1.000CO RWGIC 1.00000 
.', ~ ":\ f> PWFW 1.00000 RWE3N 1.00000 ~.G.IF \LFALEA _.5.00.000 LUI 3.00000 
1,1('3<\ ;;>Wf >r: 1.0QOOO WGIF WATERS 2.70000 LANDWG1 1.00000 
~ t 3~ "')O'Jf T T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 WG1F WHRS 5.50000 RWG1E 1.00000 
'~r-'H Ah"LfY 45.00000 WATERS 1.60000 WGIP I\lF.u.F4 .3...90000. CUT 2.00000 
'" F 'l"~ 'JHe" S 3.2500,0 LA~OWE3 1. QOQ!tQ loI(HP WATER B 2.00000 LANDWG1 1.00000 
"r ":\~J '~WI' ~N 1.00000 RWF.3A 5.00000 WG1P WHP S 4.00000 RWGIE 1.00000 
, r ~I\: ,I..j~ ~f 1.00000 W.CU B __ PROF..lJ ..l5...6DOOO. LABOR 2.70000 
• j.. tr .... <.('lFTT 48.60000 LABOR 4.60000.. WG1B RAPLEY 90.00000 WATER8 1.40000 
, ':. 1( '-"'ON 1 ". HIOOO WATERS 1.30000 WGll3 WHRS 4.00000, LANDWG1 1.0000C 
1,0 r lr ~~j; <; ... 5000e LANDWE 3 1.00000 WGIB RWGl8. 1.QOO_00 AWGl.N 1.00000 
" l ~ ( ~Wl-~C 7."0000 WGIB QWG1C 1.00000 
<'4/1 ' ~ 11' J T .1.00000 LABr:lR .40000 WGlN pqOF IT 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
'. ~ 4 fI Q '.jF4F 1.00000 RWE4R 1.00000 W.GUI eARl. EY 70. .. 00000 WUER.1i 2.00000 
VI' .... "- -='wr4l\ 1.00000 WGIN WHRS 4.00000 LANDIrlGI 1.00000 
.. 1+ ~ ~ Lr ~ I .. I'. 7.'i00CO cur 3.:)0000 WGIN Rwr;lN 1.00000 RWG1A 5.00000 
• ~ • r .,oJ" T r ..... ~ ?f)OOOO LA~DWE4 1.00000 WG1N RWGIC 1.00000 
82 
·Ir ! ( '"'P[11= I T 48.600CI) lABOR 4.60000 wW2A ' RWW2f. 1.00000 RWW21'l 1.00000 
'd'" C'JRt·J ?I. 0000'1 WATE~8 1.80000 WW2A ~W~12A 1.000CO 
,\ (; ~ ~ "IHR S 5.5000C LANOWGI 1.00000 \-II"I"F II.LFAl FA 3.90000 CUT 3.0000C 
WG) r qwr;lc 7.00000 1011.121= fJl\TERB 1.40000 LANDWW2 l.oo00e 
.:r,? to. DROF IT 11.00000 LABUR .40000 WW2f WHP S 3.25000 P,WW2E 1.0000C 
..IGU, R wG? [ 1.00000 PWG2B 1.00000 WW?P ALFAL FA 3.00000 CUT 2.00000 
.'r," to Q \~G2A 1.1)000" PWG2C. 1.00000 ',JW2P WATEf:l8 .70000 LANDWW2 1.0000C 
wr,"~ '-IlFAl Ff\ ' •• 40000 CUT 3.00000 WW?P WHRS 1.75000 PWW2F 1.0aOOG 
w,;:n I~ATtP 8 7.70000 LANDWG7 1. 00000 WI4?f.I PROF IT ~5.60COO LABOR ?70000 
wG"r "'HR S 5.500CO RWG2E 1.00000 \oIW?B '1ARL EV 72.00000 WATERS 1.0000(' 
wr.;>p ~LFAL FA 3.40000 CUT 2.00000 wwn WHP S 3.25000 UINDWW2 1.OOOO(J 
\,!,,?f' WATERS 2.00000 lANOWr.2 1.00000 WW2fl PWW2R 1.00000 PWW2N 1.00000 
wGr I~HQ S 4.00000 RWG2E 1.00000 WW7"l DROF IT 41.400CO LABOR 3.10000 
I .. : r,., I~ oqUF IT '15.60000 LABO~ 2.70000 WW7N I'Il\RL F.V 54.00000 WATERa 1.;>0000 
',II' r, ::? ~~ P.AP L (Y 74.00000 lolA Tf~8 1.40000 WW?~l WHPS 2.'50000 LANDWW? 1. 00000 
wG?!' '.HIlS 4.00000 lANOWG2 1.00000 WW2N QWW2~1 1.00000 RWW2A 1).00000 
I.·r;~'· q',JG?fI 1.001)00 RWG2N 1.00000 WW3A PROF IT 11.0nooo LABO~ .40000 
"c?r, Qwr.2C 1.000no \0.11013/\ RWW3E 1.00000 PWW3R 1.1)0000 
wG2'" PRlirIT 41.40000 L"B'J D 3.10000 WW3A RWW3A 1.00000 
1,lr,2'" IUIlL [Y '56.00000 WATFR8 2.00000 WW3F ALFALFA 3.40000 CUT 3.0000(, 
~!r;?~ "HR <:. 4.00000 LAIIJDwG2 l.ob,oOO WWW WATEP a 1.40000 LANDWW~ 1. 00000 
.,C?~ ;';WG2I\J 1.0(001) RWG2A '>.00000 WW3F WHR$ ~.25000 RWW3E 1. 00000 
WG?~' QWG2C 1.00000 WW3 P ~LFALFA 2.60000 CUT 7.00000 
~,r.2r t'lR('1= r T 48.60000 LABOR 4.6000_o WW3P WATEP a .70000 LANOWW3 1.00000 
~'G2r C"Rt,., 19.20000 WA TERa 1.80000 Ww,p WHRS 1.75000 RWW3E 1.00000 
WG:?( WHR S 5.'50000 L l\NDWG2 1.00000 WW3B PRO!"I T 35.60000 LABOR 2.70000 
'..'G ?r il,WG2C 7.00000 .. 'W3f1 BARl FY ('0.00000 lolA TER8 1. 00000 
wc"!. ;>RnF T T 11.00000 lABOR .40000 ww,n WHRS 3.75000 LANOWW3 1.00000 
WG:>' t, Il l~G 'I r 1.00000 RWG3R 1.00000 WW3R RWW3B 1.00000 RWW3N 1.00000 
\-.G"A RWG3A 1.00000 RWG3C I.QOOOO WW3N PROF J T 41.40000 LABOR 3.10000 
'-IG:>" I\LFAlrfl 3.6000'1 CUT 3.00000 WW3N RAPl EY 44.00000 WATERS 1.20000 
~ r,:>, c \oJATfQ 8 2.700CO LANDWG3 1.00000 ''''W1~1 WHRS 2.50000 LANDWW3 1.00000 
wG"" WHR S 5.50000 RWG3E 1 __ 00000 w\nll' RWW3N 1.00000 RWW3A 5.00000 
WG3r lILF ilL I" 1\ 2.8000" CUT 2.00000 WW4A PR,)FIT 11. OOOCO LABOR .40000 
wG"P ~'AT fF 13 2.00000 LANDWG3 1.00000 WW4A R\<fW4.E 1.00000 RWW413 1. 00000 
WG"~ WHRS 4.00000 RWG3E 1.,00000 WW4A RWW4A 1.00000 
""r.'1q Pqilf I T 35.60COO LABOR 2.70000 WW4F ALFALFA 2.40000 CUT 3.00000 
~'r." p. FlARLFV 62.00000 WATF~8 1.40000 WW4F WATER 8 1.40000 lANDWW4 1.00000 
If:G"1.~ WHF S 4.00000 LANDi4G3 laOOOOD WW4F WHRS 3.25000 PWW4E 1.0000(' 
wr.~p ,<Wr,?K 1.00000 PWG3N 1.00000 WW4P ALFALfA 1.80000 CUT 2.0000C 
\.C':\r1 t;,.jr,'1( 1.00000 WW4P WATfR a .70000 LANDWw4 1.00000 
..JG"~ PQC1F IT 41.40000 LABf)~ 3.10000 WW4P WHPS 1."15000 RWW4E 1.00000 
["Ir,"'" [t1lR.L EV 46.00001) \ojATE~8 2.00000 \oIW4B P~Of I T 35.60000 LABOR 2.70000 
II< (, '3r- '..JHC" 4.000no LANOWG 3 1.00000 WW4B I'lARL EY 46.00000 WA TFR8 1.0000C 
wr ,~, ~Wr,3~J 1.00000 PWG3A 5.l100QQ WW4B WHRS 3.25000 LANDWW4 1.00000 
·~Ir, ";;f\ RWG3r 1.00000 WW4~ qWW4B 1.00000 RWW4N 1.0000C 
wG'I( PRnFIT 48.600CO LABOR 4.60000 WW4f'.1 P~flT 41.40000 L~BOR '1.10000 
..JG:l.( rI)R~J 16.00000 lolA TER8 1.80000 WW4N RARL EY 32.00000 WATER8 1.20000 
I-(',:>,r WHR S 5.'5000C LANDltiG3 1.00000 WW4~' WHRS 2.50000 LANOltiW4 1.00000 
.. r,'1r QWb3C 7.00000 WW4'" RIo/W4N 1.00000 RWW4A 5.00000 
",G4A PROF t T 11.00000 l.M~OR .~QQ.OQ WW5 PRnFIT 9.80000 LABOR .60000 
\,ir,411 "WG4E 1.00000 RWG4R 1.00000 WW5 WAHRa 1.30000 WHRS 4.00000 
'" S4A RWG4A 1.00000 WW.s PASTURE 6.80000 A,RBLWW5 1. 00000 
WG4F ~lFf\lFA 2.'5000C CUT 3.00000 WT PROF IT 1.00000 RWT 1.00000 
~G4'" 'NATFR8 2.70000 lANOWG4 1.00000 WClT LANOWC2 1.00000 ARBL we 2 1.00000 
wr,4~ .,HP S 5.'50000 RWG4E 1.00000 wcn PHT 1.00000 
.'G4r l\lFALFII 1.91)000 CUT 2_*1l.Qpml WC3T LAN{1WC3 1.00000 MBLWC3 1.00000 
Wl,4P WATER 8 2.00000 LANOWG4 1.00000 WOT qWT 1.1)0000 
\,'G4f WHRS 4.00000 RWG4E 1.00000 WC4T lANDWC4 1..00000 ARBlWC4 1. 00000 
VG4f.1 PROF IT 35.60000 LAAOR 2.700QO WC4T RWT 1.00000 
WG4P "\AR LEY 47.00000 WATERS 1.40000 ~'ElT LANOWE 1 1.000CO ARBLItiEI 1. 00000 
.r:4f.1 WHR S 4.00000 lANDWG4 1.00000 WElT RWT 1.00000 
W(~4P 'HIG4B l.OOOOO RWG4N 1.00000 wE2T lANOWEZ 1.000CO ARBLWE2 1. oooor 
~!G4t PROF IT 41.40000 LABOR 3~i--oooo WFC2T ~WT 1.00000 
.!r;4~ f1ARL FV 33.00000 lolA TER8 2.00000 lrJUT LI\ND14,f3 l._OOOQ,O ,,'"' ot l.WJ:3 1.00000 
WC4" WHRS 4.00000 LANDWG4 1.00000 WDT Q.WT 1.00000 
,,,,r;4~ ~WG4r-..! 1.00000 RWG4A 5.00000 WE4T LANOWE4 1.00000 APtBLWE4 1.00000 
wGI) ilROF IT Q.800CO LABQR .60000 WE4T RWT 1.00000 
.Jf,c, wAHP8 2.200QO WH~S 6.25000 WF~T lANOWF2 1.00000 ARBlWf2 1.0001)0 
WG'5 PASTURE 7.10000 ARBLWG5 i-~--oOooc WI=?T RWT 1.00000 
~'Wlfl "'RnFIT 11.00000 Ll\BOR .40000 wF3T L~NDWF3 1_~J)OO_~H' A~BLWF3 1.00000 
·'''11 (; QWWIF 1.00000 RWWIA ~.90()Q.o Wf3T RWT 1.00000 
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WI=3P': WHRSQ 1.]50.0.0 RIif3EQ 1.00.0.on WG3NQ WHRSQ 4.00000 LANDWG3Q 1.0000C 
WI=3fH' DR(lF IT 3'5.60000 LABORQ 2.70000 WG3NO C1Wr.3NO 1.00000 RWG3AQ '3.00000 
... ~>'Br. I3ARLEYQ 54.00000 WATER80 .90000 WG3~lQ ~~G3CQ 1.00000 
I-'I=}R( WHRSQ 2. •. 5.110..00 LANllWF 3 0... - 1 .... 00.00.0. WG3CQ PROF I T 48.600CO LABoRQ 4.60000 
'..'1= ~"-'(' tlWF3BQ 1.00000 RWF3NQ 1.00000 WG3CQ CflRNQ 16.00000 WA TERSO 1.BOOOO 
~e:'N(: DRflF IT 41.40000 LABORQ 3.10000 WG3CQ WtIRS.Q.. '$0.50000 J.Mm~.G.3Q 1. 00000 
lo'l='1Nr' RAPlEYQ 3S .• QQQl:to WATER8Q l.3Q'()QQ. WG3CQ RWG.3CQ 7.00000 
,"'I='-IN:" I,JHRSQ 3.25000 LAfIlDWF3Q 1.0000C WG4AQ P~OF I T 11.00000 LABORQ .40000 
~,I='1NQ q,WFV.JQ 1.00000 RWF3AQ 5.00000 \oIG4AQ RWG.'tFQ 1 .. 00000 RWG46Q 1. 00000 
WF4AQ :I~OF IT U.J)QO.o..o. lA6.0RQ .... 'too.o.o. WG4AQ ~WG4AQ 1.00000 
WF4AC' ~WF4rQ 1.00000 RWF4BQ 1.00000 Wr,4FQ ALF"LFAQ 2.50000 CurQ 3.00000 
wl=4AC ~WF4AQ 1.00000 ..wG4FQ WAI.f.R..8.Q. 2.....1..o.0JHL LANllWG't.Q 1. QOOOC 
WF4F-'l A~FAI. FAO 2.4QOo.o CUTe 2 .• 0.00.0.0 WG4FQ WHRSQ 5.">0000 RWG4EQ 1.00000 
\<'r4FI~ wATERBO 1.70000 LANDWf4Q 1.00000 WG4PQ "lFAlFAQ 1.90000 CUTQ 2.00000 
w~4F- <lHRSQ 4.00000 RWF4EQ 1.00000 WG4PQ WATEPSQ 2.00000 lANDWG4Q 1.00000 
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>,) 1":,4 p Q ~Hr '\r) 4.000ro RWG4EQ 1.00000 SG4T ?ST 1.00000 
AG4F1r) ">!<r ~ I T ~,).60COO LABORQ 2.70000 SK2T L ANDSK 2 1.00000 ARRLSK2 1. 00000 
wG41n 81\'1 Eva 47.00000 WA TERSQ 1.40000 SI(2T PST 1.00000 
1.J(;4f'.0 ".! .... ~ <; () 4.00(100 LANOWG4Q 1.00000 SK3T I. ANflSK'I 1.00000 ARBLSK3 1.00000 
wr,41-\~ -=-W',4F1Q 1. OOOCO RWG4NQ 1.00000 SlOT Q ST 1.00000 
j,'G/t~1 Q o!;'"'FIT 1 .. 1.40000 LABORQ 3.10000 SK4T LM!OSK4 1.00000 ARBL SK4 1.0000C 
"r,4~, ',) "liP l rVQ 33.01)000 WATER8Q 2.00000 5K4T Q ST 1.00000 
\. 1;4~' t) '~y ... SQ 4.00000 LANDWG4Q 1.00000 SS2T LANOSS2 1.00000 ARBLSS2 1.00000 
I, (AN'" ',vJC.4~ Q 1.00000 I<WG4AQ 5.00000 SS2T R ST 1.(10000 
~ wI" J oprFTT 11.00000 LABORQ .40000 5S3T LMlflS S3 1.00000 A~BLSS3 1.00000 
"'I~ 1" ':) ~ ww 1 [(J 1. 00000 RWWIAQ 1.00000 SS.3T '<ST 1.00000 
\JW 1 A') ~ WI.' 1 hQ 1.00000 SS4T lANDS 54 1.00000 ARALSS4 1.00000 
\.1101 1 F 'J 't .- "L 1"'1\0 4.50()(!C CUTQ 3.00000 SS4T RST 1.00000 
V''; 1 ~ J ',IATrQ 8J 1.40000 LANDWWIQ 1.00000 SN Q,SNE\01 1.00000 
',. '" ! r (.) '"Y~ <;n 3.25000 I<WWIEQ 1.00QOO SGINFW PROFIT 7.10000 LANDSGIQ 1. 00000 
\"Wl PC) ~ LI- ft,L r 1\',) '1.5000e CUTO 2.00000 SGINEW AR£lL SGI 1.0001)0 RSNEW 1.00000 
l.~·\ ... l 1 P ~A' i"'T~R flQ .70000 LANDWWIQ 1.00000 S.GIN£W SGQ I.flOOOO S{11 Q 1. 00000 
1,II~P)il ',1"',- <;0 1.70;000 RWwlEQ 1.00000 SG2NEW PROFIT 8.30000 LANDSG2Q 1.00000 
,1,11 RrJ "'IL' I=IT ~,).60!)CO LABORQ ?70000 C;G2NFW t\I~BLSG2 1.00000 RSNEW 1.00000 
/JW 1 Ft ,) "II', l I=v') 114.00000 WATFR8Q 1.00000 <;G2NEW "GO 1.00000 SGZQ 1.00000 
\,.;1,..1 IP,Q O!H\.o~ ")n 3.2500(1 LANDWWlQ 1.00000 SG,NfW flRor IT 9.700cn lANDSG3Q I.OOOOe 
,1t,l11-\ 'J ~WW1"(' 1 • OOOCO RWWINQ 1.00000 SG3NEW "I<BL SG3 1.00000 RSNEW 1.0000r 
'''W 1~. (~ [1~", crT i,l.40000 Ll1BORQ 3.10000 SG3NHI SGQ 1.00000 SG3Q 1.000()O 
\'WIN') I\hRlFYQ 64.0 1}OOO lolA TERSQ 1.20000 SG4NEW PP(1FIT 10.50000 LANDSG4Q 1. 00000 
1.",11 NIJ wH'" Sf) ?50000 LANDw~o/lQ 1.00000 SG4NEW ARRL S G4 1.00<'00 RSNEW 1.00000 
','tJ l',Jr ') wW 1~: 'J 1.0nooo RWWIAQ 5.00000 SG4NEW SGQ 1.00000 SG4Q 1.00000 
~ W 2 fI r~ (l)f'I=!T 11.00000 LABORQ .40000 SGNEW 5GQ 1.00000 SGIQ .07500 
.'~PA'1 !J',JI,17F (I 1.00000 RWW2BQ 1.00000 SGNEW C;G2Q .37780 SG3Q • ,389(1 
\,IW?I\I~ ) ~W2hQ 1.00000 SG"lEW SG4Q .20830 
~,'~?r I') ~lcft,LF·AQ 3.90000 CUTQ 3.00000 SK2NEW PROF I T 8.~OOQO lANDSK2Q 1.0aooo 
~'vl? r ') .J ~T rD 9(1 1.40000 LANDWW2Q 1. 00000 SK2NFW ARBLC;K2 1.0001)0 RSNEW 1. 00000 \"w ')f r ,'HI' C;') 1.25000 RWWZEQ 1.00000 C;K2M:w SKQ 1.00000 SK2Q 1.00000 
',IW2,JC ~I I 'L n,l,) 1.00000 CUTO 2.000_00 SK,I\J[W DPCFIT 9.20000 LANDSK3Q 1.00000 
1;\JW"'°Q .flT t~ fl~ .70000 LANDWW2Q 1.00000 SK3NFW ARRL SK3 1.(11)000 RSI\JEW 1.00000 
~'W? p (~ ,1..-1'" C(J 1.75000 R\oIIo/2EQ 1.0000C S1(3NEW SI(Q 1.1)0000 SK3Q I.JOOOe 
I~W?11IJ ., o· 'F- r r ~0;.60COO LABORQ 2.70000 SK4NEw oROF I T 10.<;0000 LANDSK4Q 1.00000 
• W/R" 'M l rYI' 7<-.00000 WATERSQ 1.00000 SK4NFw ~RALSK4 1.00000 RSNEW 1.0000C 
v'..Jz p ,; wW'C;(', 3.25000 LANDWW2Q 1.00000 SK4NFW SKQ 1.00001) SK4Q 1.00000 
JI-PR') RWW 2'\) 1.00000 RWW2NQ 1.00000 SKNfW 5KQ 1.rJ01)00 SK2Q .18390 
, W 2~1,) .o~" r r T 41.40000 lABORQ 3.10000 SKNEW SK3Q .51720 SK4Q .29890 
'W?~ (j 'I!l. r L rYQ '>4.00000 WATERSQ 1.20000 SS2NFW PROFIT 8.10000 LANf)SS2Q 1.0000C 
,'W"'MJ J~P <;'.' 7.')0000 LANDWW2Q 1.00000 SSJNEW <\RBLSS2 1.00000 PSNEW 1.00000 
>,/\·1 2~', (~ -i,,,'H':' 1.rJOOOO RWW2AQ 5.00000 SS2NEW C;SQ 1.00000 5S2Q 1.0000(' 
\,l\~ ~ A f'J '"):-" ~rT 11.00000 lABI'JRQ .40000 SS3NEW oRQFTT 9.20000 LANDSS3Q 1.00000 
\,'W3 ",) "':.Jw ~I="' C 1.00000 RWW3BQ 1.00000 SS3NFW ARRL5S3 1.00000 R SNEW 1.0000n 
,J\,I''IllO :·I";·~~"~ 1 • oooon 5S3NEW SSQ 1.00000 SS3Q 1.0000e 
\,1,.1 'II- 'J '\L L II IF" '1.40000 CUTQ 3.00000 SSitNEIoI PROF I T 10.50000 LANDSS4Q 1.00000 
,;\oI3r Q ''''TC~8( 1.40000 LANOWW3Q 1.00000 SS4NEW ARBl <; 54 1.00000 RSNEW 1.00000 
.WJFr.J .,Hf;' <;1.' ~.25000 RWW3EQ 1.00000 SSitNEW SSQ l.flOOCO SS4Q 1.00000 
kW3P() ~L~-ALI='\" 2.60000 CUTO 2.00000 SSNEIoI C;SQ 1.00000 SS2Q .22970 
"!i<l3P (,) "HFQ9Q .70000 lANDWW30 1.00000 SSNEW SS3Q .51920 SS4Q .19110 
L'W,P() ,:yr., c;n 1.75000 RWW3EQ 1. 00000 SGIA PROFIT 10.50000 LABOR .40000 
HI~'K" .., t- rrT ~<;.60000 LABORQ 2.70000 S_GLA D,SG.1E 1.00000 RSG1B 1.00000 
'-.W3'11') 1M' I=V~ 1>(1.00000 WA TER8Q 1.00000 SGlA RSG1A 1.00000 ~SGIC 1.00000 
\-. VI 1P(J . .,,1'. <;I! ~.25000 LANDWW3Q 1.00000 SGlF AlFAL FA 5.000CO CUT 3.0000C 
·.,:-,1'11',1',) Wv!~I}Q :.00000 RWW3NQ 1. 00000 SGIF WATER 9 2.80000 LAND5Gl 1.00000 
',-'w~r,I') D;< IF T T l,l.40000 LABORQ 3.10000 SG1F WHRS 5.50000 R SG1E 1. OOOOC' 
-I\-IV ) lMLrvo 44.00000 WATER8Q 1.20000 SG1P <\LFALFA 3.90000 CUT 2.00000 
..,W3i\C '~"1~ <;" 2.'50000 LANDWW30 1.00000 £GIP WATER 9 2.10000 LANDSGI 1.00000 
\~W3"'C) ;) WW 3N ) 1.00000 RWW3AQ 5.00000 SGIP I-IHRS 4.75000 RSGIE 1.00000 
I.< W4A0 (l~ H· IT l1.00000 LABClRQ .40000 SG1R PROFIT 34.60000 LABOR 2.70000 
WW41\Q r~W4['J 1.00000 RWW4BQ 1.00000 SGl13 BARLEY "lO.OOOOO WA TER9 1.40000 
\,/W4A0 ;:>1~W41\(l 1.00000 SG1B \,jHRS 4.noooo LANDSGI 1.00000 
WW4FO "LrALFI\Q 2.40000 CUTO 3.00000 SGIP RSGIB 1.00000 ~SG1N 1.00000 
WW4f '" .IATFRSQ 1.40000 LANDWW4Q 1.00000 SJiLEI Q,SGIC 1.0000Q 
hW4FQ ~H' SQ '1.25000 RWW4EQ 1.00000 SGIN PROF IT 41.00000 LABOR 3.1000C 
WW4P() IILFhL FAQ 1.80000 CUTO 2.00000 SGlN BA~LEY 70.00000 WATER9 2.10000 
y,11,J4r" ','" T [') 8Q .70000 LANDWW4Q 1.00000 SJilN W/iq,S 4.75000 LANDSGI 1. 00000 
WW4P(J ,J~!:, <;Q 1.7500Q R.W~(4EQ 1.JtQ~QO SGIN Q SGIN 1.noooo R SGIA 5.00000 
wW4P.Q "q"F I T 35.60000 LA80RQ 2.70000 SG1N RSGIC 1.00000 
\'!W4fl() 'M'LFVQ 46.00000 WATERSQ 1.00000 
-.S.G-IC PROfIT 
--
'tB.6000.Q_ LABOR 4.60000 
WW4RI) WHR SQ 3.25000 LANDWW4Q 1.0QOOQ SGIC CORN 21.00000 WATER9 5.50000 
wW4HO " ' .• IW4f3Q 1.00000 RWW4NO 1. 00000 SG1C WI-lRS 5.50COO L"'NDSGI 1. 00000 
WW4f\ (\ ''''I'1F I T 41.40000 LABORQ 3.10000 SGJC RSGIC 7.00000 
,,110141',:) f"~"LFV0 32. 00000 WA TER8Q 1.20000 SG2A DROF IT 10.50000 LABOR .40000 
.. W4NO ,Jyp 5(J 2.50000 l A-NO WW4Q 1. Oifooo SG2A RSG2E 1.00000 PSG2B 1. 00000 
wW4~''J ? WW4~J(J 1.00000 RWW4AQ 5.00000 S.G2.A !iS~2.A 
--
1.0000J1 RSG2C 1.00000 
rWTI<I,ISE9 .lWTR1ISF9 1.00000 SG2F ALFAL FA 4.40000 CUT 3.00000 
PAGnVRTq ft,(;~ CJq 1.00000 WATER9 .20000 SG2F WATER9 2.80000 LANOSG2 1.00000 
DAr.)VPT9 " ~ITR U SE9 .20000 
_S.G2F WI:IRS 5.50000 RSG2E 1.00000 
ST " ST 1. QOOOO PROFIT 1. 00000 SG2P ALFALFA 3.40000 CtlT 2.00000 
sr.lT r ANDSGI 1.00000 ARSiSGl i~ooooo SG2P WATFR9 2.'10000 LANDSG2 1. rlOOOO 
5GlT <<iT 1.00000 :iG..2..~ Wtl~s.. __ _ 4.7500.0 RSG2£ 1.000QO 
SG2T LAN05G2 1.00000 ARB.LSG2 1.OQQOO SG2R PROF IT 34.60000 LABOR 2.70000 
SG7T D<;T 1.00000 SG2B BARl EY 74.00000 WATER9 1.40000 
c;.r,'lT I ~H'5r.~ 1.00000 ARBLSG3 1.00000 SGZB I..JH_RS 4.00000 LANDSG2 1.00000 
5G~T ~<;T 1. QQ_QJtQ S·G2R RSG2B 1.00000 RSG2N 1.00000 
<;(;4T LANr'lSG4 1.00000 ARBLSG4 1.00000 SG2R Q 5G2C 1.00000 
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SG;>f ,)pr'F Y T 41.00000 LI\!iOR '3.10000 SI(4A ~ SK/.A 1.00000 
Sr, 2~' AARL FY 56.00000 WATER9 2.10000 SK4F I\LFALFA 7.40000 CUT 2. onooo 
SG ,~ WHR S 4.7'5000 LANDSG2 1.00000 SK4F WATER 9 2.60000 LANDSK4 1. 00000 
SG?t. '"1 Sr,2~' 1.00000 RSr.2A 5.00000 SK4F WHR 5 5.50000 RSK4E 1.00000 
<::G;>~' <:!.SG7f 1.00000 SK4 P IILFALFA 1.400()O CUT 1.00000 
sr. ?( DRflF I T 48.60000 LABOR 4.60000 SK4P '.yATEP.9 1.20000 LANDSK4 1. 00000 
C;r,,?f COD~ 19.20000 WA TER.9 5.50000 SK4P IIIHPS 2.5000r. RSK4E 1. OOOOG 
5G2C ~II-lD S 5."i0000 LA~IDSG2 1. 00000 SK4f1 PPOF I T 14.60000 LABOR 2.70000 
SG?r I, <;G?C 7.00000 SKI, R "APL fY 42.00000 WATER9 1. 'tOOOO 
SG"3A r>P!1F I T 10.50000 lABOp .40000 SK4K 'mRS 4.00000 LANDSK4 1.0000G 
SG3A ~ SG? r 1.00000 RSG38 1.00000 SK4f1 .~ SK48 1.00000 RSK4N 1.0000C 
<::G'III ':. SG'I/I 1.00000 RSG3C 1.00000 SK4N PRfJF IT 41.00000 LABOR 1.10000 
SG3F IIll" "'- fA 3.60000 CUT 3.Q~000 SK4~' ~AP LEY 30.00000 WATER9 2.00000 
SG3F WATFR9 2.80000 LANOSG3 1.00000 SK4N WHP 5 4.00000 LI\NDSK4 1.1)0000 
SG1~ ~:HR S 5.50000 RSG3E 1.00000 Sl(4N R S_K 't~1 1.00000 RSK4A 5.00000 
SG~D I\LFAl FA 2.80000 CUT 2.00000 51<'5 DROF IT 9.20000 LABOR .80000 
SS:~D ~I\Tn::-q 2.10000 LAND'iG3 1.00000 SK" WHR S 7.00000 PASTURE 6.80000 
SGClr> .JI1R S 4.7'5000 RSG3E 1.00000 SK5 WHEPq 2.50000 4RBLSK5 1. 00000 
SG'If\ "RnF I T 34.60QOO LABOR 2.70QQO SSZA DROF1T 10.50000 LABOR .40000 
Sr,1F ~APL EY ('2.000CO WATER<J 1.40000 SS2A RSS2E 1.00000 RSS28 1.00000 
sr. ~p 41-l1( 5 4.00000 LANDSG1 1.00000 SS?A RSS2A 1.000QO 
5G3f\ Q SG3R 1.00000 RSG3N 1.00000 SSZF ALFALFA 3.90000 CUT 2.00000 
SC;'lro n'iG11: 1.00000 SS2F W 1\ T EP 9 1.90000 LA"lDSS2 1. 00000 
sr; "'I~I ORr~! T 41.00000 LABOR 3.10000 SS2f" WHPS 4.00000 PSS2E 1.00000 
SG3~1 "APLEV 46.00000 WAT.E~9 2-L10.o.00 SS?P ALFAL FA 2.30000 CUT 1.00000 
SG3~1 '~I-lR 5 4.75000 LANDSG3 1.00000 SS2P WATEP') .90000 LANDSS2 l.OOOOO 
sr,3~· I;' SG"3~~ 1.00000 R SG3A 5.00000 SS2P WHR.S 2.50000 RSS2E 1.00000 
SG '3~ 1 SG 'Ie 1.00000 SS?B PROF IT 34.60000 LABOR 2.70000 
SG3C ~Rrr- I T 48.600CO LAROR 4.60000 SS?8 flARL EV 69.00000 WATER9 1.30000 
SG~r: r.l1R ~, 16.00000 WATER9 5.50000 S521-1 WHRS 4.00000 LANDSS2 1.1)0000 
sr, 3r ,mKS 5.50000 LM'!IOSG3 1.00QQQ SS2 f1 R SS.?£1 1.00000 RSS2N 1.0000C 
SG3C Q SG3C 7.00000 S 5 ?~" DROF IT 41.00000 LABOR 3.10000 
S ';'.t. PR0F IT 10.500CO LABOR .40000 SS2N RARL EY 51.01)000 WATE~9 1.60(1)0 
SG4t. ~ sr;4f 1.00000 RSG4B 1.00000 SS2N WHRS 3.25000 LANOSS2 1.00000 
Sr,4h ~ <;(;4A 1.00000 SS?/\: RSS2/11 1.00000 RSS2A 5.00000 
SG4F "LFAlr" 2.50000 CUT 3.00000 SS2111 PROF IT 8.40000 LABOR .70000 
sr,4r ..JATFP9 2 •. 80DO.O LANDSG't l __ O!lOOQ SS2W Io/HEAT 11.00000 ARRLSS2 1.0000G 
<;G4r ''''HP <; 5.50000 RSG4E 1.00000 SS3A PROF I T 10.500CO LAFlOR .40000 
<;G4P "LFALFfI 1.90000 CUT 2.00000 SS3A OSs~r. 1.00000 RSS"3A 1.001)00 
%4P wATr=P ') 2.10000 LANDSG4 1.0Q()00 SS3A RSS3A 1.00000 
Sr,/tP .-IHPS 4.75000 RSG4E 1.00000 SS3F ~LFALFA 3.30000 CUT 2.00000 
SG4t" r)~nrIT 34.60000 LABOR 2.70000 <;S3F WATER9 1.90000 LANDSS3 1.()0000 
<;G4f' l"kL fOY 47.00000 WA TER9 l.-'&OJW SS3F ' . .JHRS 4.00000 RSS3E 1.00000 
<;<;4[1 .4Ht:' S 4.00000 LANDSG4 1.00000 C;SlP ALFAl FA 2.00000 CUT 1.0001)0 
SG4R "SG4A 1.00000 RSG4N 1.00000 .S.S3P I,o/lIT£R9 .. 900.00 LA~D.SS3 1.00000 
Sr,4f\ "pcr I T 41.00000 LABOR 3.10000 SS1P w~PS 2.50000 RSS3E 1.00000 
<;G4r flAPL [V 33.00000 WATER9 2.10000 SS"38 P~OF IT 14.60000 LABOR 2.70000 
<;r.4" :JHP S 4.75000 LANnSG4 1.00000 SS?R qARJ. EY 56.00000 WATER9 1.30000 
SG4~ '. S(.4'1 1.00000 RSG4A 5 • .oao..a.o, SS:'I R ""HRS 4.00000 LANDSS3 1.00000 
SG5 !>prFIT 9.20000 LABOR .80000 C;S3A ~SS3Fl 1.00000 RSS'3N 1. 00000 
<;';'5 WI-lRS 6'.25000 PASTURE 7.10000 SS 3,,1 PPOF 1 T 41.LOOOOQ LABOR 3.1000C 
SG<; wATfPQ 2.40000 ARBLSG5 1.00000 SS3N 8M L EY 40.00000 WATER9 1.60000 
SK;?A op-)r J T 10.50000 LABOR .40000 SC; 3'" WHPS 3.25000 LANOC;S3 1. 00000 
SK?t. < SK:?F 1.00000 RSK28 1.00000 SS3N PSS3N 1.00000 RSS.3A '5.0000(1 
SK?/I ') SK 2 A 1.000.00 SS3W DRnF IT 8.40000 LABOR .7000(1 
SK2F ALFALFA 3.70000 CUT 2.00000 SS3~! WHFAT ll.00000 ARBLSS3 1.00000 
S1(2f- W~T!-P9 2.60000 LANDSK2 1.00000 SS4A PROF IT 10 .• .5000.0 ._LABOR .40000 
SK?I" ''''I-lR S 5.50000 R S~2E 1.o0JlQO SS4A RSS4F 1.00000 RSS48 1.0000C 
SK Jp UC'ALFfI 2.10000 CUT 1.00000 SS4A RSS4A 1.00000 
SK2P >'lATER 9 1.20000 LANDSK2 1.00000 SS4F AlFAL FA 2.'tOOOO CUT 2.00000 
SKJj.l WHP S 2.50000 RSK2E 1.00000 SS4F WATFR9 1.90000 LANDSS4 1.1)0000 
SK2R pqnF!T 34.60000 LABOR 2. '70000 SS4F WHRS 4.00000 RSS4E 1.00000 
SI(?P "ARLEY 65.00000 WA TER9 1.40000 .SS4P . ALEAL.F1L 1 ... 40000 ... cur 1.00000 
SK7.P <lHR S 4.00000 LANoSK2 1.00QQO SS4P WATER 9 .90000 LANOSS4 1.00000 
<;K2[, .; SK2Fl 1.00000 PSK2N 1.00000 SS4P WHRS 2.50000 RSS4E 1.00000 
~K ;n, :>RIJFIT 41.00000 LABOR 3.10000 SSAB PRDF IT 34.60000 LABOR 2.10000 
5K;,''' QIIRl E'Y 47.COQOO \,t~TER9 2 ~ 9_Q.9_Q.Q SS4B ~APL EV 45.00000 WATER9 1.30000 
SK2N oIHRS 4.00000 LANDSK2 1.00000 SS4/-1 WHRS 4.00000 LANDSS4 1.00000 
SK .,~ P SK ?~.I 1.00000 RSK2A 5.00000 .554B ___ . _ .. RS S.48 1.. • ..00.00.0 .RS.S.4N 1.00000 
SK':I/I :>RnF IT 10.50000 LABOR .40000 SS4N PROF IT 41.00000 LABOR 3.10000 
SK'IA , C;K3F 1.00000 R SK3B 1.000'0-6 SS4N BARLEY ::H.OOOOO WATER9 1.60000 
5K'I1\ ~SK 3A 1.00000 SS4t-' WHRS 3,25000 lAN.OSS4 1. 00000 
SK3F ~LJ:"LFA 3.29QOO CUT _1.!_QQ9QQ.. SS4N RSS4N 1.00000 RSS4A 5.00000 
SK3~ W4T.Q q 2.60000 LANDSK3 1.00000 SS4W PROF IT 8.40000 LABOR .70000 
SK3~ ~HR S 5.50000 RSK3E 1.00000 _ S_S4I<L _._. __ W IiE.AI ll.LQ 00 0.0 AH..6.LSS4 1. 00000 
SK3P ~LJ:AL FA 1.80000 CUT 1.00000 SS5 PROF IT 9.20000 LABOR .80000 
SK3P I>i"T~P q 1.20000 LANDSK3 f:ooooo SS5 WHRS 5.50000 PASTURE 6.80000 
SK1P wHR ') 2.50000 R SK3E 1.00000 SS'5 j~ATER9 2..00000 ARBLSS5 1.00000 
SK3f\ °Rrr IT 34. 6.0.0_00 LABO~ .2 •. 1.00.0 tL CWTRllS9Q RWTRUS9Q 1.00000 
SK1A ~4RLfY '54.00000 WATER9 1.40000 QAGDVRT9 WATER9Q .20000 AGREQ9Q 1.00000 
<;I("'IB .JHC'') 4.00000 LANOSK3 1.00000 Ql\f,0 l,I)n2. __ B.WTBtl S 9Q. 1.2_0 0 O..Q. 
SK 3R ~SI< 3/-1 1.00.QQD RSK3N 1. 09.0.a.lt QAGDVT9P AGREQ9Q 1.00000 PROFIT .0010e 
SK311! ">POF T T 41.00000 LABOR 3.10000 OAGDVT9P WATER 9 .20000 RWTRUSE9 .20000 
SK1f\ ~ARl ~Y 18.00000 WATER9 2.00000 .. SG1AQ PR,Of(T lSt.59900 lASORQ .40000 
SK)"-.I .oIHR S 4.0QOrul. LMiQS~3 l&QM..ct SGIAQ RSGIEQ 1. 00000 R SGIRQ 1.00000 
snN ~SK3f\1 1.00000 RSK3A 5.00000 SGIAQ RSGlAO 1.00000 RSGICQ 1.00000 
SK4A ODnF T T ) O. 50000 LABOR .40000 SGIFQ __ Alf.At FAQ.. 5.~.Q_QQO _ .C.u..HL 3.00000 
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Appendix 2. Supply costs of water (from King et aI., 1972). 
Hydrologic Transfer Costs" Sturage ~"OSts 
Study Colorado River water Praent diversions Present diversions Present diversiuns New diver.inns ". Presenl New 
Unit to lUlfac:e Wlter poo,1 direct to llriculture direcl 10 MAl lu surface waler poul surfa.-c waler ",K.I Slural.!e Slurag~r 
IIoanoville UtelDdian 
Unit, Uail, Sevier To Cost To Cosl Tu (·u.1 Tn ('usl 
Column No. CUP CUP 
-
HSU (04M) HSU (O&M) IISU (O&'MI IISl' (OAMI 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 /I 'l 10 II I ~ U 14 
Sym~'" CTBX crux crsx (Y)I CTXAY rTXMY (,TI'XSY ("TNXSY ('I'SX (,~SX (X)I (YII IY,) IY') 
I 4 1.00 IU 11.00 
2 1&.: 4.UO .IU 4.7U 
3 10.00 2 1.00 4 .40 4 4.1JO .IU IldU 
4 7.00 10.00 8.00 :; . S.UI) .IU 13.00 
5 10.00 13.00 4.00 9 1.00 h ".UII .10 11.110 
6 .IU 1.1(1) 
7 4 .40 .10 111.110 
8 5 1.00 .IU 7.~0 
9 .IU 1.l.:iO 
10 h .4U h 4.01) .IU 14.10 
'--- -------- - ---------
Hydrologic Aaricu1tural distribution COlts Moll distribution ~"OS\S Moll »upply trealmenl cnsls' \\a~~al~r treatment \.'usts\J Kt!..:harg ... - gnIUlttJ",'ah:r h:.lsin ,,:uSot~ 
Study 
104M) 
ns New divenioos b nesent Glvenwns New diversiom .. neso:nt IIlverSl.>n. N ... ~· eJlv ... ·rsh ... s KClurn h. KClurn I .. 
Uait LoaM) (OAM, I. ... ·al (;h'UIUJ· K~\.·h;lr)!t! (' .. 11.·.·Ii .. n Trans","1 
Local Ground· Local 
-w:e water aarfac:e 
Column No. water wiler 
15 16 17 
Symbotll (X) I CADI'SX CADPGX CADNSX 
I .75 1.25 S.25 
2 .75 1.75 4.75 
3 .7S 2.00 5.50 
4 .75 2.75 S.25 
5 .75 1.75 4.75 
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APPENDIX 3. AGRICULTURAL LAND IN PRODUCTION 
FOR ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS 
(1000's of acres) 
Table 3-A. Inflow to Great Salt Lake ~ 500,000 acre feet/year and no salvage. 
Year 1965 1980 1990 2000 
HSU 1 
Present 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 
New 6.59 4.75 3.85 2.04 
HSU2 
Present 172.20 170.40 170.40 170.40 
New 193.30 193.40 193.40 187.46 
HSU3 
Present 150.70 150.70 150.70 150.70 
New 15.32 14.21 14.21 6.88 
HSU4 
Present 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 
New 90.98 65.77 65.77 29.54 
HSU 5 
Present 196.80 196.80 196.80 196.80 
New 
HSU6 
Present 66.51 65.90 65.90 65.40 
New 
HSU7 
Present 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 
New 
HSU8 
Present 71.73 71.73 71.73 71.75 
New 57.49 57.49 57.48 55.46 
HSU9 
Present 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 
New 
HSU 10 

















Table 3-B. Inflow to Great Salt Lake 2:850,000 acre feet/year and no salvage. 
Year 1965 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 
HSU 1 
Present 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 29.94 
New 6.57 4.76 3.85 
HSU2 
Present 172.20 172.40 170.40 170.40 167.00 167.00 
New 193.40 193.40 193.40 187.46 172.79 162.71 /'-, 
, ./ 
HSU3 
Present 150.70 150.70 140.40 140.40 140.40 140.40 
New 9.85 
HSU4 
Present 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 - -
New 71.51 41.50 1136 
HSU5 
Present 196.80 196.80 196.80 196.80 196.76 190.07 
New 
HSU6 
Present 66.51 65.90 65.60 65.40 65.40 65.40 
New 
HSU7 
Present 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 
New 
HSU 8 
Present 71.73 71.73 71.73 71.75 71.77 71.80 
New 57.49 57.49 57.49 55.46 53.16 50.85 
HSU9 
Present 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 
New 
HSU 10 
Present 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 
New 
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Table 3-C. Inflow to Great Salt Lake 2:1,014,000 acre feet/year and no salvage. 
Year 1965 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 
HSU 1 
Present 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 28.80 
New 6.57 3.62 2.15 
HSU2 
Present 170.40 167.00 167.00 167.00 167.00 167.00 
New 184.81 184.40 184.40 156.81 110.61 87.14 
HSU3 
Present 140.40 140.40 140.40 140.40 140.40 133.50 
New 9.21 
HSU4 
Present 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 164.80 
New 22.33 
HSU 5 
Present 196.80 196.80 196:80 190.87 190.67 190.07 
New 
HSU6 
Present 66.51 65.91 65.60 65.40 65.40 65.40 
New 
HSU7 
Present 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 153.86 
New 
HSU8 
Present 71.73 71.73 71.73 71.75 71.77 71.79 
New 57.49 57.49 57.49 55.46 53.16 50.85 
HSU9 
Present 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 
New 
HSU 10 
Present 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 
New 
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Table 3-D. Inflow to Great Salt Lake ~850,000 acre feet/year with salvage. 
Year 1965 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 
HSU 1 
Present 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 
New 19.05 14.60 12.38 7.94 3.49 
HSU2 
Present 167.00 167.00 167.00 167.00 167.00 167.00 
New 110.61 110.61 110.61 110.61 ] 10.61 110.61 
HSU3 
Present 150.70 150.70 150.70 150.70 150.70 140.40 
New 15.32 14.21 14.21 6.87 
HSU4 
-
Present 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 1519.40 
New 102.26 84.45 67.34 51.39 
HSU5 
Present 198.85 196.80 196.80 198.10 196.80 196.05 
New 
HSU6 
Present 66.51 65.90 65.60 65.40 65.40 65.40 
New 
HSU7 
Present 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 
New 
HSU8 
Present 71.73 71.73 71.73 71.75 71.77 71.80 
New 57.49 57.49 57.49 55.46 53.16 50.85 
HSU9 
Present 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 
New 
HSU 10 
Present 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 19.40 
New 
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Table 3-E. Inflow to Great Salt Lake 2:1,014,000 acre feet/year with salvage. 
Year 1965 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 
HSU 1 
Present 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 32.45 29.94 
New 19.05 14.60 9.84 2.04 
HSU2 
Present 167.00 167.00 167.00 167.00 167.00 167.00 
New 110.61 110.61 110.61 110.61 110.61 110.61 
HSU3 
Present 150.70 150.70 150.70 150.70 140.40 140.40 
New 15.32 14.15 
HSU4 
Present 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 174.00 
New 102.26 84.45 67.34 37.29 
HSU 5 
Present 198.85 196.80 196.80 196.80 196.76 192.90 
New 
HSU6 
Present 66.51 65.90 65.60 65.40 65.40 65.40 
New 
HSU7 
Present 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 155.65 
New 
HSU 8 
Present 71.73 71.73 71.73 71.75 71.77 71.80 
New 57.49 57.49 57.49 57.46 53.16 50.85 
HSU9 
Present 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 14.84 
New 
HSU 10 




WATER ALLOCATION FLOWS BY SOLUTION 
The following series of flow charts are the solutions 
generated by parameterizations of alternative policy as-
sumptions in the model (see Table 6). The schematic 
diagram includes diversion through the Bonneville Unit 
(BU Hexagon), Ute Indian Unit (UI Hexagon), and th'e 
Sevier Area Transfer (SA Hexagon). Other symbols are: 
MI: M&I Requirement 
WL: Wetlands Requirement 
AG: Agricultural Diversion 
LSW: Local Surface Water 
102 
GW: Local Ground Water 
AV: Available Water 
EV: Evaporation 
DR: Draft Requirement 
ST:' Storage Requirement 
OF: Outflows 
Arrows indicate direction of use of water. All MI to GW 
flows are recharges. All arrows correspond to water 
allocations or transfers discussed in Appendix l(b) and 
listed in Appendix 1 (c). 
P = presently 
developed 
water 




Figures in 1000 acre-feet 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION 
(1) Year = 1965 




FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 




FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION 





Figure 4-A. (a) (4) Year = 2000 






FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (a) (5) Year = 2010 
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IV 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (a) (6) Year = 2020 
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IV 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 








Figure 4-A (b) (2) Year = 1980 





Figure 4-A (b) (3) Year = 1990 
RIV 
F"LOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
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IV 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION 
Figure 4-A. (b) (4) Year = 2000 
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v 
Figure 4-A. (b) (5) Year = 2010 
RIV 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (b) (6) Year = 2020 
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v 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (c) Inflow to Great Salt Lake 2:1,014,000 acre-feet, no salvage (1) Year = 1965 
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 




FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (c) (3) Year = 1990 
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IV 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (c) (4) Year = 2000 
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COLORADO 
Figure 4·A. (c) (5) Year = 2010 
RIV 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
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IV 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (c) (6) Year = 2020 
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EV. \'i 
IV Rill 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOA ALLOCATION MODEL 









FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 




FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (d) (3) Year = 1990 
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v 
Figure 4-A. (d) (4) Year = 2000 
RIV 




Figure 4-A. (d) (5) Year = 2010 







FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (d) (6) Year = 2020 
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (e) Inflow to Great Salt Lake 2:1,014,000 acre-feet, with salvage (1) Year = 1965 
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 




Figure 4-A. (e) (3) Year = 1990 
RIV 




FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (e) (4) Year = WOO 
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FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (e) (5) Year = 2010 
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v 
FLOW DIAGRAM FOR ALLOCATION MODEL 
Figure 4-A. (e) (6) Year = 2020 
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APPENDIX 5 
TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF 
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Figure S-E. Cup diversions, INFLO GSL :::1,014,000 with salvage. 
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